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JP Arts and Crafts
Festival previewed

Kentucky-Barkley plans
Harp resigns Laker job;
accepts Anderson Co. offer to be discussed June 25

See special supplement

See story on page 10

See story on page 2
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New York state closing mountain
cottage where Ulysses Grant died
WILTON, N.Y.(AP) - For almost 100 years. the mountain
cottage where General Ulysses S. Grant, Civil War hero and
presidential failure, spent his last six weeks has remained
unchanged.
The hands of an ornate mantel clock are stopped at 8:08 the time when, on the morning of July 23, 1885, Grant died after
a desperate but successful race to finish his memoirs and
rescue his family's finances.
Medicinal water used to soak bandages sits evaporating in a
corked bottle in the bedroom, the well-worn Oriental rug still
shows some of its pattern and floral pieces with tiny flowers
gather dust in a side room.
"You get a funny feeling. I still get it now showing people
through," said Tony Gambino, the volunteer caretaker who has
spent 37 years in the house. "You get kind of a chill. It's such
an honor to be here."
By September, however, the Mt. McGregor cottage will be
closed. The New York State Office of Parks,'Recreation and
Historic Preservation plans to remove its contents to the state
museum in Albany.
In an effort to spark interest in the historic site, the state has
compiled a traveling exhibit of Grant memorabilia.
A medium-security prison that b4came the cottage's mountaintop neighbor four years ago sent the number of visitors
dropping "like a stone," according to Julia Stokes, deputy commissioner o_f_historig preS_erVatiOn.
The first sign that greets a visitor to the cottage points the
way to "Mt. McGregor Corectional Facility." The first person
seen is a guard asking for identification.
Along the switchback road that leads up the 1,800-foot-high
mountain, inmates with bandannas wrapped around their
heads and cigarettes dangling from their mouths clear brush
and mow grass. Rifle-toting guards pace along the fence, topped with razor wire.
"A lot of people get through the checkpoint, come up here,
see that fence and z00000m, away they go. They don't even
stop," Gambino said. "It frightens them."
The cottage is on the grounds of a minimum-security prison
located on this Adirondack foothill: half of the dual facility's
790 inmates live outside the fence which comes within 50 yards
of the cottage's side porch.
When the 63-year-old Grant tame to the home 12 miles north
of the summer resort of Saratoga Springs, he could listen to
guests amusing themselves at the nearby 300-room Balmoral
Hotel. Today's visitor can hear arguments on the prison
ballfield and rock music blaring from the recreation hall.
"I think you could say it's lost the quiet Adirondack retreat
atmosphere that President Grant went there for," Stokes said.
The country's 18th president, Grant served two terms from
1869 to 1877. He was elected largely on the strength of the fame
he had gained as commander in chief of the Union army in the
Civil War.

If you're looking for a place to
go listen to championship
caliber fiddlers this weekend, or
if your fancy is art or gospel
music, the place to visit is the
West Kentucky Exposition
Center and the Jackson Purchase Arts and Crafts Festival
The two-day festival will begin
Saturday and Sunday at 9 a.m.
and continue both days until 8
p.m. at the expo center on College Farm Road. It is the first
time the festival has been in
Murray, and organizers have
lined up a variety of entertainment for all ages in expectation

25 CENTS PER COPY
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1n45
of a crowd they predict will exceed 10,000 visitors.
Betty Hinton, the general
chairman of the event and a
member of the Business for the
Arts Committee, which brought

the festival to Murray, said
earlier this week that she expects "the building to be full and
overflowing."
Exhibitors and artists will
represent more than 15 states
surrounding Kentucky and from
across the nation, according to
Hinton, who added that more
than 26 artists are scheduled to
display their work in oils,
acrylics, water color and pen
and ink, and Opryland's potterin-residence will also display his
pottery work this weekend.
"We'll have folk art, porcelain
doll makers, jewelry, and a man

All's fair at the fair
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UNNY
Tonight: Fair and cool.
Low 55 to 60. Light and
variable wind. Friday: Mostly sunny with a 20 percent
chance of afternoon thundershowers. High near 80. South
wind 5 to 15 mph.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for near normal
temperatures with a chance
of showers each day Saturday
through Monday.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
359.3
Barkley Lake .....359.3

Collins returns to selling tax plan
FRANKFORT, Ky ( AP ) GOV. Martha Layne Collins,
launching the campaign to sell
her ambitious package of tax increases for schools and roads,
stressed to legislators that
sacrifices for education today
could mean a bonanza of new
jobs for Kentucky tomorrow.
"I'm committed to education
because I'm trying to bring
jobs." Collins said Wednesday
while unveiling her long-awaited
legislative package before a
caucus of House and -Senate
Republicans.
"I haven't found any company
that doesn't ask, *What about
your education and what are you
doing about it?" Collins said
The subject was raised
several times when she and

state commerce officials went to
Detroit in February to make a
pitch for the auto plant that
General Motors' new Saturn
Corp. subsidiary plans to build,

Collins said.
-- Saturn officials wanted copies
of the $226 million -educationpackage she tried unsuccessfully to have enacted in 1984, Col-

lins said, and they also have asked for copies of the latest
package, which totals $287.7_
ielosit'd on page 2)

At the fair
Stonewall Jackson and a packed crowd at the
Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fairgrounds
Wednesday night enjoyed cool temperatures and
good music as the fair worked its way through its
second night.
Events for tonight and into the weekend will
include:
Thursday, June 13
p.m. - Midway opens
7 p.m. - Dirt Drags
7 p.m - Repeat performance of Tuesday
night's Gospel Music Show.

Friday, June 14
6 p.m. - Midway opens.
.7 p.m. - Demolition Derby.
10 p.m.-1 a.m. - Midnight Madness on the
Midway, with all the rides for one price, $7.
Saturday, June 15
Noon-6 p.m. - Kiddies Day on the Midway.
with 18-years-old and younger riding all rides for
one price. $6.
7 p.m. - Motorcycle Races.
6 p.m. until close - Family Night, with all
rides for one price and discounts planned.

f
-

who makes guitars and musical
instruments will also be here,"
Hinton said excitedly. "We don't
anticipate any problems with
anything. We have lots of parking and we also have a 24 x 30
foot stage for the fiddler's
championship."
Saturday afternoon, fiddlers
from across the state and region
will converge in Murray to compete in the Jackson Purchase
Bluegrass Fiddler's Championship from noon until 5 p.m. in the
expo center. Sunday afternoon,
from 2 until 5 p.m., gospel singing will be featured on the stage
in the expo center.

Rides and games are a highlight of the 1985 Murray-Calloway
County Jaycees Fair. Above, 18-month-old Jason Rhone, Murray,
went for a spin while looking toward his mom, Lisa Rhone. At the
"Crazy Ball" table (right photo), Carol Wedhorn, also of Murray,
picked a prize for her son Curtis on his Ilth birthday. Below,
United Shows employee Stephen Couch, Nashville, Tenn., tried
to coax fair-goers into trying their basketball skills at the freethrow toss. The photos were taken Wednesday
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Elsewhere...
WASHINGTON - The Democratic-controlled House, in a
dramatic turnaround, is agreeing to give $27 million in non-lethal
logistical aid.
. to Nicaraguan rebels, cementing a major
legislative victory for President Reagan.
WASHINGTON - Two days into negotiations, House and
Senate bargainers on the 1986 budget are bogged down over
relatively minor differences and conference committee chairman Sen. Pete V. Domenici says it could spell big trouble ahead
for producing a compromise.
AMMAN, Jordan - Two Americans freed from a hijacked
plane in Beirut are caught in the middle of another hijacking an
hour later when a Palestinian commandeered a second plane
they boarded. The Palestinian, who says he acted to revenge the
first hijacking by Shiite Moslems, forces the plane to land in
Cyprus.
WASHINGTON - As President Reagan prepared to embark on
another speaking trip for tax simplification, conservative
Republicans were urging him to couple his tax pitch with a
stepped-up campaign for reduction of the federal deficit.
HANTAGE TOWNSHIP. N.J. - As relatives and friends and
people who never knew her mourned the passing of Karen Ann
Quinlan, her father said death "is not so much to be feared," and
that he and his wife were at peace because their daughter "died
in a natural state."
NORFOLK, Va. - Defense strategy for accused spy Arthur J.
Walker may rest on whether the government can prove that the
documents he allegedly passed to his brother were ever delivered
to the Soviet Union, his lawyers say.
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County sheriff
reports arrests
in Calloway

Str

County farmers
reminded of state
sewage permits

The Calloway County Sheriff's
Department will charge Mark
Edward Miller, 25, of Route 3,
Murray with first degree
burglary today. Miller, who is
currently serving a sentence for
another burglary charge, will
also be charged with the May 8
burglary of Brown's Grocery on
Ky. 94 East, according to the
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department.

Calloway County farmowners
may not know it, but a state permit is required when private
sewage systems are installed.
Officials with the Calloway
County Health Department want
the public to be aware of the requirement and to know that the
permits are available through
the health department.
Barry Grogan, environmentalist said such permits for rural
houses on farms with private
water supplies were not required prior to 1982 because,
under the state plumbing law,
such residences were exempt.
In that year the General
Assembly passed a new law that
stated onsite sewage disposal
systems were not considered
plumbing. Responsibility for the
system was switched from the
Department For Housing,
Buildings, and Construction to
the Department For Health Services and, thus, to the local and

A total of $934 in money and
merchandise was estimated
stolen from the May 8 burglary,
including a .22 caliber pistol and
holster, a casting reel, several
cartons of cigarettes, a case of
cigarette rolling papers and
several rolls of quarters.
The Sheriff's Department also
reported the arrest of Mark
Russell, 21, of Route 6, Murray
in connection with thefts over a
period of several months of
parts from a local junk yard.
Russell was released on a $500
bond earlier this week, while a
second arrest in the investigation was made today. Raymond
Kern, 20, of Route 1, Murray and
Russell were both charged with
theft by unlawful taking over
$100.

Higginson receives Georgia degree

Residents injured
in county accident

Bonnie C. Higginson, coordinator of the reading and study
skills program in the Learning
Center at Murray State University, was awarded the Ph.D.
degree-in-reading education in
commencement exercises at the
University of Georgia on Saturday, June 8.
Research for her dissertation
titled "Text Content, Topic
Familiarity and Comprehension
in Relation to Self-selected

Two IIiiurrayans were injured
Tuesday morning in a single-car
accident 1 Iv-miles north of Murray at Bailey Road and Poor
Farm Road.
According to state police
reports. Paul N. Reed, 18, was
heading north on Bailey Road
and failed to stop at the intersection when his car overturned.
Reed and passenger Tayne
Thorn, 18. were treated and
released from Murray Calloway
County Hospital.
Trooper Bobby Ham investigated the accident.

Collins...
(Cont'd from page 1)
million for schools through the
end of fiscal 1988.
Collins also has proposed raising the. motor-fuels tax_ by
cents per gallon, effective Sept.
1, to add $285 million to the Road
Fund over the same period. Kentucky's gas tax, currently is 9.99
cents per gallon.
In a late afternoon news conference at the Executive Mansion. Collins said she "felt excitement and a real sincere interest in the education package"
after presenting it in a round of
caucuses for Democrats and
Republicans of both chambers.

Study Strategies" was conducted at Calloway County High
School in the fall of 1984.
Mrs. Higginson earned the
B.S. degree in rehabilitation, the
M.S. in human services and the
S.C.T. in higher education and
reading at Murray State.
Her parents are Mr. and Mrs.
Joe N. Cohoon of Murray. She
and her husband, Cliff Higginson, live on Murray Route 7.

Fire tower for sale in Puryear,. Tenn.;
numerous uses possible with structure

GRAND OLE OPRY STAR PERFORMS - Stonewall Jackson ahd his Minit Men appeared at the
Murray-Calloway County Jaycees Fair Wednesday evening. The indoor performance, sponsored by
United Shows, was free to the public.
Staff photo by David Tuck

Public meetiiii slated June 25 on
Kentucky-Barkley operating plans
TVA and the Corps of
Engineers will hold a public
meeting June 25 at 7 p.m. at
Kenlake State Resort Park to
receive comments on future
operating plans for Kentucky
and Barkley reservoirs.
TVA and the Corps propose to
make permanent an operating

plan used for the past five years
on an expiremental basis. Under
the plan, the two lakes were held
at summer pool elevation of 359
until July 1 and then drawn slowly to elevation 355 by September
30.
The operation was principally
designed to improve fishing and

FATHER'S DAY SALE

Lease to Own
•41#4

district health departments. In
effect the law eliminated the exemption from the permit
requirement.
Grogan said, "the greatest effect is on people who are not
served by a water district and
have to install a private sewage
disposal and water supply
system. Between 200 and 300
such systems are constructed in
Kentucky each year."
He added that the certificates
from a certified inspector are a
good investment for the farmowner. This program assures
the farmowner an onsite sewage
system has a better chance to
work. A faulty system could
begin leaking and contaminate
the water supply, and quite
possibly, the supplies of
neighbors.
Farmowners needing system
inspections or desiring more information may call the health
department at 753-3381.

Pier l's Famous
Papasan
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*Portable TV's
'Console TV's
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Stereos
•VCR's
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Say Adieu to
stress with the
world's most
comfortable
chair.

Stop By & See
Our New Line Of
Products For Your
Home Entertainment!

Choose a large. plush cushion in your iavorite solid
color to rest within the 4ei dtom frame. Jungle rattan
mapped with tough peel provides s-lidsci,port. and
rich walnut finish adds a statement 1ner,iinal style
The entire farnii!, w II share tlw
this lounger.
Papasan and cJsh.

"Murray's Only Complete Rental Store"
C1211-Lli5

We're Growing
To Get
Your Business

1 888
1

Sale prices good one %eel, onIN

Hours:
9-6M.-F.
9-5 Sat.
1-5 Sun

Piell

imports 1.k

Bel Air Center
Murray 753-1851

recreation on the two reservoirs.
Reaction to holding full summer
pool for two weeks longer than
previously scheduled has been
overwhelmingly favorable to
date.
In general, the experimental
operating plan resulted in
highler lake levels for Kentucky
and Barkley from mid-June until the end of September.
Anyone unable to attend the
public meeting may submit
written comments on the proposal either to Robert A.
Shelton, TVA, Knoxville, Tenn.
37902; or to Rick Connor, U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers, P.O.
Box 1070, Nashville, Term. 37202.
Comments also will be accepted through the TVA Citizen
Action Line, 1-800-251-9242 outside Tennessee and
1-800-362-9250 from points in
Tennessee.

PURYEAR, Term.(AP)- Interested in owning an 80-foot diving platform? Or a unique back
yard sculpture? Then you may
want to inspect an old fire tower
for sale by the state.
Conservation Department
rangers used the lookout structure here the past 25 years to
monitor the surrounding West
Tennessee countryside for fires,
said Joe Clayton, assistant state
forester in Nashville.
"We had about 200 towers
statewide in operation, but are
replac g some with aircrafts,"
Clayth said.
Sta officials say several individu ls or companies, including ne radio station have
inquire
about buying the
Puryear
wer stationed on
state-owned
perty near the
Kentucky state
-%
The state has sold other
towers in the past for prices
ranging from $300 to $1,500,
Clayton said.
A Memphis area farmer purchased one several years ago to
help him keep watch over his
property, said Mike Simpkins,
property utilization manager for
the state Department of General
Services.
Simpkins said the metal
frame tower in Puryear is in
"poor condition," particularly
the deteriorating wooden steps.
The state will accept bids on

the tower Tuesday.
If the tower is removed, the
buyer must pay removal costs
and site resoration expenses, officials said.

Infestation of wasps
sighted in Calloway
The European Hornet, a large
and sometimes dangerous breed
of wasp, has been sighted in 42
Kentucky counties including
Calloway, Lyon, Caldwell, Crittenden and Trigg counties.
The wasp, which flies mainly
at night and is attracted to light,
is capable of stinging a victim
repeatedly, according to officials with the Kentucky
Cooperative Extension Service.

Trailer fire reported
in county at mid-day
A trailer fire was reported today at 12:35 p.m. on County
Road 893, southwest of Murray
near the Pleasant Grove Chuch
in Hazel.
Both the Calloway County
Fire-Rescue Squad and the
Hazel Volunteer Fire Department responded to the fire. No
details were available at press
time on the severity of the fire
nor if there were any injuries
involved.

LBL seeking work volunteers
The Land Between The Lakes
Association (LBLA) needs
volunteers to build an eagle
house for Eagle Trust, International. The Trust, a nonprofit
organization plans to move its
collection of golden and bald
eagles to LBL by the end of this
summer so the birds can adjust
to their new surroundings before
this winter's breeding season.
To meet that deadline, LBLA
Is asking volunteers to come to
1.111. on Saturday, June 22, to
work on the eagle house. And
you don't havo to be a carpenter
to participate. Sayq Bob Giles,
LBLA's director, "We need all
types of helpers - pewit +0

carry materials, rill water jugs,
use a hammer, or saw boards."
The "work day" will begin at
7:30 a.m., and lunch will be served at noon. However, volunteers
are free to arrange their own
work schedules. Both individuals and groups are invited
to take part in the eagle house
raising, but the participation of
children under 12 years of age is
discouraged for safety reasons.
All volunteers should wear
long-sleeved shirts, long pants,
and some type of protective
footwear. (Tennis shoes should
be avoided because they do not
offer adequate protection on a
construction site.)

To sign up, contact Ed Graves
at (502) 924-5602, extension 249.
When it is finished, the eagle
house will serve as temporary
Eagle Trust headquarters while
funds are raised for a permanent facility at LBL. The Trust
is a recognized leader in eagle
propagation and has produced
more eagles in captivity than
any other project in the world,
Including the first bald eagle
hatched through artificial insemination in 1981.
When Eagle Trust is in full
operation, LBL will become one
of two major eagle propagation
centers in the United States.

Downtown Store Will Be

Open Late
Friday and
Saturday Night
Dixieland Center
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Reg. $27. The perfect partner. Par
Four® slacks in poplin or duck.
With stay-neat features like an
extra-wide Ban-Role waistband.
Polyester/cotton in lots of solid
colors with coordinating leathertabbed belt. Waist sizes 30 to 42.
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Reg. $16. A cool choice for
summer. Our Par Four® shortsleeve sportshirt in a breezy weave
of polyester/cotton. Two collar
styles in dad's favorite stripes,
plaids and fancies. Sizes S,M,L,XL.
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Reg. $16. Par Four' golf
shirts make the perfect gift
for Dad In a great choice of
striped patterns with solid
color collar Cotton/polyester
knit In sizes S.M,L,XL

Sale 14.99
Reg. $20. Par Fours duck
shorts with a leather-tabbed
belt. In a great range of solid
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Reg. $16. Par Four! II
shorts with an elasticized
backwaist and side vents
Great choice of solids in
polyestericotton twill
Waist sizes 30 to 42.
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Sale 9.99
Reg. $13. A solid sport. Our Par
" Foure interlock knit polo shirt in a
broad range of classic and current
colors. Sizes S,M,L,XL.
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20%
off
Our entire

stock
of men's shoes

Sale 16.99
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Dress up dad down to the
tips of his toes with a gift of
new shoes. Save 20% on any
pair for menincluding
,
these.

Reg. $22. Easy-going Par Fours
pants. A sure-shot selection to
pair-up with the tops. And dad Will
surely appreciate the comfortable
elasticized backwaist. Polyester/
cotton in easy-to-coordinate solid
colors. Waist sizes 32 to 42.
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Sale $40
Reg. $50. Handsome, elegant. Our slip-on with luxury
kidskin leather quarter
lining, heel pad and sole.
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Sale $28
Reg. $35. Right for dad. Lee
Wright leather casual with
comfortable terry lining.
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Men's Woven Sport Shirt

Men's Walk Shorts
•Poly/Cotton
*Sizes 32-40
*Orig. $14.00
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Men's Knit Shirts
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*Assorted Colors
*Sizes S, M, L, XL
*Orig. $13

NOW
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Men's Twill Slacks

3-

•Khaki, light blue, navy
*Sizes 32-40
*Orig. $18.00

NOW

9.99
7.99

12.99

*Poly/Cotton plaids
•Sizes S, M, L, XL
•Orig. 16.00

Special Buy
Men's Dress Shirts
•Light blue and white
*Sizes 14/
1
2-17 '

9•99

NOW

NOW

9.99

Men's Slacks

Men's Knit Sport Shirt

•Choose from seersucker, polyester,
poly/cotton, poly/wool
*Values to $35

*Button front
•S, M, L
*Orig. $16.00

NOW

14.99

NOW

11.99

Men's Plain Pockets®

Men's Summer Sportcoats

•All cotton denim
*Orig. $16

•Polywools and linens
*Selected colors
••Orig. $85-$100
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11.99

NOW
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_
or less at 50% off.
*Women's Departments Include Women's Shoes, Junior, Missy, Women's Sizes, Fine Jewelry, Costume
Jewelry, Lingerie, and Women's Accessories
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PERSPECTIVE
School's out;
drive carefully
It's easy enough to tell school
is out for the summer. Children
of all ages are suddenly very
visible.. not only in yards and
playgrounds, but dashing across
streets as well. .
Relieved of clockwork and
homework, youngsters tend to
disregard other things as well,
including their own safety.
We've seen many run into traffic
lanes as they seek enjoyment
from the routine which schooling imposes.
It is natural, we suppose, for
children to depend on their adult
world to look out for them as
they pursue the pleasures of
another vacation season.
Workers intent on getting to
the job on time may forget this.
Drivers who are on the way to
keep appointments, those of us
whose time off does not coincide
with that of class-free students,
may not be aware that extra
precaution is called for at this
particular time

Youngsters who are exuberant over their release from
classroom routine are not much
apt to be aware of traffic. They
are more attuned to running,
playing ball or just simply letting loose steam after another
year of schooling.
Tnis is nothing new. What has
changed is the power — and
number — of automobiles on today's streets.
Let's all try to remember that
closing of school brings on a
need for extra caution when we
are behind the wheel of a car.
Kids are headed for the park,
the ball games, the country club,
visiting with grandma and other
enjoyments that summer
brings.
Let's all watch for them.
carefully, as we go about our
own routines.
Lives of children, our own and
others, far exceed in importance
our making an appointment on
time.

Preventable tragedies
According to the National
Committee for Adoption,
some 2 million childless couples in this country are seeking babies, but there were
only 50,000 healthy infants in
the United States last year
available for adoption. Consequently, such couples are easy
prey for adoption scams.
Last year, for example, 100
couples were defrauded of at
least $100,000 by a bogus Mexican adoption agency operating in 36 states. Numerous
other couples were victimized
by unscrupulous lawyers who
supposedly placed children
only, to have the-youngsters
reclainced by their biological
parents. Simple justice demands that federal and state
authorities combat these

despicable schemes.
Sen. Jeremiah Denton, RAla., and Sen. Robert Dole, RKan., have taken the lead in
combating this tragic trafficking by proposing a federal
crackdown on interstate-adoption fraud. Specifically, their
bill would provide criminal
penalties for any person who
defrauds either adoptive or biological parents. Conviction
could result in a five-year
prison term and a maximum
fine of $250,000. The legislation would also allow fraud
victims to file civil lawsuits in
federal courts for any damages incurred. Moreover, the
U.S. Attorney General would
be empowered to seek restraining orders in federal
court to prevent violations of
the law.

looking back
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Ten years ago
Vandalism to city owned property is becoming a costly item
in the city budget, according to
reports given at the meeting of
the Murray City Council.
Helen Hogancamp and
Margot McIntosh, food service
directors of Calloway County
and Murray City Schools respectively, were instructors in a
School Food Service Workshop
held June 10-13 on Murray State
University Campus.
Births reported include a girl
to Rob Edd and Sandra Parrish,
May 27, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. James Kelley, June 9.
Terry Adams, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Bobby Adams, was
named as Outstanding FBLA
Member by Murray Area Vocational Education Center Chapter
of Future Business Leaders of
America.
The 1925 Class of Almo High
School had a reunion on May 17
at Seven Seas Restaurant.
Twenty years ago
Graves Hendon of Murray was
honored for 40 years service
with Firestone Tire and Rubber
Co., Akron, Ohio. He is an independent dealer in Murray and
Calloway County.
Neva Scull, Sharon Colson and
David Graham of Calloway
County attended the 10th Annual
4-H Regional Resource Development Conference at Fontana

Village Resort, North Carolina.
Perry Harrison, local Jersey
breeder, exhibited the top threeyear-old cow at the Kentucky
National Invitational Jersey
Show and Sale at Louisville.
An initiation for Marilyn
Bazzell was held at a meeting of
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star. Alma
McNeely is worthy matron and
Howard McNeely is worthy
patron.
Thirty years ago
The employees of Murray
Manufacturing Co. voted June
11 to accept a new contract between the union and company.
The old contract voted on two
years ago expired this month.
Don Collins, winner of Murray
Jaycee Teen Age Driving Contest, placed third in State Contest at Harrodsburg on June 11.
The Kentucky Department of
Highway has asked for bids for
paving of Hazel-Crossland-Lynn
Grove Road, Wiswell-Crossland
Road, Penny Road, New Providence Road and HazelCrossland-Lynn Grove-Browns
Grove Road.
Miss Sue Gardner, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. S. Jack Gardner of
Sylacauga, Ala., and Oliver D.
McLemore, Jr., son of Mr. and
Mrs. Oliver C. leicLemore, Sr.,
of Murray, were married June 5
at First Methodist Church,
Murray.
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garrott's galley

by m.c. garrott

Two enterprising 10-year-olds spending
their vacation publishing a newspaper
Another newspaper has made
its appearance in Murray —
very modestly, however, and
delivered the length of only one
street.
It's "The Oakdale Oracle," to
be published monthly by two
enterprising 10-year-olds —
John Galloway and Chris
Hopkins. Both are fifth grade
students at Carter Elementary
School.
In their first issue, which they
distributed free to the nine
households, including their own,
on their street, Oakdale, the two
youngsters introduced their
paper by writing:
"You don't read anything
about our neighborhood in The
Murray Ledger& Times. So, two
kids, Chris Hopkins and John
Galloway, came up with the idea
of making a neighborhood
newspaper, and for our
neighborhood only.
"Tired of hearing about car
wrecks and grocery store ads?
Well, now you can look in our
new newspaper and find out
about the activities and events
that are going on in OUR
neighborhood."
The boys plan to print only
enough copies for their
neighbors on Oakdale — nine
issues each month. Oakdale
parallels North 18th Street and
to the west between 94 West and
College Farm Road. The quoted
home delivery price from now
on, they have announced, will be
15 cents per copy.
•••
Somewhat embarrassingly,
however, their initial issue hit
the street a little late, but John

had an explanation for the
delay. He wrote in the paper:
"We are sorry that we didn't
get the paper out when we intended to. We did have it ready
on that day, but when Chris went
to run it off on the copier, it
would have cost too much, and,
besides, the place was closed.
Soo he gave the paper to me,and
I gave it to my Dad to run off.
But Friday he was taking off one
of his vacation days. He was going to run it off on Monday, but
he forgot, and I did, too. But,
now we have it out — our first
neighborhood newspaper. Our
editor, Chris Hopkins, is on
vacation this week, but will be
back and ready to work on our
next newspaper!"
•••
Receiving the free initial
copies were their neighbors on
Oakdale — Mancil and Ann Vinson, Mary and Bill Bogard, Dew
Drop Rowlett, Doonie and Beth
Wilburn, Jim and Edith Garrison, Harry and Jackie Conley,
Stan and Mary Jane Key,and, of
course, their parents, Rex and
Frances Galloway and John and
Cathy Hopkins.
When they are ready to expand their circulation,,chances
are they will make tic'e paper
available to L. J. and Millie Hortin, Carter and Lucille Bailey,
Bill and Ruth Smith, Tom and
Helen Karvounis, Mrs. Hiram
Tucker and Joe and Jean West
— all of whom live near Oakdale
but on other streets.
Both boys do the writing for
their paper, with John doing the
typing. The first issue contained
six typewritten pages, 8% x 11
inches in size, zeroxed. There's

a feature article on "Summer"
by John in which he writes how
good it is. "You don't have
homework, no book reports due
next week, nothing due for the
teacher until August, the backto-school time when you get so
anxious to find out if you got
Mrs. So-and-So or Mr. DoodlySquat that you can't think about
anything else,"she wrote.
There also are comics,
crossword puzzles, and "How
many words can you make out of
'Oakdale'?" I'm flattered. Thpy
even included my recent column
on Ed Adams and how he was in
Peking, China, teaching the
Chinese to use computers.
•••
When they came up with the
idea for the newspaper, the boys
canvassed the neighborhood for
suggestions for a name. It was
Jackie Conley who came up with
the winner — The Oakdale
Oracle.
As they look ahead at future
Issues, the boys aren't too far off
the beaten .path as they wrote
this appeal to their ninehousehold public:
"Don't let us stop at just ads
and articles in our newspaper.
We accept almost anything to
fill the newspaper pages — ads,
articles, newspaper clippings,
photographs, homemade comic
strips, practically everything. If
you have an idea for any one of
these things, write it up and send
it to us. The more things you
send us, the better the
newspaper will be!"
So, good luck to "The Oakdale
Oracle" and its enterprising
young publishers!
•
•
•

Bass tournament
called a success
Dear Editor;
The Hoptown Bass Club would
like to thank you for your efforts
in helping make our June 1, tournament a success. We drew 93
boats from Ky., Tenn., Ill., Mo.,
and Indiana. This would not
have been possible without your
support. Hopefully we can put on
a bigger and better tournament
next year. Hopefully we can
count on your support again.
This years tournament was
won by Don. Thompson from
Benton, Ky. and his partner was
Timothy Whaley from Rock Hill,
Mo. They had 9 fish that weighed
19 lbs. 5 oz. Second went to John
Gardner of Cadiz. Ky. and his
partner was Dennis Gardner of
Cadiz, Ky. They had 5 fish that
weighed 18 lbs. 9 oz. Third place
went to Randy Duncan of
Madisonville, Ky. and his partner was Tony McManus from
Mortons Gap, Ky. They had 7
fish that weighed 15 lbs. 9 oz.
Fourth place went to Hugh
Massey from Murray, Ky. and
his partner was Ronnie Colbert
from Murray, Ky. They had 6
fish that weighed 14 lbs. 10 oz.
Fifth place went to Bill and Billy
Schroeder from Paducah, Ky.
They had 6 fish that weighed 13
lbs. 5 oz.
John Gardner from Cadiz, Ky.
had big bass at 6 lbs. 1 oz. Again
thank you for your support.
Sincerely.
Larry Hancock
Tournament Director
P.S. We had 93 boats to
participate.
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thoughts in season
by Ken Wolf
Christians like to comfort
themselves by interpreting the
message of love in the Gospels in
termsOf God's love for children.
About eight years ago, two
theologians — the Presbyterian
John Fry and the Jewish Rabbi
Irving Greenburg — suggested
that religious people look at
children in a different light. John
Fry wrote in The Great Apostolic
Blunder Machine (1978t:
I propose that theologians

write theology from the
standpoint of the mother in
Bombay (or Pittsburgh)
whose child had just starved to death. She would not
be theology's primary
reader...But her rage and
grief would provide its
angle of vision.
A year earlier, Greenberg contributed the following thought to
a collections of essays dealing
with Auschwitz:
No statement, theological
or otherwise, should be

NMI-ray Ledger & Times

made that would not be
credible in the presence of
burning children.
This is pretty heavy stuff —
especially for us "God-fearing"
folks who have never been to
either Bombay or Auschwitz —
and certainly aren't responsible
for those atrocities.
Maybe we should just stick
with a theology written from the
angle of vision of an empty beer
can, or an underprivileged
bootlegger.

HORSEMANSHIP
CAMP
June 17-21
1-4 p,m.
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Then we saw the rope around
the place with its "Keep Out"
signs. "Surely, the place hasn't
gone broke and been closed up!"
I thought. But just then, we got a
whiff of the tell-tale odor of a
major fire and saw the blackened ruins beyond the east wall.
There's no sadder sight. We had
had our last fish dinners in that
building.
We hope Mansfield, Sheila and
J. Buddy soon will rebuild and
be back in business, because
theirs is a West Kentucky institution. 'Sue & Charlie's long
has been a Friday night
"release valve" for us, and this
we'll miss.
Too, some of our out-of-town
friends want to go to "that fish
place on the lake" soon after
they come to visit. They will be
sorry, too, to learn of the fire.

letter to
the editor

Keep That Great
GM Feeling Kith
Genuine GM Part'.

The Murray Ledger & Times is published every afternoon except Sundays. lu
ly 4. Christmas Day. New Yt.ars Day and Thanksgiving Day by Murray
Newspapers Inc . 1001 Whitnell Dr , Murray. Ky 42071 Second Class Vantage Paid
at Murray. Ky 42071

It was like losing a good friend
when we learned this past Sunday night that fire the day
before had destroyed Sue &
Charlie's restaurant at Aurora.
All the week before, we had
been in Florida and South
Alabama with the family. Sunday we had driven from Troy,
Ala., to Bowling Green and then
on westward for home when we
figured it would be nice to go into home with a stomachful of
Sue and Charlie's fish.
As we approached the
restaurant, we first noticed that
the parking lot was empty. Nor,
was there the usual crowd
around the door. "Why, the
place looks like it's closed!" I
exclaimed. Neither of us had
noticed the caved in roof and the
gutted building.

Murray State University
1981 Monte Carlo
Auto, Air, Tilt, Cruise, AM-F191. P.W.,
P. Locks, Wire Wheal Covers, Local Car.
Was '6,577

*6 000

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617

641 S. Meorray

•
•
•

Contact:
Dr. James Rudolph."

762-3329

V

Cost: $45
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Fair board announces competition winners
Persons entering
Strawberry Preserves
Antique Quilt —
Arrangement of Fruit ribbon,
items in Women's Divi- — Connie Talent, first • Geraldine
Myers, blue and Flowers — Phyllis
Crochet Shawl —
sion of the Murray- and second, Geraldine ribbon,
Dorothy Cook, Freeze, first;
Phyllis Freeze, blue
Calloway County Myers, third;
red ribbon;
Best Dried Arrange- ribbon;
Jaycee Fair include the
Canned Blackberries
Pillow Cases, Lace ment — Phyllis
Freeze,
Crochet Afghan —
following:
— Connie Talent, first Trim — Connie
Talent, first.
Geraldine Myers, first,
BALL DIVISION
and second;
first and second;
ARTS
Judy Stahler, second;
Fruits canned in Ball
Canned Peaches —
Pillow Cases, EmAND CRAFTS
Cross Stitch Articles
jars with Ball Dome Connie Talent, first
and broidered (any color) —
Best Selected Picture — Connie Talent,
Lids — Connie Talent, second;
first
Geraldine Myers, blue in Simple
Frame — Con- and second;
second;
Canned Pears — Con- ribbon;
nie Atteberry, first,
Needlepoint — Connie
Vegetables — Judy nie Talent, third, Judy
Table Cloth — Connie Talent
, second Talent, first and
Stahler, first, Phyllis Stahler;
Geraldine Myers — blue and third,
Phyllis second;
Freeze, second, and
Tomatoes Canned in ribbon;
Freeze;
Decoupage Pictures
Connie Talent, third;
Tomato Juice — Connie
Latch Hook Item —
Hand Painted Plaques — Phyllis Freeze,
Pickles and Relishes Talent, first and Gerald
first
ine Myers, first — Alice Like, first;
and second, Dorothy
— Alice Like, first, second;
and second, Judy
Ceramic — Phyllis Cook, third;
Phyllis Freeze, second,
String Beans — Con- Stahler, third;
Freeze, blue ribbon;
Native Craft — Connie
and Connie Talent, nie Talent, first and
Best Sofa Pillow —
More than 12,000 people attended last year's 13th
Bell Pulls — Talent, first and second
Annual Arts and Crafts third;
.
second
;
Connie
Talent, red rib- Geraldine Myers,
Festival held in the Environmental Education
first Phyllis Freeze. third;
Jams and Jellies —
Center of TVA's Land BetTomato Juice — bon, Geraldine Myers,
ween the Lakes. This weekend, the Arts and Crafts
and second;
Plastic Canvas ArtiFestival will be held in Connie Talent, first, and Phyllis Freeze, first. white
ribbon, Dorothy
the West Kentucky Exposition Center on Colleg
Plaster Crafts — cle — Doroth
e Farm Road, with more Judy Stahler, second.
y Cook,
Connie Talent, second Cook.
than 10,000 expected to pass throught the doors
Phyllis Freeze, blue blue ribbon.
to view the exhibits and at•
BAKED GOODS
and
third;
FLOWER
tend the various shows scheduled June 15-16.
Six Biscuits — Phyllis
Summer Peas — ConARRANGEMENTS
Freeze, red ribbon, and nie Talent, second and
Most Unusual ArLaDawn Cook, white third;
rangement — Connie
ribbon;
Beets — Connie Talent, first, Susan
Six Cornmeal Muffins Talent, first and Potts,
second;
— Phyllis Freeze, blue second;
Federal State Market News Service
(5 2-3 210-2541
544.00-44.50
African Violet
any June 13, 1065
5 3-4 250-270 Inv
143.00-44.60
ribbon;
Soup Mixture — Con- kind) — Judy Stahler
Kentuck)
Purchase
Area
Market
Hog
Sows
,
Six Homemade Rolls nie Talent, first;
Report Includes 6 Bu)Ing Stations
1.5 1 2 2703,50 lb..
$32.1141- 33.50
first;
Receipts: Act. 775 Est. 360 Barrows
S 1-3 1011 4541 l4).
532.00-34.50
— Phyllis Freeze, white
Sweet Cucumber
Non-flowering House
Gilts .25 lower Sows .50 1.00 in ,
14 1-3 450 5151 lb,
534.00-35.04)
ribbon;
Pickles — Connie Plant — Judy Stahler, stances 1.50 lower
14 1-3 300 8541 lb.
534.50-34.50
US It 210-251 lb..
644 50-45.00
L'S 2-3 300 5151 lb...
Cup Cakes, plate of Talent, first and second, second:
431.00 31 00
ES 1-2 2415-210
$43 .51144 50
Bear. 42.14 00 3
five iced — Phyllis LaDawn Cook, third;
Freeze, blue ribbon;
Vegetable Relish —
Yeast Rolls, plate of Connie Talent, first and
five — LaDawn Cook, second.
blue ribbon.
CLOTHING
CAKES
Ladies Pant Suit —
WhN
Loaf Cake —• Dorothy Connie Talent, blue and
Bluegrass musicians competed for prizes while also entertaining
2 miles North of Murray
We Going )
a crowd
Cook, red ribbon.
white
ribbons, Judy
To The
estimated at 12,000 at last year's Arts and Crafts Festival. This weeken
(Form
er Wiggins Furniture Bldg.)
Weeke
This
nd
d's
CANNING
Stahler, red, Phyllis
North 641
Arts and Crafts Festival, which is being held in the West Kentucky Exposi
1i
Open
Saturday 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Mo
?
Blackberry Jelly
Freeze
;
Croft & Flea
tion Center on College Farm Road in Murray, will include the Jackso
Sunday 1 p.m.-5 p.m.
n PurConnie Talent, first;
Casual
Dress
—
ConMarket
chase Bluegrass Championship Saturday, June 15 from noon until
5 p.m. and
Peach Preserves
nie Talent, blue and red
753-4566
sponsored by WKMS-FM,Thorobred radio from Murray State Univers
ity. A
Geraldine Myers, first; ribbons;
Gospel Sing will also be held Sunday, June 16 from 2-5 p.m. at the
expo
Connie Talent, second
Dress-Up Dress —
center.
With new and different
and third;
Connie Talent, blue ribitems every week: such as
bon, Phyllis Freeze, red
and white ribbons;
tools, watches,
Semi-tailored Garceramics, pillows,
ment — Connie Talent,
blue and white ribbons,
notions, collectibles,
Judy Stahler, red
extra nice used office desks
ribbon;
Blouse — Connie
chairs, twin beds, nice usTalent, blue and red ribed
furniture, and a whole lot
bons, Phyllis Freeze,
white ribbon.
more.
By Abigail Van Buren
HOME
FURNISHINGS
"Grab your bonnet Ma", Let's
go to the
Handmade Bedspread
DEAR ABBY: Why is it so hard to Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif.
North 641 Flea Mkt. They
DEAR ABBY: While shopping in
may
even be
—
get a letter to you? Once in a blue 90038.
Phyllis Freeze, red
having a yard sale. Can't miss
a grocery store yesterday with my
that."
moon I see your address when you
ribbon
;
5-year-old daughter, a friendly
advertise a booklet on how to have a
** *
stranger joked around with her for a
lovely wedding or what every teenfew minutes. After we moved up the
ager ought to know about sex and
DEAR ABBY: For six months I aisle, he came up to us again and
drugs. But is that the same address
proceeded to hand her some coins. I
a person should use to send in a have been deeply in love with a asked him not
to, explaining that
woman
,
and
she
with
me.
We've
problem? Does all your mail go to
made some long-range tentative although I'm sure he meant well, I
the same place?
was trying to teach my child not to
If I want a personal reply, what plans and were building a great talk to strangers or
accept any gifts
relatio
nship
until
I
learned
that
she
address should I use? If! want my
from them. He understood and
question answered in your column, still has a key to her former boy- walked away, but
I know his feelings
where should I send it? Must I sign friend's apartment.
were hurt.
I
told
her
that
I
did
not
feel
my name if I want my letter
Please, Abby, let people know that
comfortable knowing that she has
answered in your column?
we parents are trying to protect our
this
one
remain
ing
tie
to
him,
but
I think you should print this
children from strangers who might
information because a lot of other she assured me that she loved me, do them harm',
so please, no more
has
no
use
for this man's key, and
people might also like to know.
would return it to him as soon as offers of money or candy.
FAITHFUL READER
CONCERNED MOM
possible.
Twice I asked her if she had
DEAR READER: Space does
DEAR MOM: How sad that we
not permit me to publish every returned the key, and both times she must teach our childre
ri that all
said
tried
she
had
but
refused
he
to
letter I receive, but you do not
strangers are potential threats
have to sign your name in order accept it, saying he wants her to to their safety.
But, unforto have your letter answered in have it in case she wants to return to tunately, in these crazy
times,
Should
him.
ask
third
her
a
I
time
if
the column. However, if you
it's imperative. Thank you for a
want a personal reply, you must she was successful in getting him to timely reminder.
include a stamped,self-addressed accept tlae key?
NOT OK IN OKLAHOMA
envelope.
*• *
Some editors prefer that all
DEAR NOT OK: Don't ask
(18 your social life in a slump? Lonely?
Dear Abby mail be addressed to
their newspaper, after which it her. If she wanted to reassure Get Abby's updated, revised and expanded booklet."How to Be Popular"—
is forwarded to me unopened. you, she could throw the key for people
of all ages. Send your name
away
mail
or
him.
to
may
it
You
Since this obviously delays
and address clearly printed with a
"build
great
relati
be
ing
a
on- check or money order for $2.50
delivery, I recommend that
and a
readers who want a speedier ship," but don't invest any more long, stamped (39 cents)self-addressed
constr
energy
uction
until
in
envelop
you
e
to:
Dear
Abby,
Popularity,
reply write: Dear Abby, P.O.
P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif.
check the foundation.
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Letters Find Swifter
Route To Abby
When Mailed Direct

Deftly
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antiques,
aprons,

quilts,

&

90038.)

Father's Day
40,0
Special

20%

to

off everything

that relates to
"Father's Day"

le

•Balloon Bouquets
•Wood Plaques
•Personalized Gifts

MEMORIES

•
is
Bel Air Center

TOYOTA
GENUINE
TOYOTA PARTS
GENUINE TOYOTA

FILTER
OIL
j
0
5
1
3
r
$
zrig,are
nt
.straLe
Tr,

'
Broccoli
•Zucchini
'Green Beans •Cucumbers
'Squash 'Super Sweet Corn
Open Mon.-Sat.
7 a.m.-5 p.m.
Located on soCith end of
Johnny Robertson Rd. near
Wiswell Rd.
Call in orders for large quantities for freezing & canning.

b4raessemosieseesseetelPfki,•"•

7 00 p.m — Demolition Derby
10 00 pm - 1 00 am

— Midnight Madness

All rides for one price — $7 00. ride all you want

;
ii r0
4
'11164.
4 00 rOvc

Homegrown
Vegetables

Friday, June 14

7 00 p m — Dirt Drags

753-9555

GENUINE TOYOTA

753-1816

Thursday, June 13

Multi stage Ntef-k.
element

AIR RIM
$4 75

TOYOTA PARTS MCSERNCE

ME REAL Sniff
111fE RIGHTPRICE .

Saturday, June 15
12 00 no
rip
\— 600 p.m
7 00 p

- Kiddies Day (18 arid under), one price - $6 00 all you
can ride

...— Motorcycle Races

6 00 p.m .till Closing — Family Night — Ride for one price ;Der Person
Discount rides

for all ages

Sunday, June 16
1 00 to 6 00 p m
Fathers Day Special
7

June Special!!! 10% DISCOUNT on ALL
PARTS and LABOR (Repair Shop OnlyNot Valid on Counter Ports Sales)

One free ride per child when accompanied by his or her Father
Additional ride special to be announced

United Shows, Inc.

Hatcher Auto Sales, Inc.
515 South 12th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
502-753-4961
Lincoln-Mercury, Toyota

Jaycee Fair Grounds 121 N. Murray, Ky.

,0111411111111.11111111111111011101m--..---
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Emmanuel Church
plans observance
The Emmanuel Baptist Church will observe
its 22nd amilversary on
DAILY
Bargain Matinees
Cheri & Cine
All Seats S2.00
1:111. 3:11. 1:111, 11:11
STALLONE ts bock as

RAMBO
First Blood
Part II E

Wintry Ledger & Times

Jo Burkeen. editor

Northam Singers
to sing Saturday
at Locust Grove

Sunday, June 16. The
church, located on 121
By-pass at North 16th
Street, Murray, was
established June 16,
1963.
The Rev. N.A. Thompson of Middleton, Tenn.,
will be guest speaker at
the 11 a.m. and 2:30
p.m. services.
Rev. Thompson has

CHURCH SINGERS — The Northam Singers
of Houston, Texas, will be featured in a sacred
concert on Saturday, June 15, at 7 p.m. at Locust
Grove Nazarene Church, located one mile north
of Kirksey off Highway 299. They are, from left,
Connie Northam and Bruce Northam, Houston,
Lisa Watts, Clute, Texas and Len Ehmcke,
Saginaw, Mich. The Northams have produced a
number of albums and have appeared in more
than 300 churches, concerts, youth rallies,
revivals, crusades, and television and radio
across the United States and Canada. The
pastor, the Rev. Ercel Carter, invites the public
to attend.

CINE 1 & 2
1:00, 8:50, 7:18, 1:10

CHEYY CHASE is

Fifth rm
control confer 753-3314

CHERI 3

Winchester receives degree

1,38. 3:30. 7:11,11:113

STEVEN SPIELBERG
Presents

me
GOMM"

N.A.Thompson

1:318 3:45, 1,10, 8.25

been in the ministry
since 1921 having
pastored a number of
churches and also as a
conference speaker. For
many years he served
as pastor of Central
Baptist Church, Memphis, Tenn.
Prior to the afternoon
message, the Hearts
(Coned on page 16)

TatIA
VMOT
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GETS SCHOLARSHIP — Jon Driver, right,
Rt. 1, Hazel, has received a $500 Pillsbury Foundation Scholarship. A 1985 graduate of Calloway
County High School, he plans to major in
chemistry and biology at Murray State University. He is the son of Marla Driver and Henry
Driver. Pictured at left is Jerry Ainley, CCHS
principal.
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Ends Toniteeb7 05 • 30
A View To A Kill(PG)
Starts Tomorrow
C Thomas Howell in
"SECRET
ADMIRER" so

The Rev. Joe Pat Winchester, formerly of
Murray, received the
Diploma in Theology
degree from the
Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary,
Louisville, during the
school's 155th
commencement.
The son of Mrs.
Maude Winchester and
the late E.D. Winchester, Rt. 5, Murray,
he was one of approximately 300 persons to
received degrees in the

CHERI
MON-SAT 11 ARCM PM
SL'N-1 PM-10 PM
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Janis Taffer, brideelect of Trent Jones
has selected her
stainless and crystal
from our bridal
registry. Janis and
Trent will be married
August 3.

VIDEO 1APE
& vCii RFNIALS

chostnut St. 753.3314

MURRAY
DRIVE-IN
Now Open Every NIte
—Ends TonIte—
Fraternity Vocation
—end—
Graduation Day(R)

HIGHWAY 121 SOUTH

FISH

the various Baptist
Associations in counties
where he has been
pastor.
Rev. Winchester has
been pastor of
Squiresville Baptist
Church, Owenton, since
Dec. 25, 1983. He served
pastorates at Lake City
Baptist Church, Grand
Rivers, and Hebron
Baptist Church, Eddyville, before going to
Owenton.
From February 1964
to Dec. 28, 1976, he was
Joe Pat Winchester
self-employed in the
Schools of Theology, printing business in
Christian Education, Murray. Prior to that
Church Music and time, he worked for
Social Work.
various printing and
Winchester, a 1955 publishing firms in West
graduate of New Con- Kentucky including the
cord High School, at- Murray Ledger &
tended Belmont College, Times.
He is married to the
Nashville, Tenn. He was
ordained as a deacon in former Hilda Wyatt of
February 1971, and or- Murray. Their three
dained to the gospel children are Randall
ministry on Sept. 24, Pat Winchester and
1978, at Salem Baptist wife, Carolyn, Murray;
Joseph Mark WinChurch, Lynn Grove.
He has worked with chester, now a student
mission crusades in at Belmont College,
Trinidad and Jamaica. Nashville; and Mrs.
Winchester has served Eric (Pamela Jo) Vinin many capacities in son, Lyon County.

Pam Padgett, bride-elect of
Steve Miller has selected her
crystal from our bridal registry.
Pam and Steve will be married
August 3.

NEW FROM CAPTAIN D'S!
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Introducing Ash Nuggets._
Boneless White Ash Nuggets,
hand breaded daily in our
own kitchens._ Cooked
golden brown and served
with tarter sauce.

CHESTNUT

Opera director
Beverly Sills
discusses diet

SCHOLARSHIP RECEIVED — Lisa Kiser,
right, daughter of M.W. and Dollie Kiser, Rt. 2,
Hazel, has received a $2,700 honor scholarship
from David Lipscomb College, Nashville, Tenn.
A 1985 graduate of Calloway County High School,
she plans to major in mathematics. Pictured at
left is Jerry Ainley, principal at CCHS.

New baby, dismissals listed
A newborn admission
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Wednesday, June 12, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admission
Baby Girl Hughes,
parents, Rickie and
Sharon, Puryear, Tenn.
Dismissals
Miss Tammy Bowden,
Rt. 1, Kirksey; Miss
Angelica Dillard, Rt. 5,
Cadiz; Kieran Quinlan,
1600 Wiswell Rd.;
Mrs. Mary Hocking
and baby girl, 1712
Melrose; Miss Jennifer
Dunn, Rt. 1, Hazel; Mrs.
Mary Miller, 712 Riley
Ct.;
Mrs. Cherry Massey
and baby girl, 905 Nor-
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NEW YORK (AP) —
Opera director Beverly
SWs, who has lost 75
pounds in the past year
on an 800-calorie-a-day
diet, says that she has
"never cheated" since
beginning her regimen.
Miss Sills, who weighed 215 pounds one year
ago, credited her weight
loss to an endocrinologist to whom
she went after she
"woke up one day and
realized I was really
Ill," she said in the current Ladies' Home
Journal.
"My doctor treats
obesity as a disease to
be faced like any other
health problem. I now
have a totally changed
attitude about nutrition
and diet. And I'm so
happy," said Miss Sills,
who is 5-feet, 8/
1
2-inches
tall.

thwood Dr.; Mrs. Melba
Washer, 1829 Olive;
Mrs. Rebecca Jones,211
North 13th St.;
Mrs. Deborah Prince,
1503 Porter Court,
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
Laurie Brittain and
baby girl, 1415 Mill, New
Madrid, Mo.; Miss
Loretta Hicks, Rt. 8;
Mrs. Marsha Ernstberger, 21 Brianfield,
Jackson, Tenn.; Miss
Martha Brandon, 722
Sycamore St.; Mrs. Jill

Bennett, Shady Oaks
Trailer Court;
Mrs. Euldene Robinson, Box 568, Murray;
Mrs. Donna Phillips and
baby girl, Box 936,
Paris, Tenn.; Oliver
Stubblefield, Rt. 5;
Miss Mary Toon, Fancy Farm; Mrs. Haven
Veros, 5236 Coning,
Dearborn Heights,
Mich.; Mrs. Lola
Ocholik, 307 North 10th
St.; Miss Doyle Smith,
Southside Manor.

Vice president feted
WASHINGTON (AP)
— President Reagan
helped Vice President
George Bush celebrate
his 61st birthday
Wednesday with a cake
and seven candles.
White House
spokesman Larry
Speakes said Reagan invited Bush to lunch in
the president's new din-

ing room adjacent to the
Oval Office and the two
were joined for dessert
by their chiefs of staff,
Donald T. Regan and
Craig Fuller.
Six of the candles, thfP
spokesman explained,
represented one decade
each, and the seventh
was for Bush's one year
past 60.

aes

Faberge egg sells high

: ';4•Esio
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NEW YORK (AP) —
Magazine publisher
Malcolm Forbes has
forged ahead of the Armory Museum in
Moscow as the world's
biggest holder of the
golden, bejeweled
Easter eggs made for

8 Nuggets for $1.39
12 Nuggets for $ 1.99
24 Nuggets for $3.99

AT
1.0 NEM MUM INININI411.
11••••••
•• ammo RE••••=1
,

SEE IT IN YOUR HOME
FOR ONLY $300

NUGGET DINNER

MURRAY CABLEVISION Will Be Offering
STAR TREK III This:

Includes nuggets of golden brown fish,
creamy colts slaw, natural cut french fries,
2 southern style hush puppies and our
very own tarter sauce.

DELICIOUS

SEAFOOD SALAD SUPREME
A largo,cool serving of shrimp,croomeat corns.and white fish

sir Ar..89

with special dressing and served with tomato and boiled egg
wedges,crackers and your choice of three dressongs all or
bed of crisp
chopped lettuce

Captain D's.
a great little seafood place
Murray

111 N. 12th

753-9383

F •TURINC'HE MUSIC OF

STE VIE WONDER.SMOKEY ROBINSON
THE TEMPTATIONS SYREETA. ROCKWELL.
CHARLEr•IE .WILLIEHUTCH ALFIE VANITY
A,ND

DeBARGE

ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS CALL MURRAY CAEILEV1SION
AND SAY
"SIGN ME UP FOR STAR TREK III"
WE DO THE REST

C

Bel Air
Shopping
Cantor

CABLE
N
vies'

mar

day Thru Thur

pen 8:15
oRivE
IN
/tea te Start 8:45
Big Double Feature
No matter what they say. she
knows he's THE LAST DRAGON

Wed. June 12th at 7:00 P.M
Thurs. June 13th at 10:00.A.M.
Fri. June 14th at 7:00 P.M.
Sat June 15th at 1:00 P.M. & 8:00 P.M

•

$2.59

the czars by jeweler
Faberge.
Forbes paid $1.6
million for a Faberge
egg at a sale that ended
with the auctioneer and
announcing: "The score
now stands at the
Kremlin 10, Forbes 11."

Call
753-5003

11-•
2nd

At'

arriams
1)11711GON
NIIMIM=11

A TAI ST•13 IIIELEASE
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He taught him the secret to Karate..

MURRAY
Hit

tE vi`,IONINIINItIO/AILIONt
••

•

TliE KARATE KID

Zal
Mk......MIS

First Feature Repeated Fri.-Sat.

NEXT WEEK SEE THE SMASH HIT

Bingo For Dollars Friday Nita
Play 3 Games For $80.00

FOOT LOOSE

4

-
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DATEBOOK
Homecoming Sunday

Flint plans school

Homecoming will be at Chestnut General Baptist Church, Chestnut Street, Murray,on Sunday,
June 16. Sunday School will be at 9:30 a.m. with
preaching at 10:30 a.m. with the Rev. Jerry
Bradford, pastor, as speaker. Dinner will be
served at the parsonage. A gospel singing featuring The Monarchs of Jonesboro, Ark., will be
held in the afternoon.

A Vacation Bible School at Flint Baptist
Church, located west of Almo Heights off
Highway 641 North, will start Monday, June 17,
and continue through Friday, June 21. Classes
for age three through adults will be conducted
from 9 a.m. to noon. A nursery will be available.
For information or transportation call the school
director, Bill Miller, 753-2307.

Beach reunion planned

•

Church plans school

The Beach Family has scheduled a reunion on
Saturday, July 13, at 11 a.m. at the University
Branch of the Bank of Murray, U.S. Highway 641
North. A potluck lunch will be served.

The classes for Vacation Bible School at First
Baptist Church will be for 4-year-olds through
eighth grade at the sessions from 9 a.m. to noon
from June 17 to 21. The previous announcement
said 3-year-olds. Bible School for the youth will
be from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m., June 17 to 21, in
Fellowship Hall of Church.

All-State Band will play
The Kentucky Lions All-State Band will present a mini-concert in the area near the overpass
between Elizabeth Hall and Clark Hall on Murray State University Campus on Sunday, June
16, at 7 p.m. The band is here for
preconvention camp and will leave Monday to participate in the 1985 International Convention and
Parade at Dallas, Texas. Two local members of
the Kentucky Band are Kelli Pierce, Calloway
County High School, who plays trumpet, and
Robert LaMastus, Murray High School, who
plays bass trombone.

Writers event Saturday
The Writers Pot Pourri will be Saturday, June
15, at 9:30 a.m. at Calloway Public Library.
Gladys Jarrett is director of the event and invites all persons of all ages interested in writing
to attend.

Boosters plan meeting
The Calloway County High School Athletic
Boosters will meet Monday, June 17, at 7:30 p.m.
in office of Calloway County Board of Education.
An election of officers and amendments to the
constitution will be conducted, according to Ken
Miller, president. All interested persons are invited and urged to attend, a spokesman said.

Twilight Golf Friday
Twilight Golf will be held Friday, June 14, at
5:30 p.m. at Murray Country Club.
Refreshments will be served following golf play.
Pairings will be made at the tee. In charge this
month are Burton and Cathy Young and Dan and
Kathy Morris.
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Cody L. Litchfield born

Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Dale Thompson,
Puryear, Tenn., are the parents of a son, Chad
Allen, weighing eight pounds seven ounces, born
on Monday, June 3, at Murray-Calloway County
The mother is the former Rhonda
.iittlit'llThNitIptiritiis are Mr. and Mrs. Dale
Thompson, Paris, Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pinson, Paris, and Curtis Sanders, McKenzie, Tenn.

The Dorcas Sunday School Class of the First
Baptist Church will have a luncheon meeting on
Friday, June 14, at noon at Golden Corral
Restaurant, South 12th Street and Glendale
Road. New officers will be installed and all class
members and their guests are invited.

Jake T. Edwards born
Mr. and Mrs. Tim Edwards, Rt. 5, Paris,
Tenn., are the parents of a son, Jake Thomas,
weighing eight pounds, born on Tuesday, June 4,
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The
mother is the-former Julie Fuqua. Grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Jessie R. Edwards and Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry Fuqua, all of Paris.

Reading places available
Places are still available in the Summer
Reading Clinic at Murray State University. This
clinic will give help with special problems,
reading enrichment and one-on-one tutoring sessions. This will be from 9 to 10 a.m. on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Thursdays through July 5. For
information call 762-2446.

5. "Fallin' In Love,"
Sylvia
6. "She Keeps The
Home Fires Burning,"
Ronnie Milsap
7. "Let It Roll," Mel
McDaniel
8. "Nobody, Wants To
Be Alone," Crystal
Gayle
9. "Forgiving You
Was Easy," Willie
Nelson
10. "There's No Love
In Tennessee," Barbara
Mandrell

8. "Inside, Outside,"
Herman Wouk
9. "The Class," Erich
Segal
10. "A Creed for the
Third Millennium," Colleen McCullough
NON-FICTION
1. "A Passion for Excellence," -Peters and
Austin
2. "Iacocca," Lee
Iacocca
3. "Smart Women,
Foolish Choices,"
Cowan & Kinder
4. "Great Sex," Alexandra Penney
5. "Nothing Down,"

Robert G. Allen
Gourmet," Jeff Smith
6. "Dr. Abravanel's
9. "My Mother's
Body Type Program," Keeper," B.D. Hyman
Elliot Abravanel M.D.
10. "Weight Watchers
and Elizabeth King
Quick Start Program
7. "What They Don't Cookbook,'' Jean
Teach You At Harvard Nidetch
Business School," Mark
(Courtesy of Time,
McCormack
the weekly
8. "The Frugal newsmagazine

.44(
Ho piness Place
1104 Story
753-4567
We are happy to
announce
that
Melanie
Roos,
bride-elect
of
Roger Dawson, has
selected
her
decorating
accessories from our
bridal registry.
Melanie and Roger
"1 will be married July 6.

Sen. Edward Kennedy
in
magazine

Top selling weekly records
are released by magazine

Merle Haggard's record
listed at top of weekly list

Best-selling records of
5. "Suddenly," Billy
the week of June 9 based Ocean
on Cashbox magazine's
6. "We Are The
nationwide survey were World," U.S.A. for
as follows:
Africa
1. "Everybody Wants
7. "In My House,"
To Rule The World,"
Mary Jane Girls
Tears for Fears
8. "Things Can Only
2. "Everything She
Get Better," Howard
Wants," Wham!
Jones
3. "Axel F," Harold
Faltermeyer
9. "Heaven," Bryan
4. "Don't You (Forget Adams
About Me)," Simple
10. "Fresh," Kool and
Minds
the Gang

NEW YORK (AP) U.S. Sen. Edward Kennedy said in an interview published Wednesday that he has "sincere
regrets" about past
"times of indiscretion,"
but is confident his
children know his "true
value system."
"My life is filled with
events and circumstances I'd change,
and I have sincere
regrets," Kennedy said
in the July issue of
Ladies' Home Journal.
"Obviously, there
have been times of in-

discretion, when
mistakes were made,"
said Kennedy. "But I
don't find looking back
terribly useful."

SHOIT'S
SUMMER

SHOE
SALE
Nina. Life Stride. Naturalizer. Audition..
Unitui • Regularl 25.00 to 45.00

\ILA SAVE

1

TO 1/3 OFF

The Best Photo
Buy In Murray!

Paul McCartney's letter
will be sold at an auction
LIVERPOOL,
England (AP) - A letter from singer Paul
McCartney to a
magazine, denying that
the Beatles would ever
be reunited, is to be sold
at an auction of rock 'n'
roll memorabilia in
August.
The handwritten letter, sent to the music
weekly Melody Maker
in August 1970, is priced
at $12,700-615,340, is the

Best selling books for
week of June 9 as released by Time Magazine
are as follows:
FICTION
1. "Jubal Sackett,"
Louis L'Amour
2. "The Cider House
Rules," John Irving
3. "Hold the Dream,"
Barbara Taylor
Bradford
4. "Chapterhouse:
Dune," Frank Herbert
5. "The Hunt for Red
October," Tom Clancy
6. "Thinner," Richard
Bachman
7. "If Tomorrow
Comes," Sidney Sheldon

Chad A. Thompson born

Ddcatfftgiy

1. "Natural High,"
Merle Haggard
2. "Don't Call Him A
Cowboy," Conway
Twitty
3. "Country Boy,"
Ricky Skaggs
4. "Little Things,"
The Oak Ridge Boys

Fiction and non-fiction books listed

Joshua R. Hendrix born
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Hendrix, Jr., Mt. Sterling, are the parents of a son, Joshua Ryan, born
on Tuesday, May 28, at Mary Chiles Hospital,
Mt. Sterling. The mother is the former Tracey
Brown. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Brown of Murray and Ms. Lou Hendrix and
Michael Hendrix of Mt. Sterling.

Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey L. Litchfield, Rt. 4, Benton, are the parents of a son, Cody Lynn,
weighing five pounds 15 ounces, measuring 19 inches, born on Saturday, May 25, at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The mother, the
former Tammy Lewis, is on leave from Country
Crossroads. The father is employed at Hardin
Grain Elevator. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Wallace Litchfield, Rt. 1, Dexter, and Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmy Lewis, Hardin. Great-grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Hoy Thompson, Hardin, and
Mrs. Corlean Alexander, Rt. 1, Dexter.

Best-selling countrywestern records of the
week of June 9 based on
Cashbox magazine's nationwide survey were as
follows:

OFFICERS ANNOUNCED - The Calloway County High School Student Body recently elected Student Council officers for 1985-86. They are, from left, LeeAnri Rayburn, daughter of David and K anda
Rayburn, treasurer; Anne-Marie Hoke, daughter of Chuck and Anne Hoke, secretary; Tim Weatherford, son of Larry and Janice Weatherford, president; Dana Cunningham, daughter of Dann3, and Judy
Cunningham, vice president; Liz Marquardt, daughter of Gary and Brenda Marquardt, reporter; Kelli
Burkeen, daughter of Charlie and Oleta Burkeen, parliamentarian. Kathy Jo Stubblefield and Tommy
Brown are advisors for the Student Council.

SUMMER'S HOTTEST

Second

most expensive of about
50 items on display in
the city where the
Beatles started.

DRESS SALE

PRINTS
At Time of Processing

Also on sale is a handwritten letter from
Elvis Presley to a friend
named Alton wishing
him happy Christmas in
1960, valued at $228-$317,
and a scrapbook of correspondence between
members of the Rolling
Stones and their fans.
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Clothing 1/3 to 1/2 Off
All Guess Jeans 200o Off
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*Suits
*Blouses
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*Shirts
*Shorts
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• Community events listed

rS1"

Thursday, June 13
Murray Chapter No.
92 Royal Arch Masons
and Murray Council No.
50 Royal and Select
Masters will elect officers at 7:30 p.m. at
lodge hall.
— — ——

Thursday,June 13

Thursday,June 13

Thursday, June 13
Thursday, June 13
Bohnert and Rise Tuck as chairmen will
ed Citizens will have a
Sabooki, Diuguid Drive. be at 6 p.m. at Oaks
potluck supper at 6 p.m.
For information call Country Club
at W.A.T.C.H. Center.
436-2227.
— — — —
For information call
—— — —
AA and Al-Anon will 759-1965.
Men's Stag Steak have closed meetings at
——— —
Night with Cody 8 p.m at First Christian
Murray -Calloway
Caldwell and Richard Church. For informaCounty Jaycee Fair will
tion call 753-0061, feature Dirt Drags and
•14.1 M.., Self, Ivo es,•
762-3399, 753-7764 or Gospel Music Show star753-7663.
ting at 7 p.m. Admission
——— —
is $1 per car load. MidThe Single Connection way will be open.
will meet at 7:30 p.m. in
——— —
third floor classroom,
West Kentucky Lupus
Education Building, Chapter will meet at 7
First United Methodist p.m. in Classroom No.,
Church. For informa- Lourdes Hospital,
tion call 753-1701.
Paducah.
————
Session meeting will
Friday, June 14
be at 7:30 p.m. at First
Hazel and Douglas
Presbyterian Church.
Centers will be open
————
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Carol Poe Group of for activities by senior
First Baptist Church citizens.
Women will meet at 7
— —— —
p.m. with Becky
Hazel Lodge No. 831
Noffsinger.
Free and Accepted
—— — —
13 Color Portraits
Grove 6126 and Camp Masons will meet at 7:30
One 8x10 • Two 5x7s
592 of Woodmen of p.m. in lodge hall.
— ———
World are scheduled to
..r
Ten Wallets
Mothers Morning Out
meet at 6 p.m. at Golden
Corral Restaurant.
will be at 9 a.m. at First
Groups and
•
Christian Church.
—
—
—
—
Famili
es Welcome
ACP.1.1120.3 spacial* inctue•
— ———
Howl Tiller of Jackson
III SS tor. Pew
traciasonre poses one,
•
Reservations for dinCollege of Ministries
will speak at 7 p.m. at ner for Hazel Alumni
Faith Apostolic Church, Association reunion on
June 22 at Calloway
2205 Coldwater Rd.
County High School
————
Calloway County Cafeteria should be
MI Ma IIII==SIB OM I===IMI all MI NI MB EN NM Ell IMM M....
Association for Retard- made by today by callMixed Doubles Tennis
will start at 6:30 p.m. at
Murray Country Club.
——— —
Murray-Calloway
County La Leche
League will meet at 7
p.m. in home of Belinda

surfs
p0
viavE

95

"EARLY BIRD SPECIAL"

.
..•• $2oo
OFF
•
•
•
•
•
•
One Coupon Per Family
•
Save $2.00 ON OUR REGULAR •
•
•
$8.95 portrait package.
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
.

•
•

•

Celebrate your birthday "on" us. Choose from
our Birthday Dinners, or deduct $4.99 from any
other menu item.

•

Limit one special package per subject. Black and white backgrounds
and special effects portraits NOT available in advertising package.

— Birthday Dinners •Chopped Sirloin
•Whitefish Fillet •Cattish
Steak •Catfish Fillet

Birthday oak's atmat charga available upon
NINO*,

4 DAYS ONLY

AN

Thursday, June 13 thru Sunday, June 16
10:00-6:00 Thurs.
12:30-5:0

we need is sorne proof of your tfirthclate
AN served with salad bar. choice of potato and
hushpuppies

•

0 Sun.

10:00-8:00 Fri. - Sat.
I mil %PPS 1.'1011 Wee•,sfil

Commu- nity Theatre
will have its Gourmet
Cabaret at 8 p.m. on outdoor deck of old freight

•
s

This Coupon Valid Thurs., Fri. Only

a
•
Present this coupon to the photographer
•
mmulimmiimmimmamsommaamommmmimmmiumu•
m

IPM•

Friday, June 14
log 753-5676, 492-8562,
498-8528 or 753-0662.
— — — —
Twilight Golf will
start at 5:30 p.m. and
Friday night social will
be at Murray Country
Club
— —— —
Twilight Golf will
start at 5:30 p.m. at
Oaks Country Club.
————
Make Today Count
will meet at 10 a.m. in
private dining room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
— ———
AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at J.U.
Kevil Center, South 10th
Street Extended,
Mayfield.
—— ——
Murray -Calloway
County Jayoee Fair will
featured Demolition
Derby at 7 p.m. and
Midnight Madness from
10 p.m. to 1 a.m. All
rides for one price, $7,
ride all you want on
midway.
— ———
Games will be at 8
p.m. at Murray Moose
Lodge.

Hwy 641 North, Murray
4% 0 V.•

• 0,,

•

N.•

Hwy 641 North Murray. Ky
Open at 4 p rn Mon -Sat
753.4141

etirett

SEARS
KENMORE
COOLING
Special prices on selected models now through
June 22. 1985 only All refrigerators and freezers on our
sales floor reduced Shop early for best selection

SAVE'160 on a Kenmore
17.7-cu. ft. frostless refrigerator

with ice maker
• Porcelain interior
• Textured-steel doors
• Adjustable shelves

.etts

SHOP AND SAVE
FACTORY OUTLET
CLOTHING
Dixieland Center No. 4
Chestnut St, Murray
753-0082
Hours: Open 9:00-6:00 Mon.-Thurs., & Sat.
9:00-7:00 Fri.
Name Brands at Discounted Prices

99

649

was 809"

white

*74851

"Father's Day Specials"
Friday & Saturday Only

Men's Windbreaker Shorts
*999
Reg. $12.60
Saturday Only
•

Men's Lee Jeans
•7408 1

•64n '

17.7-cu.tt. frostiest;

Refrigerator
save '120

58999e

Reg. $25.60 On Special for $1488

•5427

19.6-cult. trostless
Refrigerator
with ice maker
save '150
749L

Men's Sports Shirts

22.2-cu.tt. Kenmore
Side By Side with
Ice and wo ter in door
save'250
1O59!.

SAVE'40 on 15.1-cu.tt. Freezers

New Shipment of
On Spaciai

299

Ladies Crop Tops
Reg. $10.85

On Spacial $875

#15152

Each of these advertised items e readity avoid*e for sate as adyertseO
Prices inclibe shipping deilvery and normal onstallahon Many Kenmore
models ayaiebie Ns colors at extra cost Ma about Seats credit Dams
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163 3310
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Ladies Jump Suits
Reg. $22.99

Spacial $16
"

$17"
Ladies Lord Isaacs
Dress Pants
20% Off
Cotton Skirts 10% Off
Swimwear
10% Off
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Barbara Mandrel] to
help with two causes
BIRMINGHAM, Ala.
(AP) — Singer Barbara
Mandrell, injured in a
head-on auto accident
last year, says she is
willing to lend her name
to only two causes —
children and mandatory
seat belt laws.

Zona Jeans

For
Replacement
Windows
and Doors

•

Ladies Cotton Sweaters,.
Reg. $24.99

61999

Sunday,June 18
Benefit Cabaret by
Richard Valentine for
Community Theatre
will be at 7 p.m. at
Playhouse in MurrayCalloway County Park.
For tickets are $4.50
each call 759-1752.
————
AA will have a closed
meeting at 4 p.m. at
American Legion
Building, South Sixth
Saturday, June 15
and Maple Streets.
Writers Pot Pourri
—— ——
will meet at 9:30 a.m. at
Events in Land BetCalloway Public ween the Lakes will inLibrary.
clude Butter Churning
————
at 2 p.m. at The
Community Theatre Homeplace- 1850 ;
will have its Gourmet Cosmetics by Mother
Cabaret at 8 p.m. at Nature at 2 p.m. at EmPlayhouse in Murray- pire Farm; Animal
Calloway County Park. Adaptation at 2 p.m. at
For information call Woodlands Nature
759-1752.
Center; Mountain
————
Laurel can be viewed on
Arts and Crafts Show Redd Hollow Road just
by Jonathan-Aurora Ac- off The Trace.
tion Committee will be
————
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at
Fulton Family Reutent across from St. nion will be today
Henry's Catholic through Tuesday at
Church.
Lake Barkley Lodge.
— —— —
For information call
Events at Murray- 753-3171.
Calloway County
—— ——
Jaycee Fair will be KidJackson Purchase
dies Day from noon to 6 Arts and Crafts Festival
p.m., motorcycle races will be from 9 a.m. to 8
at 7 p.m. and family p.m. in West Kentucky
night from 6 p.m. to Livestock and Exposiclosing.
tion Center. Gospel
——— —
music will be featured
Jackson Purchase from 2 to 5 p.m.
Arts and Crafts Festival
—— ——
will be from 9 a.m. to 8
Murray -Calloway
p.m. in West Kentucky County Jaycee Fair will
Livestock and Exposi- have Fathers' Day
tion Center. Bluegrass Special from 1 to 6 p.m.
Fiddlers Contie will be
————
from noon to rp.m.
Second day of Arts
————
and Crafts Show will be
Couples Bridge with from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at
Willie and Barbara tent across from St.
Williams as hosts will be Henry's Catholic
at 7:30 p.m. at Oaks Church, Aurora.
Country Club.
————
—— ——
Mini-concert by KenEvents in Land Bet- tucky Lions Club Allween the Lakes will in- State Band will be at 7
clude Tin Punching p.m. in area near overWorkshop from noon to pass between Elizabeth
4 p.m. at Empire Farm; and Clark Halls on MurStream Stroll at I p.m. ray State University
at Woodlands Nature campus.
Center.
— ———
—— ——
Homecoming will be
AA and Al-Anon will at Chestnut General
meet at 8 p.m. at Baptist Church with The
American Legion Monarchs of Jonesboro,
Building, South Sixth Ark., to sing in
and Maple Streets.
afternoon.
————
—— — —
Dance featuring Night
Emmanuel Baptist
Shift will be from 8 p.m. Church will observe
to midnight at Murray 22nd anniversary with
Moose Lodge.
all day services and
————
singing by Hearts Aglow
Northam Singers will Trio from Calvert City
present a concert at 7 at 2 p.m.
p.m. at Locust Grove
—— ——
Greate- r Paducah
Area Chapter of Parents
Without Partners will
meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion
Building, Paducah.
— ———
Dorcas Sunday School
Class of First Baptist
Church will meet at
noon at Golden Corral
Restaurant.

Brothers
& Sons

"For The Ladies"

Your Choice 32499 ')hni?,7

Church of Nazarene,
located one mile north
of Kirksey off Highway
299
— ———
Murray Shrine Club
will have a social at 6
p.m. at T.P. Farris
home, 509 South Ilth St.
—— ——

Bryars

WIMP

31.1-c u.h. Kenmore
Upright Ftiliezer

Saturday,June 15

depot in Murray.
Calloway County Park.
For information call
759-1702.
————
Square and round
dancing with music by
Ken-Term Band will be
from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at
Lynn Grove Roller
Rink

Reg. $9.20 On Special for $079
w

SAVE'180

^

Friday, June 14

$1 1
"
pair

•

I 10,

Call
(502) 362-4895

Miss Mandrell, 36,
said that she would ingnore her doctor's advice and sponsor a
benefit Aug. 23-25 for the
Alabama Sheriffs' boys
and girls ranches, which
operate as foster homes.
am expecting Sept.
17 but I will be here,"
said Miss Mandrell, who
was injured in a head-on
auto accident Sept. 11.
Miss Mandrell also
said she had agreed to
take part in a national
campaign urging the
adoption of seat belt
laws in states that do not
have them.
"Without hesitation, I
can say that the only
reason I am here today,
and that my two kids
are alive, is that we had
our belts on," she said.

kl#101i
trisero

T0% OFF
STOREWIDE
"taw Shipment Just Arrived'

RAMSEY DISCOUNT
SHOES
1303 Chestnut
Across From Dixieland Center
73S-3120
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Free sunscreen workshop planned

th
Ly
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6
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The Calloway County
Homemakers and the
Tennessee Valley
Authority will sponsor a
free sunscreen
workshop on Monday.,
June 24, at 10 a.m.
This event will be held
In the County Extension
Office of Miller Courthouse Annex (back entrance). Consumers are
Invited to attend the

event and learn to build
a sunscreen.
Materials will be furnished free of charge for
the construction of a
sunscreen and frame for
one window. Participants should bring
dimensions of the window they wish to screen.
A sunscreen is a
removable shading

device that is installed
on east, west or south
facing windows during
the summer months.
The material which
comes in a variety of
colors is made of a
fiberglass mesh which
can easily be cut to window size with a knife or
scissors.
The screen can reduce
heat gain through win-

down by up to 70 percent
while only slightly altering visabthty. The cost
of materials 111 usually
recovered in the first
year through energy
savings.
Information regarding other energy saving solar systems is
available to consumers
including: Solar water

Agronomy fair winners are named

It
r-

-t

The results of the
Leag (stripped tobacAgronomy Exhibits of co burley) — John Mark
the Murray-Calloway Potts, blue ribbon,
County Jaycee Fair David Potts, red ribbon;
have been released as
Tip (leaf 16 inches or
follows:
under — Burley) —
Flyings (Burley) —
David Potts, blue ribDavid Potts, blue rib- bon, John Mark Potts,
bon, John Mark Potts, red ribbon;
red ribbon;
Heavy Brown Leaf
Lugs (L or F — (BF — dark fired) —
Burley) — John Mark John Mark Potts, blue
Potts, blue ribbon, ribbon, David Potts, red
David Potts, red ribbon; ribbon;

Heavy Dark Leaf(BD
— dark fired) — David
Potts, blue ribbon, John
Mark Potts, red ribbon;
Thin Brown Leaf
(dark fired) — David
Potts, blue ribbon, John
Mark Potts, red ribbon;
Heavy Brown Leaf
(dark air cured) —
David Potts, blue ribbon, John Mark Potts,
red ribbon;
Heavy Red Leaf (air

cured) — John Mark
Potts, blue ribbon,
David Potts, red ribbon,
Thin Brown Leaf
(dark air cured) —
David Potts, blue ribbon, John Mark Potts,
red ribbon;
Best Pint of Shelled
Beans (any variety) —
Connie Talent, blue and
red ribbons, Rita
(Cont'd from page 9)

heaters, sunspaces,
shading devices and
movable insulation.
A free survey by a
trained energy advisor
to determine if a solar

system is feasible can
be arranged by calling
the Power Distributor.
For more information
consumers may contact
Jean Cloar, county ex-
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tension agent in home
economics, 758-1452 or
758-1456, or TVA's Kentucky District Office at
1-885-4033 and ask for
David Earhart.

All Shoes

50%
(Some

75%

Off
11
/1104.

Off)

L.2/

Closing Soon!

MURRAY HOME
& AUTO
Chestnut St.
753-2571

SHOEtrabARN

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

.88

9-Pc Starter Set orM1 2 c9 Jo'
ay dish. 12 -cp coyd casserole
32-oz ',Quo measu, rg cuo
9-m ooe pate 4 cups
QUANTITIES LIMITED

Open Mon.-Thurs. 8-7
Fri. and Sat. 8-8

2
9

White Feather Farm
Grade A Large

Doz.

Limit 2

3

With $15.00 Or More
Additional Purchase Excluding Dairy & Tobac& Drinks
co
On Special

With $15.00 Or More Additional Purchase Excluding
Dairy & Tobacco Products &
Drinks On Special.

Hyde Park New Squeeze Bottle

TOMATO CATSUP

PEPSI, MT. DEW,
DR. PEPPER &
7-UP
8 Pk. 160z.
Limit 2

Both With $30.00 Or
More Additional Purchase Excluding Dairy &
Tobacco Products &
Drinks On Special

All Three With $45.00
Or More Additional Purchase Excluding Dairy &
Tobacco Products &
Drinks On Special

Pickle King Colored

DISTILLED VINEGAR

Lb

'429

Lb

$429

Owens Best Oven Baked

TURKEY BREAST
Owens Best Deli

ROAST BEEF
Baby Swiss

Lb

CHEESE
Owens Best BBIO

Lb $ 1 59

CHICKEN . .
Deli Baked or

Lb

Barbecue Beans
Owens Best BBC)

99°
$329

BEEF

Sugar Free Jello Asst. Flavors

PUDDING

U.S. Choice Boneless

CHUCK STEAK
U.S. Choice Extra Lean

GROUND CHUCK
Fields

BOLOGNA
U.S. Choice Chicken Fry

STEAK

89°
19°
89°
$1"

Fancy Choice

BROCCOLI
CABBAGE
CANTALOUPES
Golden Ripe

BANANAS

4/$ 1 00

Cello-Pack

RADISHES

11•40.11.111
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Harp resigns at Calloway; takes Anderson County job

Making A Change
Calloway County High School football coach Sam Harp (squatting right)
has resigned his position with
the Lakers to accept a similar position at Anderson County High School.
Harp has coached at OCHS for
the past five years. At the regular Calloway school board meeting tonight
Harp's resignation, along with
plans to find a replacement, will be discussed.

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
For the second time in the past six months the
Calloway County School Board members will be
faced with handling the resignation of head football coach Sam Harp.
But this time will be different.
Harp, who has coached at Calloway County
High School for the past five seasons, has
already accepted the head coaching position at
Anderson County High School, effective July 1.
The first time Harp attempted to resign, the
Calloway board members refused to accept it
and convinced Harp to remain with the program
in February.
However, when the ACHS position became
available only 14 miles from Harp's home town
of Frankfort, Ky., he couldn't turn down the
offer.
Tonight at the school board meeting, the
search for a new coach will be formulated, according to CCHS Athletic Director Jim Nix.
Nix said Harp turned in his resignation
Wednesday to Johnny Bohannon, superintendent
in charge of personnel, and that the board would
have to act on the move in tonight's regular
meeting.
'I'm not sure exactly how we'll go about finding another coach. Last time (in February) we
formed a search committee, but with this coming in the summer I'm not sure if they'll just tell
me to find the best candidate or what.
"However it turns out," Nix said,"we will find
the best coach available. I think we have a lot to
offer here. We have a good program, a good community for a coach to raise a family in ... I'm
sure we'll find a top caliber coach.'"
The first time Harp resigned was in February
stemming from publicity surrounding his applying for the head coaching position at Graves
County High School. Because of the controversy,
Harp offered his resignation, but later withdrew
it at the request of the Calloway board.
"Very few coaches can find one job and settle
doWn," Harp said. "Calloway County gave me a
very good start for a young head coach and
especially for the first four years I really enjoyed
it here. Last season was not so good.(The Lakers
finished 3-7)."

He added, "I reached a point here where I
think it's best for the football program and
myself that I leave and let some new blood come

"I think it's best ... that I leave
and let some new blood come in."

to remain at full
strength when coincidental minor penalties
are assessed, though the
players must sit out
their two minutes in the
penalty box and won't
return until play stops
after the penalty.
"I'm really disappointed," he admitted.
"It's taken the fun out of

NHL realignment requests
may be rejected by Board
TORONTO i AP — A
realignment of three of
the four National
Hockey League divisions appears likely to
be defeated by the
league's Board of
Governors, which

began its summer
meetings
Three last-place
teams are requesting
permission to change
divisions.
The Pittsburgh
Penguins would like to

10.8%, H.P.R. Financin

move from the Patrick
Division to the Norris,
the Toronto Maple
Leafs from the Norris
to the Adams, and the
Hartford Whalers from
the Adams to the
Patrick

Available

Demand Quality...
Buy INGERSOLL

this night a little bit.
"I think if you talk to
the average fan, I think
they will say they like
the 4-on-4 and 3-on-3. It
opens things up and
gives a whole new
perspective."
The game's most
dynamic scorer also expressed fear that
hockey "would become
more violent, with more
stick-swinging.
"I think the NHL is
making a big mistake,"
he said. "They are taking away something
that is exciting to the
fans and makes the
games more exciting.
"We should be more
concerned about the
spearing and the buttending and three hours
and 28 minutes to play
hockey games," he add-

ed, his face flushed. along with two lesser op"They are taking a big ponents, each team still
part of the game of has five skaters and it
hockey away. It will offers the- lesser team
come down to the day an edge.
"When a guy
when you get a penalty
and won't have to serve deliberately tries to
it."
take another guy off the
Gretzky wondered ice, his team should be
why the players* weren't penalized. But if it's still
given a chance to ex- 5-on-5 ... that's just not
press their feelings right."
about such a rule
change.
—The players should
have some say in it," he
said. "It's just not
right."
Gretzky is concerned
that lesser players on
BOLOGNA, Italy
some teams will con- (AP) —
Argentine
tinually attempt to draw veteran
tennis star
better players into coin- Guillermo
Vitas says he
cidental minors. For in- is staying in the game
stance, if he and another despite losing in the
first
Oiler get involved in in- round to a little-known
cidents and go to the box Yugoslav in the Bologna
Grand Prix tournament,
organizers reported
today.

Harp said he wasn't sure how much the idea of
hiring a "hometowner" appealed to the Anderson County officials, but he is looking forward to
the move.
"I grew up about 14 miles from where I'll be
working and it looks like it will be a very good
working situation. There's only one school in the
town and the people really get behind the high
school program. They come out in droves and
back their teams," Harp said.
Anderson County finished 4-6 last season and
graduated 17 seniors. Eighteen seniors will be
returning this year to beef a varsity roster of 52
underclassmen and a freshman team of 25.
Anderson County is a Class 2A school in the
same sub-district as Washington County and
Bardstown. Harp will be replacing George Fallis
who resigned his position after undergoing major back surgery.
One aspect of the position that pleases Harp is
the attitude of his new employers. "They told me
as long as I treat the players right and have good
discipline everything will be okay. They said
they understand there will be good years and bad
years, but as long as I get the most out of the
talent I have then they'll be happy."
One aspect of the Calloway position that Harp
regrets leaving is not working with the class of 20
seniors that will play for the Lakers this fall. "I'll
really miss not seeing these guys play. But in the
same sense, I don't think I'll be leaving the well
dry when I leave. Whoever gets this job next will
have a good foundation to work with::
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CC Athletic Boosters
to elect new officers
in Monday meeting
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• Deep welded rnowe.
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And here are Me 10 key reasons
people buy Ingersoll
• Ease of operation
• Reputation tor performance
• Reputation tor audio..
• HYDRIV — an exclusive hydraulic
drive system
•(Case engineering
• Dealer reputation and integrity
• Appearance & stiffing
• Fair price Or high value
• Recommendation 04 a friend
• Demonstration drive
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-Our commitment
to quality is your
assurance of
satisfaction.-

New 1985 Glasstream Model
172 Runabout with 140 H.P.
Mercruiser power. This boat
has all the most wanted
features. Lots of Teak Trim,
Teak Ski Locker, Teak Swim
Platform. Price includes
custom made drive-on trailer.
Compare this boat anywhere
and you will agree-The Best
Deals Come From Jim Freels.

Only $799500

he sl

The annual meeting of the Calloway County
Athletic Booster Club will be Monday, June 17,
at 7:30 p.m. at the Calloway County Board
Office.
The agenda will include election of new club
officers and amendments to the constitution.
A slate of officers will be presented at the
meeting, but nominations will be accepted from
the floor.
The public is invitedlo attend. Ken Miller will
preside.

Vilas, who will be 33 in match.
August, withdrew from
But he was quoted tothe doubles after his day in the Milan sports
elimination Tuesday daily Gazzetta dello
evening in the singles by Sport as saying "I was
Goran Prpic in straight misunderstood. I am not
sets, 6-3, 6-4,
quitting tennis."
The Argentine athlete
The tournament
told reporters after the organizers confirmed
match "I feel certain" Vilas' intention to keep
that it would be his last playing.

STERN DRIVES'INBOARDS
ingersae

INGERSOLL

CE:1--11

11140EMMOIA. EOUIPMENT CO INC

1934 — 1985

McKee! Equipment Co.
MURRAY — 503 WALNUT — 753-3062
PADUCAH — JULIA ST. — 444-0110

JIM FREELS
LAKE SHORE
BOAT SHOP
5 Mlles West of Cadiz
on U.S. 68
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INSTALLED GLASS
FIBER ROOFING

INSTALLED
CONTINUOUS GUTTERS

Protect and beautify your home
with Glass A fire-resistant glass
fiber shingles In many patterns
and colors to chaosrfrom

Seamless. corner-to-corner, low
maintenance installed aluminum
guttering We go to any length for
you Custom fit, color choices

BLOWN-IN
INSULATION

INSTALLED MOBILE
HOME ROOFOVERS

Let a Sears authorized installer
apply insulation to fill attic cracks
and crevices In both attic and
sic:Jewell application

Insulated aluminum system helps
keep you warmer in winter, cooler
in summer Helps stop leaks
root-drumming recoating
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Vilas denies quitting quote;
says he was misunderstood

THE BEST DEALS
COME FROM
JIM FREELS

spel
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— Sam Harp

Gretzky bitter about NHL changes despite 6th Hart Trophy
TORONTO AP — It valuable player on
should have been a time Wednesday night. That
of joyous celebration for tied him with Gordie
Wayne Gretzky. In- Howe. his boyhood idol.
stead, he was bitter and for most MVP awards.
a bit confused.
But Gretzky was
Gretzky, the National distressed by the NHL
Hockey Leagues Board of Governors'
brightest star, collected decision to virtually
an unprecedented sixth eliminate 4-on-4 skating
consecutive Hart situations. The rules
Trophy as most change calls for teams
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Antitrust exemption for pro sports gets boost from Rule
the interview that
judges are "poorly
equipped" to decide the
fairness of such moves
to sports fans and said
that courts "essentially
are imposing" their
judgments.
Rule said he advocates federal judges
"getting out of the way"
and permitting the professional sports leagues
to make such decisions.
In a statement submitted for the hearing
record, Rule said the
Justice Department

Nicklaus: Approach to Open has altered

Major League Baseball All-Stars
TOOL VALUE
OF THE MONTH

WIWN
9,00068
cl'at

8.99

9. & W-In Drive Socket
Set Durable alloy -steel set mci,
qu.ck-release ratchet screw
driver bits and 2 extenition bars
With metal box

QUANTITIES LIMITED

MURRAY HOME
& AUTO
Chestnut St.
753-25711

NEW YORK (AP) —
Seven of the eight
starters for the
American League in
the 1984 Baseball AllStar Game are leading
in early balloting for
this year's midsummer classic.
According to results
released Wednesday by
the commissioner's office-, Kansas City's
George Brett is the
leading vote-getter in
his bid to start at third
base for the sixth
straight year. Brett has
321,037 votes for the
56th annual game, to be
played July 16 at the

Hubert H. Humphrey
Metrodome in
Minneapolis.
Leading at their positions are the following
1984 starters: catcher
Lance Parrish of
Detroit 226,669; first
baseman Rod Carew of
California, 202,519; second baseman Lou
Whitaker of Detroit,
223,332; shortstop Cal
Ripken of Baltimore,
303,066; and outfielders
DavO Winfield of New
York, 222,177, and Reggie Jackson of California, 188,271.
The only new face is
Minnesota outfielder

PURDOM,
THURMAN
& MCNUTT
407 Maple St.
Southsid• of the Ct.

753-8365

square

$1000°°
Off

At 12:00 Noon, Saturday,
June 15th
Two Cars Will Be Sold At
s19900 Each

Pennyrile Honda
1811 E. 9th St.

Hopkinsville
885-4193

753-4451
ReorissenoX

State Auto Insurance

Jerry James
Donnie Henderson
Neil Immel

Eddie Wall
Mike Thompson

•PARKER FORD OFFERS NOT JUST A DEAL. BUT A COMMITMENT

*PARKER FORD OFFERS N.
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NOW THROUGH AUGUST 1ST,
HURRY DOWN TO PARKER FORD
FOR A DEAL OF A LIFETIME.

Tom 13runansky, who
has 167,454.
Balloting continues
through July 6.
The National League
leaders earlier this
week were first
baseman Steve
Garvey, third baseman
Graig Nettles and outfielder Tony Gwynn of
San Diego; catcher
Gary Carter and outfielder Darryl
Strawberry of New
York; second baseman
Ryne Sandb*rg of
Chicago; shortstop Ozzie Smith of St. Louis:
and oulfielder Dale
Murphy oT Atlanta.

MURR
INSUR
AY
CENTE
ANCE
E
OF
R
LS
901 S. SYCAMORE

For car, home, business and family...
quality insurance protection designed to
meet your specific
needs. Plus attractively low premiums
and closeby independent agency
service.

Civic
1500 DX
AM-FM Cassette
Installed At
No Charge

•...

Cincinnati at Atlanta. .n 1
Los Angeles at Houston, trim
San Diego at San Francisco. in

4 Wheel
Drive Wagon
Air Cond.
Installed At
No Charge

Accord
3 dr. HB

-

Detroit at New York. in o
Milwaukee at Baltimore, I n1
Minnesota at Texas, n

Grand Opening Specials
For June

a

Major League Baseball Standings

Pennyrile Honda has moved
to 1811 East 9th.,
Hopkinsville, Ky. We would
like to invite you to come by
and see our new facility and
look over the selection of
new Hondas. Our Grand
Opening begins June 14. We
look forward to seeing you.

.

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

Infr.1::
I L•111:Lel I [111111111
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SCOREBOARD

"recognizes that
judicial secondguessing of a league's
decision to block franchise relocation does not
serve the interests
underlying the antitrust
laws."

•

0

A FRIEND
YOU CAN
DEPEND
ON

•

BIRMINGHAM,
"I learned young that
Mich. (AP) — Last you need patience to
weekend, with the U.S. play this game,"
he
Open approaching, Jack said. "It helped
some. I
Nicklaus decided to get won the next year."
in two days of practice
That was at Oakmont
over the demanding in Pittsburgh.
There
Oakland Hills course.
were wins at Baltusrol
When he arrived, in 1967 and 1980, and at
Nicklaus looked around Pebble Beach in 1972.
and found no playing
He thought of the
partners. He had the tour's young
players,
course all to himself, the ones who
didn't
unencumbered by the practice the course
last
other players who began Friday and Saturday
play in the tournament when he did.
today.
"Maybe they don't
"Not another player have to take it as
showed up," he said. seriously. Maybe
they
"That surprised me. It's don't realize the
amount
the Open. You've got to of preparation they
need
learn the course, spend if they want to be
there,
the time, find the things Open after Open, PGA
you'll have problems after PGA."
with, because you will
Now Nicklaus smiled.
have problems.
"You'll probably find
"That eliminates a lot somebody come
in
of guys from winning. Wednesday and win."
Ten years, 15 years ago,
guys really pointed for
Open GoU Facts and Figures
BIRMINGHAM. Mich. OAP —
the U.S. Open. Now
Facts and figures for the 85th U S
there are 20 or 25 Open Golf Championship
courses a year prepared
Site Oakland Hills Country Club
Birmingham. Mich
like the Open. Guys feel course,
Dates June 13-16
they don't have to work,
Defending champion
Furry
prepare for the U.S. Zoeller
Former champions in field
Open like they used to." Zoeller. Jerry Pate. Tom Watson,
Larry Nelson. David Graham.
Then he shrugged.
Johnny Miller, Andy 'North, Lou
"Maybe they don't," Graham.
Jack Nicklaus. Hubert
he said.
Green. Hale Irwin. Lee Trevino
Course
Par 35-35-70. 6.896
That approach simply yards
would not do for
Purse $650.000 total. $103.000 to
Nicklaus, a four-time winner
GOLDEN BEAR — Jack Nicklaus says the
Television I times EDT I ESPN.
winner of this Thurs -Fri . 12
noon-2 p m and 4-6
players' approach to the U.S. Open Golf Champrestigious event, who p m ; ABC. Sat -Sun 2.6 30 p m
pionship has changed over the years.
has been struggling with
his game lately, and has
not won a tour event in
over a year.
"Obviously, I have not
played well for the last
couple of months," he
said. "I've worked hard.
Hopefully, I'll see imBUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
provement. If not, I've
got to work harder."
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
Oakland Hills, dubbed
The Monster by no less
LINDY SUITER
an authority than Ben
901 SYCAMORE
753-8355
Hogan, last hosted the
Open in 1961, when a
21-year-old amateur
named Nicklaus finished fourth.
Mal01 League Baseball
Chicago at California. n
"I'm the ony guy in
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Kansas City At Seattle. on.
the field who played
East Division
NATIONAL LEAGUE
W I.
GB
Rct
East Division
here in '61," Nicklaus
Toronto
38 19
667
GB
Pct.
said. "That makes me
Detroit
31 24
Chicago
564 6
34 20 630
Boston
feel old."
30 26
New York
53-6 74
32 23 582 2 L•ir
Baltimore
29 26
527
Montreal
569 3
33 25
He is 45 now. The adNew York
28 27
509 9
St Louis
30 26
534 5
Milwaukee
500
27 27
9'.2
vancing years have
Philadelphia
21 35
375 14
Cleveland
, Pittsburgh
339 141
19 37
16 36
333 16
altered his approach to
West Division
West Division
Chicago
the game somewhat.
30 24 . 556 —
San Diego
33 23
589 —
California
31 26
544
Houston
it
31 26
2'j
544
"I work harder at it,"
Kansas City
29 27
2
518
Cincinnati
527
29 26
34
he said.
Oakland
28 29
I.os Angeles
491
3't
28 28 .500 5
Minnesota
24 30
6
444
Atlanta
436 84
24 31
If Nicklaus has changSeattle
25 33
7
431
San Francisco
21 35
375 12
ed since the last time he
Texas
22 36
379 too
Wednesday's Games
Wednesday's Games
Los Angeles at Cincinnati. ppd.. rain
played an Open at
Kansas City 3, Oakland 2. 14 innings
Atlanta 5. San Francisco 2
Oakland Hills, the
Detroit 6, Baltimore 2
Montreal 2, Chicago 0
Boston 7. Milwaukee 2
course has not — except
New York 7. Philadelphia 3. 11 innings
Minnesota at Cleveland. pod . rain
St Louis at Pittsburgh, ppd rain
for the elm tree that
Toronto 3, New York 2. 10 innings
Houston 3. San Diego 2
California 3. Texas 2
once occupied a promiThursday's Games
Chicago 6, Seattle 3
Chicago Trout 6.11 at Montreal !Smith 6-21. lfl
nent spot at No. 12.
Thursday's Games
New York o Lynch 3-3. at Philadelphia o Koosman
Nicklaus was one shot
Milwaukee (Burris 3-4 I at Baltimore McGregor
I-1 .. n
4-5o, ono
St Louis o Tudor 3.7. at Pittsburgh I McWilliams
behind Gene Littler with
Toronto (Leal 3-Il at Boston iKison 3-1... on
3-4.. ono
seven holes to play that
Minnesota i Butcher 4.51 at Texas !Tanana 1-6..
Cincirmati !Tibbs 4.7. at Atlanta 'Shields 1.0 i. in
Chicago
I
7-Si
Burns
at
California
Slaton
In
i
4-4
San Diego I Dravecky 4.4. at SarrFranciscooLaske,
year when a sudden
Kansas City I Gubicsa 2-4 o at Seattle 'Wilkinson 0-0
1-6.. ono
wind gusted a key shot
n
Only games scheduled
Only games scheduled
Into the elm and helped
Friday's Gimes
Friday's Games
St Louis at Chicago
huff and puff him out of
Toronto at Boston. in
New York at Montreal. no
contention.
Oakland at Cleveland. on o
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh. in 1

believes that "new
Yet, the statement did
regulation and antitrust not repeat the longstanexemptions" are "... un- ding Justice Departwarranted departures ment policy of opposing
from our economy's fun- any antitrust
damental reliance on exemptions.
the operation of free
In fact, the statement
markets......
said, the department

'

Ever since the
Eisenhower administration, the Justice Department has opposed gran-

the problems of franchise relocations, such
as the move of the
Oakland Raiders of the
National Football
League to Los Angeles,
and has concluded that
'It simply makes no
sense to have federal
judges secondguessing" franchise
relocation decisions by
professional sports
leagues.
Rule maintained in

•

This position was
spelled out Wednesday
by Charles F. Rule, ac-

ting exemptions from
antitrust laws to professional sports franchises.
Only major league
baseball currently enjoys a broad exemption
from antitrust laws.
Rule acknowledged in
a telephone interview
late Wednesday that his
statements represented
a changed stance by the
department.
He said the department had heen studying

BEST NEWS SINCE THE INVENTION OF THE
AIR CONDITIONER'

Porker Ford, Inc.
701 Main St.
•PAR

•:• •FF R

ting assistant attorney
general of the antitrust
division, in an appearance before the
Senate Judiciary Committee, which is studying proposed legislation
to govern conditions
under which franchise
shifts could occur.

- -

WASHINGTON (AP)
— A high-ranking
Justice Department official, in a major departure from longtime
agency policy, says professional sports leagues
should be exempt from
antitrust laws in order
to block franchise
relocations.

753-5273 r

•PARKER FORD OFFERS NOT JUST A DEAL. BUT A COMMITMENT

•PARKER FORD

1•11111101110.011.0000.1111010.V."
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Legislators generally optimistic about Collins' plan
- FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP i —
The fate of Gov. Martha Layne
Collins' $287.7 million education
package will be determined over
the ,next few days as she meets
individually with legislators and
considers calling a special
session.
While most lawmakers complimented the proposal Wednesday, some expressed doubts
about a companion proposal
raising the gasoline tax by 5
cents while others wanted more
time to consider the threevolume plan.

No vote was taken among
lawmakers on Wednesday and
Collins refused to be pinned
down on the subject of a special
session.
"The governor indicated she
would call a special session if
things fall in place," House
Speaker Don Blandford said.
It will take several days for
lawmakers to consider the plan
before support or opposition to
Collins' plan could be accurately
measured. Blandford said.
"I think it's hard to gauge
reaction when it's thick as the.

Sears, Roebuck catalog," said
Blandford, D-Philpot.
But, he added, "nobody indicated any reservations."
"We haven't started counting
( the votes) yet," added Senate
President Pro Tern Joe Prather,
D-Vine Grove.
Collins met with House
Democrats, Senate Democrats
and Republicans from both
chambers before publicly announcing the plan. She also
answered lawmakers' questions
and left sign-up sheets for
meetings in the days ahead.

Most of the new tax burden
would be placed on businesses, a
feature the legislators said
made the proposal attractive.
And several said that a special
session would be the best way to
handle the education legislation.
"We could address the education issue ... in the absence of requests for other state services,"
said Rep. Roger Noe, D-Harlan.
Although Noe, chairman of the
Education Committee, said
some parts of the proposal may
be objectionable, there was not
enough "to cause me to raise the

Big Savings On 'WI
Last-Minute
Gifts for Dad!

Radioihaek

11

CHARGE IT (MOST STORES ,

FATHER S DAY SALE!
Tandy 1000 Computer

VHS Video Cassette Recorder
Model 12 by Realistic'

Save $200

999

00mon,torr,o, includec

Liza°
g5
79

Was 1199.00 in 1985 Cat. RSC-14

AktU

Save 02
920

Runs same programs as
higher-priced IBM PC! Includes DeskMate' software
for word processing, spreadsheet analysis, telecommunications, appointment calendar, electronic filing and mail.
#25-1000 IBM/TM International Busi-

110011131111

t041M

New Low Price!
Low As $46 Per Month
on CitiLine*

Reg 499 9
On5C'ne*

Start enjoying all the latest movies, music videos and TV
shows you've been missing! Convenient 9-function wired
remote control, 3 record/play speeds, cable-ready 105channel tuner, electronic timer. Hurry in! #16-502

ness Machmes Corp

Compact Disc Audio Player

Dual-Cassette AM/FM Phono

CD-1000 by Realistic

Clannette'-114 by Realistic

Save $80
ell In

!aye

15995

gReg5
.

259

Low As $20
399.905P
n ecrittonneth
,

Reg. 239.95
Low As $20 Per Month on CitiLine*

The music seems to emerge from a background of absolute silence! An optical beam "reads" the audio discs and
converts the digital information back into sound. There's no
audible distortion, rumble, or surface noise. #42-5000

Save big on the compact system that does it all! Copy personal tapes, record off radio, turntable, or "live" with optional mikes. "Continuous play" mode. 5-step LED power
meter. With matching 17"-high speakers. #13-1217

Equalizer/Stereo Expander

In-Dash AM/FM Car Cassette

By Realistic

By Realistic

..•

-1H111111111 11 111111111111
Save $40

-

1,1
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9
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Save $40
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kind of objection that would hurt
the total package."
Jim Maggard, D-Jackson,
said he was pleased with the
education proposals, especially
plans to aid poor districts with
more money through the powerequalization program.
"I think the governor can pass
this package," Maggard said.
However, two Lexington
Republicans, Sen. Jack Trevey
and Rep. Pat Freibert, said they
didn't like the prospect of higher
taxes for more power equalization because Fayette County
doesn't receive a share of those
funds.
"I see nothing in here for
Fayette County except paying
the bill," Trevey said. "I'd like
to see something for my
money."
Freibert, voicing an oftrepeated criticism of the program, noted the trend of school
districts pouring power equalization funds into administrative expenses, becoming top heavy with supervisors.
Collins tried to assure
legislators that her package
would force the extra power.
equalization funds to be channeled into instruction.
As for business taxes, the
package "hits the people who
can afford to pay," said Rep.
Walter Blevins, D-Morehead.
"They've had a break in this
state for years."
Rep. Joe Barrows, D -

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP
—
Here is a brief look at the major
parts of Gov. Martha Layne Collins' $287.7 million education
package unveiled Wednesday.
Teacher Compensation
and Professional Development
— $36.6 million to give
teachers 5 percent annual pay
raises.
— $39.3 million for longevity
bonuses beginning in the 1987
school year. Bonuses would
start at $300 for 10-14 years of experience, $700 for 15 years or
more. Bonuses in 1988 would go
as high as $2,000 for teachers
with 20 or more years.
$2.7 million for a career ladder pilot program in as many as
10 volunteer school districts during the 1986 and 1987 school
years.
— $16.9 million for fringe
benefits, teacher scholarships,
teacher evaluation and inservice programs.
Instructional Excellence
— $44.7 million for 438 new
teachers in 1987 and 474 new
teachers in 1988, cutting average
class sizes by two pupils in
grades 1-6. The ratio of pupils to
teacher would drop in 1988 to
23:1 in grades 1-3 and to 25:1 in
grades 4-6. It would be capped at
31:1 for basic skills classes in
grades 7-8.
— $12.8 million for textbook
purchases.
— $3 million for an intensive
writing program in grades 7-10.
— $6.7 million for 150 additional teaching units for exceptional children.

AM/FM Portable Radio Cassette Recording Quartz LCD Stopwatch
By Realistic
By Mtcronta'
Tape—Stock Up
Realist

1995 33%
Off
Reg. 29.95
Has start/stop, lap/reset,
and set buttons. Also a
watch and calendar. With
neck cord, batteries.
#63-5009

HALF PRICE
60 Min.

HAAII,OR

Cut

27% 2195

Reg. 29.95

_

Take it to the game, the park. or listen while
relaxing in the back yard! Big 31/2" speaker,
AFC for drift-free FM reception, slide-rule
tuning, earphone. #12-71 76Batteries extra

90 Min.

20199 20279
Reg. 1.99 Each

Reg. 2.79 Each

Ideal for general-purpose recording.
Provides high-output and wide frequency response at normal bias
setting. Hinged storage case Buy
all you need—no limit! *44-602/603

Solar-Power Calculator
EC-406 by Radio Shack

30% Off

95
°Reg.

3.5619
1100000
•---C3C310111100
11100000
000000
Includos

9.95
Card Case
Powered by light—never needs batteries' 4key memory, auto-constant, square-root,
percent keys. 8-digit LCD. #65-994 ,

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio/hook Store or Dealer Nearest You
A DIVISION 1W

ror.n.

.CAILIne revolving credit from Citibank Payment may vary depending upon Dalanc.

nRPOR AT ION

PRICES APPLY AT PARTICIPATING STORES AND DEALERS

it

Ii

AM

— $4.4 million for adult
literacy and community education programs.
Power Equalization
— Require participating
school districts to set a
minimum local property tax
rate of 25 cents per $100 valuation. The 1984 General Assembly
mandated a 15-cent minimum
rate and the administration
estimates the higher rate will
raise $10.4 million at the local
level over the biennium.
Facilities and Operations
— $13.1 million to provide debt
service for $115 million worth of
construction over the biennium,
but also requires the 25-cent
local tax rate to qualify.
— $18 million for kindergarten
transportation.
School Effectiveness
and Innovation Projects
— $5 million for innovative
teachers and districts.
— $1.1 million for special
dropout-prevention projects in
20 districts.
— $700,000 for management
training of school
administrators.
— $500,000 for management
assistance to as many as 10
districts.
— $500,000 for testing and interships for school principals.
Other Proposals
— A constitutional amendment to have the superintendent
of public instruction appointed
by the Kentucky Board of
Education.
— Expand local school boards
to seven members, with the addition of two at-large members

APAR

Your Individual
Horoscope

69

Big savings on highway hi-fi! Fits in dash of most vehicles—
both foreign and domestic. Auto-reverse plays both sides of
tapes automatically or with the touch of a button. Fast-forward
and rewind controls lock in position so you can keep your
hands on the wheel and your eyes on the road. Switched power
lead lets you add a power booster, equalizer, or automatic antenna. #12-1906

a

Versailles, agreed, saying,
"They (business) haven't been
bearing their fair share."
Commerce Secretary Carroll
Knicely told lawmakers that the
tax proposals would not put Kentucky at a disadvantage against
the states with which it most
often competes for trade.
But Sen. Clyde Middleton, RFort Mitchell, said he wasn't
persuaded of that. He added: "I
think we've really got to see
what the tax program ... does to
the average taxpayer" when
businesses pass higher costs on
to the consumer.
Rep. Herbie Deskins, D Pikeville, quoted Collins as saying that some of the tax burden
would be placed on businesses
outside Kentucky.
Deskins said he did not get "a
sense that there was any
negative talk" about the plan,
but added many lawmakers
wanted more time to consider
details of the proposal.
"I want to sit down with the
people who wrote this and say
'What does this mean?'"
Deskins said.
Rep. Bill Brinkley, D Madisonville, said he had some
reservations about the proposal
to increase the gasoline tax for
the road fund.
"I've think you've got to question whether it's necessary or
not," Brinkley said. "I don't
want to commit to anything
today."

Collins shows $287 million
education reform package

Reg. 109.95

Here's your chance to give Dad one of our most versatile equalizers ever! Features 24 narrow-band tone controls to boost or
cut response up to 12 dB and add "punch" to musical instruments or vocals. Reduces noise and hiss, too. Adjustable
Stereo.Expander creates a dramatic "live" sound quality in any
room. Built-in tape control center. EQ button for recording
equalized sound. #31-2009
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Frances Drake
poR FRJUNE
IDA,
Y
CO14p0
R ,:985
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Investigate home refinancing.
Don't put your trust in an unreliable
friend. You'll shop now with an eye
for beauty.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
You'll pamper yourself a bit today.
A trip to the beauty parlor or
shopping may be on your agenda.
Scrutinize money deals carefully.
GEMINI .
(May 21 to June 20)
A*
f
You're content to enjoy some
leisure time by yourself. A revised job
plan proves workable. Handle financial affairs wisely.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
041€
Though you'll make a grand
entrance, not everyone will be to your
liking at a get-together. Opt for
privacy after dark. •
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
You'll make a good impression on a
boss, but don't overplay your hand. A
home matter requires careful consideration
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept.22)
You're the welcome guest at an
out-of-tbwn function, but be ('areful
not to abuse health and diet Friends
are on your wavelength.
LIBRA
Sept. 23 to 0(1.22)
Shrewdness allows you to see
through another's finagling in business. Extravagance in the pursuit of
pleasure proves costly

(Oct.23 to Nov. 21)
Be careful of details. Rumors
circulate today. Words of love lead to
greater closeness. Watch excess
spending at home.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
Some meet with romance on the
job. Investigate the possibility of
owning a pet. Be straightforward with
close relations.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Despite a few moments of doubt,
this should be a good day for
furthering romantic prospects. Don't
spend money foolishly.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You'll finalize something..on the
job."Home entertaining is fun, even
thigh there may be a few unexpected developments.
PISCES
WI&
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
nudge
'
You're in a romantic mood, but
make- sure the other party is a.s
interested as you. Be on time for
evening appointments.
YOU BORN TODAY are restless
and independent in thought. A routine job is not for you. You like
adventure and are dramatic by
nature. Theater, brokerage and sales
are fields for which you have a
special aptitude. You must overcome
a tendency to be expedient. Don't
simply settle for what chance throws
your way. Let your ideals motivgte
you to accomplishment You can
succeed in creative areas.
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Kentucky News In Brief
WALTON, Ky. i AP — The volunteer fire
department here is appealing a decision denying
it a permanent retail beer license.
Fire Chief Don McIntyre said the application.
opposed by some residents, would save the
department money because each temporary
license to sell beer at picnics costs $12.50 and
takes 15 days

g. 411

en

1141144111141111

A permanent license costs $200 the first year
and $75 each following year, and McIntyre said
the beverage would be available only during
special fund-raising events.
Residents sent a petition opposing the permanent license to the Alcoholic Beverage Control
Board and a malt beverage administrator denied
the license.

THE FAR SIDE

JUST ONE STOP

By GARY LARSON
15

•LIFE
•HEALTH
•CAR 'HOME
•FARM •BUSINESS

isquipe
NR.fr aisk
1)..n (ullen

AT SHELTER,
IT'S A MATTER OF PERSONAL PRIDE.

SHELTER
INSURANCE

100B 6th St.

759-1033

Srreite. insurance Convenes

a

"There are a lot of kids on the street, and we
figure there are enough bars in town," said Betty
Noell, who lives across the street from the
firehouse.
Mrs. Noell said the petitioners don't object to
the firemen applying for a temporary license.
A copy of the petition was sent to the Walton City Council, which formally opposed the permanent license.
The fire department is appealing the administrator's decision to the board.
— — — —
FRANKFORT, Ky. lATh — House Majority
Floor Leader Greg Stumbo announced Wednesday that W. Stephen Wilborn, a former state
legislator, will be his legal counsel.
Wilborn, of Shelbyville, is a former two-term

representative from the 58th District. The position will be considered part-time except when the
General Assembly is in session, a news release
said.
Wilborn's appointment was based upon his experience with the Legislature. Stumbo said
Wilborn will offer advice on bills that pass
through the floor leader's office. Stumbo said.
Wilborn received his undergraduate degree
from Eastern Kentucky University and his law
degree from the University of Kentucky.
—— ——
NEWPORT, Ky. AP — The state has re.
jected Newport's request for a $714.500 economic
development grant to provide parking spaces
and water, sewer and lighting improvements for
two riverfront restaurants.

IT'S BEEN RAINING
EVER SINCE WE 60T
I-4ERE TO CAMP
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Father's Day

Clark Clothing
Now Open
In Murray

IT'S KIND OF
i
DEPRE5SIN6, ISN'T 177
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First Quality—
Arnold Palmer and John Peel

Sport Coats
3 Pc. Suits

$55.00
$89.95

Short Sleeve

Dress Shirts
Ties

$12.95
$4.95

Zac an

Pleated Jeans

$22.50

Male, Duck Head & Designer

Jeans

$14.95
We Want To
Be Your Clothing Store
New Merchandise
Arriving Daily
Owned ,Operated

\

By 3 MSU Grads
Class of '50,
'55 and '85

Clark Clothing
Murray - Paducah
121 By-Pass North
Next To Showcase &
C-Mart
753-3557

Your Health
IT IS SAW WE WERE GIVEN

Holland Drugs on
Allergic Rhinitis

POOKY HAS
TWO EARS AND

TWO EARS AND ONLY ONE
mOoTH GO THAT WE. CAN
TELL ONLY HALF OF
WHAT WE HEAR...

NO MOUTH

Rhinitis is the chronic, allergic irritation and
inflammation of the nasal passages. It usually
occyrs with watery eyes and itching. Seasonal
rhinitis is usually due to a sensitivity to pollens
from trees,flowers, grasses and weeds. Rhinitis
occuring year round may be due to dog and cat
dander, dust, and molds.
An tihistamine-co9taining medicines help reduce mucus secretions, itching, and swelling inside the nose. These medicines tend to be more
useful in preventing than in correcting nasal
symptoms. For this reason, antihistamines
should be given before an anticipated attack

REMEMBER HOW
THEY 130UNC

STRAIGHT AND
TRUE

The decongestants cause a shrinkage of the
swollen membranes in the nasal passages. On a
short-term basis they can bring dramatic relief.
Long-term use (especially as drops or sprays)
can, however, cause congestion to return.
Topical steroids (on prescription) are often
effective in treating chronic rhinitis.The steroid,
when inhaled through the nose,soothes inflamed
membranes. If almost dramatic results are not
achieved, some patients are also given antihistamines and/or decongestants.
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CAN'T 00
OUR HOMEWORK

HOLLAND DRUGS
109 South 4th on the square in Murray
Phone 753 1462
cs as 11144

I'LL SOW 17
FAST. I WAS
FRAMED.
THAT
HEROIN WAS
PLANTED.

WAS THAT' ALSO
A FRAME-UP
OH,NO„ I WAS
THERE,,ON
PURPOSE.

CALL TOLL FREE 759-4026 — CHECK OUR PRICES

r ALL TOLL FREE 759-4026 - CHECK • UR PRI E ,
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Pharmacy &

Sheetrock
v2" 4 x 8
$3.70 Pc

Vinyl

Gutter
$357 loft.

BUILDING CENTERS

White

759-4026
Molding
Special
Casing.24`

Base...35 C LF
FJ

403636

6 Ft. Wood

French
Door
With Screen 1. Hdw.

$43995

or Brown

Vanity &
Marble Top
$3688

LF

48.8 Ceiling

Fiberglass

Lamp
Holder
69c

Fan Sago

32" bled*s with rovorsiblo stencil block's.
3 woods. rowan's* 'lido snitch. Comioniont
boll hanger mounting. Light othiptablo.
U.L.
30471111/C3200(0- I Rog. 74.99

Reg. $1.79
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W. Stock

Oak
Poplar
Furniture Grade
Lumber
Store Hours:
Mon.-Fri.
7:30 til 5:00
Saturday
8:00 til 4:00
VISA'

Central Shopping Center Murray, Ky:

x's\TREAS

Prices Good Thru
6-17-85

2 Gallon

House
Paint
:1388

7594026

We Offer

22', Inch

Bar-B-Q
Grill
$3997

90 Days
Same As
Cash
To
Qualified Buyers

BUILDING
TREASCRAT
ERS
One Block South Of Square

Benton, Ky.

Above Prices Picked Up At Our Store

CALL TOLL FREE 759-4026 — CHECK OUR PRICES
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CLASSTIEDS
1.Legal
NOTICE OF SALE
OF PERSONAL PROPERTY AT PUBLIC
AUCTION
NOTICE
IS
HEREBY GIVEN BY
Fort Wayne Mortgage
Company in accordance
with
the
Uniform Commercial
Code as the holder and
secured party of that
Installment Contract
& Disclosure Statement
"Security
Agreement"(
executed by William Lee
Milam & Vicki Milam
on May 27, 1981, which
is now in default, that
the property described below will be
publicly offered for
sale and sold to the
highest bidder, for
cash, cashier's check
or other "good" funds
on July 5th. 1985, at
10:00 o'clock A.M. at:
Starks
Brothers
Mobile Homes, Inc.,
Route 9, Box 40, Benton, Ky. 42025
Mobile home for
sale:
Year-1981,
Make -Champion.
Model-346, Serial No.
04-1-346-7495.
Refrigerator, Stove &
Dishwasher.
The proceeds of
said shall be applied
toward the satisfaction
of
the
indebtedness secured
by
said
Security
Agreement which is
$13,425.06 as of this
date, plus accrued
finance charges, attorney's fees, and
costs and expenses of
repossession and sale.
Seller reserves the
right to bid at said
sale. Successful bidder shall be obligated
to pay applicable
sales taxes, if any, in
adctititm-to-sa es price
at the time of sale.
Dated this 11th day
of June. 1985.
Fort Wayne
Mortgage Company
Bill Maze
Repossession
Department

2

5. Lost and

Notice

Summer Fun
In Dining

Patti's On
The Pier
Open: Tues.-Sun
5 p.m.-9 p.m.
Fri. & Sat.
5 p.m.-9:30 p.m
Sunday Brunch
11 a.m.-2 p.m.
For Reservations Call
362-4520
PRE -EINISITED oak
vanity bases- $54.95 and
up. Mid -South
Wholesale; 342 East
Washington, Paris: g422552.

Magnetic Signs
Car/Truck
Very etl.ctn&. But ln..p.nsrve

Call Faye's Monograms
& Printed Apparel
753 7743
COSMETOLOGY by
LaDora, a new hair
salon Cuts $5. perms
$25, shampoo. set $5,
manicure 13 5 0 .
753-0658 Closed Wed
CHARLIE Brown Play
School, open 18 1/2 hrs.
daily. 6a.m.-12.30a.m
Midnight shift possible
New born to teen agers
8z handicapped
5
qualified staff members, unique fun filled
preschool program.
Call after lla.m daily
753-7359.

Found

6

Help

Wanted

GOOD income working
from home! No experience required' Details send self addressed stamped envelope: Williams Enterprise, P 0. Box
2878-E, Paducah. Ky
42001.
TNTERN TEA ING for
Property & Casualty
agent. Respond to P.O
Box 799, Murray, Ky.
LOCAL Mayfield Co
Help Wanted
6
now taking applications
A golden opportunity for sales remake money in your presentatives for
spare time. Join Murray area. Excellent
FRIENDLY HOME pay structure. No exTOY PARTIES, the pense, will train. Tranleader for 30 years. sportation required.
Openings for managers Must be 18 yrs. of age or
and dealers. We have older. Apply in person
the largest and best line immediately to
313
. 7
t
h
In party plan. Earn big S
money plus bonuses and Mayfield, Ky. 42066.
travel incentives. Start N'EED a babysitter on
now and earn money drop in basis, evenings.
immediately. Mon. to 492-8419 until 2 p.m. or
Fri. Call collect 518-452- stop by Embassy Apts.
0091, evenings & C-1 after 2p.m.
weekends call 1-800-227- NEED someone to Bush
1510.
Hog a small lot on
An experienced Penny Road. Call 753aluminum & vinyl sid- 8411 or 753-1362
ing applicator. Send
qualifications to P.O.
Box 1040-H, Murray.
Ky.
EASY ASSEMBL1
WORK! $600.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
Personal Care
No experience/no
Home
sales. Details send selfaddressed stamped en*Must enjoy
velope; Elan Vital- 332,
working directly
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft.
with residents &
Pierce, Fl. 33482.
families
EXECUTIVE secretary
to work in law office.
High school
Forward complete regraduate
sume to P.O. Box 921,
Murray, Ky.
*Previous health
LOST- ladies brown
Buxton key case If
found please call 7591968.
Itt CAS ERED Collie,
black. brown & white, 2
1/ 2 yrs old. Lost
behind Holiday Inn.
Just had puppies. If
found please call 7530696

Milerray Ledger & Times
15. Articles for Sale
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty washer with 4
cycles Only $6.00 per
week
Rudolph
Goodyear, 753-0595
16. Home Furnishings
2 TWIN size beds or
bunk bed with mattress
& springs. 2 chest of
drawers, wood desk.
Call 759-4663.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty dryer with 3 temp
selections. Only $4.00
per week. Rudolph
Goodyear, 753-0595.
19. Farm Equipment
16 SCALLOPED blade
disk, sealed bearings.
like new. 3 ph.. a 10 ft.,
3 p.h. drag harrow, and
a 6 ft., heavy duty, 3 p.h.
grader blade. Call after
6p.m. 527-3506.
4"-ROW International
planter
56 series).
excellent condition. Call
753-1769 or 753-1774.
ARM wagon with steel
bed Call 759-4636 after
,TINF4icT
Holland 273 baler,
excellent condition, $3,
000. 753-6870.

37. Livestock-Supplies
Houses for Rent
LAYING
hens, lay color
SPECIAL on 216-5 LARGE extra nice, '2
eggs. Also, some baby
Wheel Horse- 16 HP BR furnished apt. Also,
1 BR apt near Univers- chickens. 753-1847
twin IC Briggs Reg
price- $2850 sale price- ity Call 753-9468 or 41
Public Sales
$2650 w/ free hub caps 753-2967
& vinyl cover.
38 Pets-Supplies
hourmeter- voltmeter.
CARPORT
high back seat. Stokes AKC mlnature
SALE
Schnauzer pups for
Tractor.
SPECIAL, white sale, 6 weeks old. Best
Fri. & Sat.
Westinghouse chest blood lines $85 each.
June 14 & 15
freezers. 21 Cu. ft. size. Call 759-1326_
$399.95. Purdom's Inc. ROARD your dogs and
7:30-3:00
202 S. 5th St. 753-4872.
cats with Hidden Valley
Camelot Dr.
TRIMMERS- Kennels the one to beat.
Trimmers- Trimmers. Cats and small dogs
Wiswell Rd.
Off
String trimmers, Sachs- 12.50. large dogs 84.00 a
Bedroom suite,
Dolmar the most day. Also AKC Toy
trusted name in tri- Pomeranian stud sermens,
ladies,
mmers, will use blade vice. 489-2377 Kirksey.
childrens
clothes,
atachment. See Keith at For grooming call Sue
many other items.
Stokes Tractor.
436-5835.
24 .

Miscellaneous

27. Mobile Homes for Sale
12 xi° SHULTZ trailer
located 3 miles east of
Murray. Call 759-4467.
14x70 MOBILE home,
excellent condition.
$13500. Call 759-1854.
14x70 2 BR trailer, like
new. 2 Bay clean•up
shop, 1 acre. Will sell
seperate or together_
Call 753-0318.
1973 SHULTZ partially
furnished or unfurnished. Call 753-5049.
1979 14x60, 2 BR. partially furnished. Excellent condition, $6200.
753-1362 or after 5p.m.
753-0918.
1982 14x70 ElCona,
BR, 1 bath, fireplace.
oak paneling, Whirlpool
appliances, central heat
& air, low electric bills
See in Fox Meadows
759-1831.
/1)(60 ON 3/4 of an acre
shaded lot, 1 mile from
downtown Murray/ Briggs & Stratton. 3 BR,
2 bath, large living
room, family room &
dining area, central ac
& heat, w-to-w carpeting, partially furnished,
& sun deck. Quality
country living at a
reasonable price. Call
762-6287 or 753-9445.

34

41

38. Pets-Supplies

41.Public Sales

YARD SALE

8

Fri. Noon-8 pm.
Sat. 10-6 p.m.
220 N. 13th
753-8838
Moving Must Sell

81
(Bs
dal
bik
cb
ap

King size waterbed,
computer, refrigerator,
washer/dryer, freezer
other appliances, fur
niture,
household
goods, clothing, books
Many other items'

BI
Ju

Public Sales

4 PARTY
GARAGE
SALE
Thurs. Fri. &
Sat.
8 til 5
North 641

8 PARTY
YARD
SALE
Concord
Across from
Post Office
Sat. June 15
8 til 6 p.m.
Lots of childrens
clothes, dishes &
lots more.
At New

MULTIPLE
PARTY YARD
SALE
Fri. & Sat.
504 S. 16th St.
Numerous items,
something
for
everyone. No sales
until 8 a.m. Postponed in case of rain.

Edge of city limits
24. Miscellaneous
1975 12x60 MOBILE
Watch For Signs.
home $3750. 1980
Chevrolet Impala 4 dr.
$2500. 1966 Chevrolet
pickup truck 1475. 7537151.
YARD SALE
82 1 / 2"- 4'x 8 `
SHEETROCK• $4.25;
Saturday
1/2"-4'x12' sheetrock7 a.m. til 4 p.m.
$ 6 .25. Mid -South
Rain or shine
Wholesale Building; 342
East Washington:
1201 Doran Rd.
Paris; 642-2552.
Boy 10 speed bike,
GIRLS bicycles, $30 4
3 Card of Thanks
toys, clothes, CB
$35. 1 Sears best electric
radio, large & small
water heater, 2
care experience
NOW hiring many secCARD OF THANKS
circulating
elements,
fans,
$40.
753-0157.
ure positions with ex*Some college
Fred k \table Perr
3 GAL. black top sealermany other things
cellent pay 81 benefits,
preferred
gratefully acknowledges
16 . 95 . Mid -South
training & travel. Call
Wholesale Building; 342
Send resume to:
The Marines collect
your kind and thoughtful ex
East Washington:
502-247-4670 or 443-8246.
Fern Terrace
prerssion of sympathy to my
Paris; 642-2552.
SOMEONE to stay with
relatives and friends for
Lodge
4x10 UTILITY trailer
elderly woman part
HANDICAPPED EDUCATION
money cards and flowers
P.O. Box 325
with tandem axle.
time. Furnished apt.
FUNDS SOUGHT
3
PARTY
during the death of our son
Norge air conditioner
upstairs available as
Mayfield, Ky.
The Murray Independent School District has recent110 or 220, small
compensation
who passed away May 21
YARD
SALE
42066
ly prepared an application for the use of federal funds
Westinghouse reNegotiable Joe Lanc1985
Sat. 15th
frigerator, 40 gal. gas 28. Mobile Homes for Rent
for the education of handicapped children in the Mur•
aster 753-4615 after
Lloyd B Perry lived in
9. Situation Wanted
tank. 437-4873.
641 North
2 BR trailer with large
ray School District.
Chicago. Ill
/3"rn.
AKING interviews for COMPLETE home re- 80 YARDS of used shag yard, located in Hazel.
This application specifies that a free and appropriate
Turn left at 464,
God Bless All
part time female, Kit- pair or remodeling, carpet, color gold, $75. $125 a month, deposit
public education will be provided to all handicapped
4th
house
on
left.
chef/bartender help. plumbing, tree trim. One used 6x9 braded required. Call 492-8254.
children ages five through seventeen who are residents
Lots of
Must be able to work _ming orremoval__Cau_ r_u_g, color brown, rust 81
baby
. 2 OR 3 BR, furnished,
of the Murray School District. P.L. 94-142, federal law
-Lcrst and round
evenings and weekends. 753-8568.
green, $50, good condi- AC/natural gas. Shady
clothes, up to size
concerning handicapped students, provides priorities
Oaks 753-5209.
FOUND near Murray Call after 12 Noon. EXPERIENCED tion. 489-2117.
2, lots of misc
for the expenditures of funds. First priority is given to
901-247-3229.
BRITANNI
CA
EnNICE
2
BR
High, long haired,.
trailer near
daycare worker would
those children who are not being given any educational
experienced like to keep 1 or 2 kids, 2 cyclopedia, 30 volume Murray. No pets. Prefer
calico & °white female WANTED
services.
P.L. 94-142 also requires that the school
painters.
with
2
dependable.
books
year
Call
couples.
Call 489-2611
kitten. 2 to 3 months old
yrs. & up, days. 492-8419
district plan for the implementation of identification,
Call 753-6244
753-0157
until 2p.m. or stop by 1-247-7469.
location evaluation and appropriate educational placeEmbassy Apts. C-I DROP in cook top 32 Apts for Rent
ment of all handicapped children.
electric range, trash 1 Etr 2 BR apt near
after 2p.m.
4 PARTY
Guaranteed procedural safeguards for handicapped
GENERAL housework compactor, ventilation downtown Murray_
YARD SALE
children and their parents in decisions regarding educawanted. Will do what- hood (kitchen I with roof Adults only. Call 753tional programs and confidentiality of files of those
ever cleaning needs to mounted fan, double 4109, 762-6650. or 436Hwy. 280 off
The Purchase District Health
be done. Experienced, kitchen sink with 2844.
children identified as being handicapped will continue
East
94
2
Notice
references. 759-4849 be- faucet, Panasonic digi- 1 BEDROOM apartDepartment is seeking proposals from
to be instituted.
9th house past
fore 8a m. or after tal microwave, gasoline ment in Panorama
This application will be on file in the Office of the
individuals or institutions to provide
storage tank (200 gal. Shores.
Appliances
East Elementary
Father's Day
Superintendent of Murray Independent Schools for a
above
ground),
Therphysical
therapy
services
WTLL
in
home
the
clean
homes
Can
furnished. Lakeview
period of 7 days ending June 20, 1985. Any interested perRecliner Sale'
School.
madore microwave. Lease
753-0997.
and deposit reSave on all recliners easy
to patients enrolled in the Home
son may review copies of the application and make com753-9240.
Fri.
8-7
&
quired. No children or
WILL do all types of
thaws & lamps this week
ments concerning the application to Willie F. Jackson
Health Program. Services must be prolettering on signs or REAVY duty equip- pets. 436-2484. Available
Sat. 8-Noon
of the Murray School District. Consideration will be
ment
Carraway
hual
trailer.
Call
June I.
cars. Low rates. Call
vided by a Kentucky licensed physical
Clothes, Amway,
436-5330 after 6p.m. or
given to all comments prior to the submission of the
Furniture
Janice at 753-3833.
1 BR basement apt.,
weekends.
therapist, whithin the scope and
final copy of the application to the Department of
105143,57531502
motorcycles, &
furnished, utilities &
WILL do babysitting
Education.
limitations set forth in a physician's
misc. items.
anytime. References. MEntORE heavy duty cable furnished. $205 a
dryer. Call 753-5641 month- Single.
LEATHER- for Dad
Call 759-1019.
1625
plan of treatment. Proposals are reafiFa
c4
Personalized wallets,
Hamilton Ave.
WILL sit with elderly &
belts. etc. for Fathers
iimose
quested to provide in any or all of the
2 BR garage apt..
sick. For more inpress,
Day
good condition. furnished, panelled livOrder now
formation call 753-4590
following Kentucky counties: Ballard,
901-644-9310 All Seasons
ing room 8z kitchen,
or nights 753-2960. Good $125. Call 753-2494.
Taxidermy & Leather
O AK & Hickory carpeted. No pets. $225
Carlisle, Calloway, Marshall, Graves,
references.
craft. Hwy. 79 by
WILL watch children in firewood, $25 rick de- a month. 713 1/2 Elm.
Fulton, and Hickman. Additional inforLakeview Gro at Paris
Call 1-395-4756.
my home, reliable, livered. 436-2778.
Landing. TN.
mation is available from the Purchase
BR unfurnished apt.
references. Call 753-3764 OAK firewood, 125 a
Complete sawmill and logging operation of the
rick. delivered and $215 deposit. $215 per
anytime
District Health Department, Home
stacked. Buy now, avoid month. 759-4481 after
JARTRAN TRUCK
Hollingsworth Sawmill
Health Agency Coordinator, 916 Kenthe fall rush! 753-2494.
10. Business Opportunity
5.
m.
RENTALS
COMPLETE
SAWMILL
AND LOGGING OPERATION OF
RAILROAD
ties, 3 AP RTMENr located 1
tucky Ave.(502)444-9631. The Pur10% Discount
grades, $7, $9 & $12. Call block from downtown
"Business
THE
Man"
HOLLINGS
on all Rentals
WORTH SAWMILL
chase District Health Department
753-2905 or 435-4343.
shops & sevices. Call
Directions
Roberts Realty
Open
steel
from
building
Paris:
Take
Hwy.
641 South, 91/2 miles to HALFREAR Tine Tillers. 753-9251 days or 753-0662
reserves the right to reject any or all
12th & Sycamore
WAY POINT GROCERY. Turn right and go 1 mile to PLEASANT
dealership high
Price reduced- 5 HP- nights.
proposals
753 1651
was $789 now $695, 8 HP. CLEAN 2 BR apartHILL ROAD (1st blacktop on left). Turn left and follow PLEASANT
potential profits
was $899 now $759, ments. Deposit reHILL
ROAD to sale sight. Signs will be posted.
available part-time
Briggs 8 HP- was $979 quired, no pets. Call
or full time in your
John Deere 440-B Skidder w/Syco Range Transmission, almost new tires, fine
now $795, Kohler. See 753-8731.
piece of equipment, in very good condition; Timberjack 330 log Skidder,
Keith at Stokes Tractor,
area. Call 303FFICIENCY, utilities
Automatic,
Industrial Rd.
runs good; Case 585-C Fork Lift, good condition, runs perfect; John Deere Knuckle
partially furnished, $120
759-3200 Ext. IfiDINU
lawn mower, a month. 2 BR at
Boom Loader on 2 Ton Chevy, twin screw carrier with Allis Chalmers Power Plant;
2407.
30 inch cut, 8 hp
Prentiss Knuckle Boom Loader on 6x6 GMC Carrier; extra set of Grapples for
Embassy Apts., $205 a
436-2204.
month. 753-3530.
Knuckle Boom Loader; Complete all Steel Frick Mill w/3 Headblock Carrier-has
SEASONED firewood - FOR rent- 2 BR duplex,
steel carriage, 56 Inch F style Sawblade. The set works on this mill ore in excellent
ACROSS
1 1 . Instruction
29 Badgerlike
Answer to Previous Puzzle
oak, hickory, mixed 1214 Peggy Ann,
condition. Powered by 671 GMC Power Plant.
mammal
hardwoods
/rick
$30
TENNIS lessons ofFU
Murray. 492-8225.
Extra 56 Inch F Style Sawblade, excellent condition; Corinth Edger, excellent
1 Piece of
31 Form of light
fered, prices reasona- delivered. M1n. order 2 FURNISHED 1 & 3 BR
A
condition; Corinth Log Turner (Hydraulic) w/Controls and Tank; Approx. 150 Feet
dinnerware
shoe
ricks.
John
Call
Boyer
ble. Call Raymond Sims
apts., adjoining college.
of No. 67 Dust Chain, like new; Cut Off Sow w/30 inch blade, powered by a 71
6 In front of
34 Word of sorrow
/
2
after 4p.m. 753-0346. 753-0338.
Call 753-3134.
H.P. Dayton 220 single phase motor; 25 ft. Conveyer w/3 H.P. Dayton 220 single
11 Seaman
35 Secret agents
Murray High Tennis SRARP 755 copier. 16
URNISHED or unphase
motor;
Woods
231
Double
Profile
Planer, super piece of equipment; Sovonnmonths old, like new, furnished apt.,
12 Merchant
Coach.
36 Cooled lava
1 or 2
nah Side Loader, excellent condition; Log Racks w/Drop Sides; 1976 F-100 Ford
low number of copies, BR. Also,
14 Woody plant
37 Sick
sleeping
14
Want
to
Buy
Pick-up, L.W.B. w/302 Automatic, 54,000 miles; 1971 Ford F-250 Pick-up, L.W.B.
plain paper. Call David rooms.
15 Repulse
38 Abounds
Zimmerman
w/3-speed transmission; 1973 GMC w/Astro Cab, 318 Detroit Diesel, 10 speed,
D
A
will buy Feather Beds at 759-1425.
17 Symbol for iron 39 Greek letter
3
Apts. S. 16t13-13609.
road ranger transmission. Engine has been completely rebuilt and truck has new
in any condition. Send
18 Three-toed
40 Not at all
furnished
Whirlpool
name, phone number.
rear end. Good tires all the way around, new Michelin tires on front.
apt. $150. water & cable
sloths
41 Set of opinions
and address i'vith direc•
1975 Ford F-600 2 ton with an all steel Rogers Dump Bed, twin cylinder Dump
furnished. No pets. Call
19 Showed
Air Conditioners
42 Bound
ions to: Feathers, P.O
uou rioIaou
Horton's Lock Shop
w/2 Speed rear end; 1963 GMC V-6 2 Speed Rear End w/Dump Bed, 5 speed
concern
43 Stripe
Box 742. Shelbyville,
5,000 B.T.U.
753-5980, 753-1203.
transmission, runs good; 1970 International Locator 1700 Log Truck; White Diesel
20 Ocean
45 Stories
Ky. 40065-0742
TAKING applications
with 220 Cummings Engine; Electric Wheel Co. Hay Wagon, in excellent condi$4.00
21 Pronoun
Per Week
47 Appears
for Section 8. Rent
tion w/good tires and sideboards.
22 Glossy fabric
15. Articles for Sale
48 Periods of time
10,000 B.T.U.
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
23 Pretense
MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS
/2 SHINGLES- $15.95
BR. Apply Hilldale
DOWN
Good 5th Wheel w/Cylinder; 290 Gallon Fuel Tank; 170 Gallon Fuel Tank; Good
$6.50
Week
Per
24 Active
9 Indian mulberry sq.: 7/8" roofing nails.
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
5 Eccentric
Shop Air Compressor; 600 Gallon Fuel Tank; Time Clock and Card Rack; Saginaw
26 Certain musical
10 Losi
1 Equality
$11.00 p/50 lb. box
E qual Housing
6 Tremulous
18,000 B.T.U.
Brass Bonding Tool; Bonding Crimper; Several Rolls of Bonding; 24 Inch Dust Blower;
notes
11 Sedate
Mid-South Wholesale
2 Falsehoods
Opportunity.
7 Pay attention
$8.25 Per Week
Cant Hooks; Saw Wrench.
27 Fish sauce
13 Paper measures 342 East Washington,
3 Sudsy brew
8 Cloth measure
33.Rooms for Rent
Pre-Hauler to be sold for ports, good rear end and transar case will fit a Timber 28 W nglike
Paris; 642-2552;
4 n honor of
16 Man's name
25,000 B.T.U.
lack 225 Skidder; Several Bundles of Cherry, Walnut, Oak, Cypress and Poplar
CUBE
ice
mach..
small
Rooms
for girls or
19 "Ship of the
$10.75 Per Week
freezer. 2 ref., ice
Li/rnber; 3-10 foot spans of steel rollers, 30"; 3-10 foot 12 inch Heavy Duty
boys near university.
desert"
Rollers;
cream mach., milk
Homelite Super XL Chainsaw w/16 inch bar; other items too numerous to list.
Call 753-8146 or 753-9894
(With
Approved
20 Keen
shake mach.. coin op
AUCTIONEERS NOTE: This is some of the cleanest and most well maintained equip22 Transactions
34 Houses for Rent
pool table. Juke box,
Credit)
ment that you will find at any mill. If you are looking for good equipment for your
23 Strikes
cash rel. Ph. 436-5650.
mill or logging operation, this is the sale to attend. The mill is currently putting out
1 YEAR lease available
Rudolph
MATTRESS
25 Pertaining to
box
on 3 BR, 3000 sq ft.
200-225 ties per day.
springs.
reasonable
birth
Goodyear
country home with all
For more information or to so* equipment, contact Kennon Auction Co.
Also, very nice couch,
26 Insects
conveniences, 5 miles
721 S. 12th
(901)64273750 or Alton Hollingsworth (901)642- 7718.
blue
k
grten
color. Call
from town. No inside
28 Maintenance
Terms of sale: Cash, cashiers check, certified check or bank letter of credit re753-0595
753-9630.
pets.
References
&
de29 Showers
quired on oil persons not personally known by Kennon Auction Co.
SEARS 17 cult up- TUBE frame dune posit required, $550 a
30 Apportions
Announcements Made Day Of Sale Take Precedence Over Printed Material
rightfreezer with buggie with custom month 753-8731.
31 Hurried ,
automatic ice maker. trailer.
iCE 2 BR house on
Call before
Food and Drinks
32 Artists stands
coppertone color, ex.
large shaded lot within
3p m 364-8606,
cellent condition. $300
33 Forays
walking
distance of
WHIRLPOOL
Available
firm 759-4636
35 Searches for
Microwave oven with MSC Has utility room
"Sales largo or small, we do them all."
SELF- storing 700
38 English
watts cooking with washer dryer
Sale Conducted By:
aluminum storrn doors- power.
streetcar
Only $4 50 week. hookup Stove and restock sizes- $49 95 Mid.
Rudolph Goodyear 753- frigerator furnished
39 Dock
SouthWholesale 0695
$200 per month plus
•
4 1 Letter of
Building; 342 East
deposit Call 753-6855
alphabet'
Washington, Paris, 1342- YARD full of bargains' after 6 pm
Joe Kennon, Auctioneer, Lk. No. 1772, Firm Lk. No.1082
76 Chev pick-up. fair.
42 Federal,agency =2
Thls Is only a partial listing. For more information and your auction floods.
$ 9 7 5 82 Mercury '1 AO bedroom brick.
init.
WHIRLPOOL 17 Cu ff Zephyr, sharp. $3,150
shady lot, stove, reCall 901-642-3750, Paris TN
refrigerator with tex
44 Concerning
Two nice small frigerator, 8 miles SE,
tured
steel door. Only Honda's, $500. Buddy married couples only.
46 Faeroe Islands
$8.00 per week Rudolph ✓ alentine, 1 7 0 4 references. deposit
whirlwind
Goodyear 75.3 0595
Call 492-8594.
Greenbrier.

Assistant
Administrator

41.

AKC "registered female
Collie, has papers. 5
month old. Beautiful
dog. Call 753-7615.
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ABSOLUTE AUCTION SALE

Saturday, June 15, 1985-10 A.M.
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41

Public Sales

41

GARAGE
SALE

3 PARTY
YARD SALE

Fri. & Sat.
June 14 & 15
8 a.m. til 5 p.m
814 Bagwell Blvd
(Bagwell at E. Glen
dale Rd ) 10 speed

Sat. 15
7 a.m.-4 p.m.
2017
Gatesborough
Circle

bike, baby items,
clothes, chairs, small
appliances, & misc

8 FAMILY
YARD SALE
Friday &
Saturday
June 14 &
June 15
7 til 4
610 S. 9th St.

YARD
SALE

YARD
SALE
Fri. Only
June 14
8 till 4
C-4 Fox
Meadows
Cancel if rain.

121 South
Lynnwood
Estate
Third house on left
Friday 8 till?
Clothes, dishes,
shoes, jewelry,
misc.

YARD
SALE

YARD
SALE

907 Vine
Friday
8-3

Saturday
June 15
8 a.m.-?
1401 Story

Lots
of
good
childrens clothes,
toys, glassware,
bicycle, household
items. Cancel in
case of rain.

2 PARTY
YARD SALE

YARD SALE
Field Across
From Embassy
Apartments
Fri. 8-5
Sat. 7-12

Fri. & Sat.
8 til 4
1522 Kirkwood
Clothes, stereo,
misc. odds &
ends.

•

Lots of nice womens
clothes size 5, 7, 8.9.
mens sweaters, some
baby clothes & girls

SILVER PRICES
Silver
Closed
Yesterday
6.20
Opened
Today
6.20
Unchanged

Compliments of.
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM JEWELERS
713 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 42071
5.3 7113
boy Gold Solver & Doonsonds
Hours. 10.8 Daily. 12 5 Sunday

We

Sn

A

HOME FOR SALE
Heavy insulated with over 3000
sq. ft. of unique style on 33 private
acres. 4 bedrooms, 2 baths, 7
species of hand cut paneling, solid
wood floors and beamed ceilings
throughout. Heat pump. wood
stove and all modern features.
Contact

Kopperud Realty
753-1222

ESTATE AUCTION
Saturday, June 15
10 A.M. Rain or Shine

At the late Tosco & Myrtle Wilson home,
corner of First & Barnett (by Hazel Community Center) in HazerIty.
Household:Bedroom suite, Samsonite
Card table and 4 chairs, vacuum cleanec,

•

Public Sales

YARD
SALE
Fri. &

Sat.

June 14, 15 & 16
Starting
6 a.m.-8 p.m.
2107 Coldwater Rd.
Third house on left
past Shady Oaks
Trailer Ct. Truck.
motorcycles, three
wheelers,
guns,
radios,
clothes,
100's of other items.

DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 315.10
Opened
Today
314.40
Down
.70

41

console color TV, 2 kitchen safes,
Magnavox AM/FM stereo, kerosene heater
(new), bookcase, nice hide-a-bed couch.
living room chairs, maple dining table igr 6
chairs, elec. fan, lawn chairs, swing, end
tables,blanket rack, set of dishes, pressure
cooker, club aluminum, fishing & hunting
clothes & equipment, pots, pans, tools,
stepladder, wheel barrow, hand & garden
tools, and much misc.
•
ANTIQIIIES:Oak Washstand w/towel bar.
-sewing rocker, chifferobe, trunk, washkettle planter.
Not
responsible
for
accidents,
refreshments, for information and all your
auction needs, call

BOB W.(FROSTY) MILLER
THE AUCTIONEER
492-8594

46

3 CAB over camper,
good shape, $450 with
accessories 16' John
boat, 35 hp EVD., not
elt start with trolling
motor, $1,400. '67 Chevy
pickup truck, good
shape, $500. 489-2618.

Washer
&
dryer,
children & teenage
items

BIG 3 PARTY
YARD SALE

rra.

Public Sales

6 Miles
South on
641

Homes for

Sale

LOG HOME SALES
INCREASING 53%
PER YEAR
Brentwood Log Homes
combines the Natural
beauty, low cost and
energy efficiency of
logs with todays lifestyle
to produce high profits
for its DEALERS
Manufacturer of Brentwood Log Homes IS seek ing district dealers to establish retail sales with a
Protected Territory
UNLIMITED
INCOME POTENTIAL
- FEATURING• Owl.,r loos Horn..

•

YARD
SALE
Fri. & Sat.
8-5
1307 Kirkwood
Toys, children's
clothes, bicycle,
misc.
items.

1,110111q,
Inat retad lor $$ SO pm so It
Solid A wow., gelgorl logs

• KILN AHHI .ogs
• Tgogo• and gm., es....,cr

r•saln, r.ghl *MO
• E 4cluSer• sop, 09 4no sop,
honl, log
,
• Brentwood log Homes gams
pact, deal./ 10 inSure. • ,CPSS

100%
SECURED BY
MODEL HOME

INVESTMENT

•

log•Hdual selected TOM 1.1.1“.
ify to purchase
en0r,pao• a

$11 Oaf, model horn,
Call Mt Thomas N51'0 $195.0720
COLLECT'Brentwood Los Nowise
427 Rorer Rock Blot

1.11totreest,o, TN 37130

YARD SALE
Fri. 8-6
Sat, 8-4
1 mi. from Stella
on Hwy. 299
.Children clothes of
all sizes, toys &
game, metal sand
box,
baby, accessories, mattress
& box springs, truck
camper & numerous
other items.

YARD SALE
Fri. & Sat.
8:00-4:00
715 Olive St.
No early sales Clothesadult, girls infant to size
7, baby swing, play pen
and other baby accessories, bedspreadstwin, double & king,
matching curtains and
drapes,
household
items, lots of toys and
other misc

43. Real Estate
17 1/2 miles north of

NEAT duplex, handy to
MSU, 2 BORM plus on
bOth sides. Priced under
$40,000 Bob 753-3509.
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors 753-1492.
OPEN for bids, house to
be moved. 753 1492 for
details
QUALITY construction,
affordable price. New 3
BR, 2 bath house on
Brookhaven Extended.
Call 753-3903 after
4:30p.m.
47. Motorcycles
1982 YAMAHA Virago
920, 3,000 actual miles,
back rest, luggage rack,
highway bars, garage
kept. Excellent condition. Call 753-4696 after
4p.m.
1083 500 SHADOW, excellent condition, 2
helmets. Call 762-4475.
1983 650 NIGHT Hawk.
Call after 7p.m
759-1928.
1985 YAMA Hopper, low
mileage, 3 months old,
has warranty. Call 7599609
79 YAMAHA Enduro
125. $450 or best offer.
Ask for Mark 753-2798
after 5p.m., 753-0180
before 5p.m.
'80 YAMAHA 250 with
windshield 8z 2 helmets.
A-1 condition. $650.
753-6808 days, 753-5159
after 5p.m.
'83 206 YAMAHA Shaft
Drive 3-wheeler, ridden
very little. 437-4461.

49. Used

Cars

52

1970 LTD N.ery good
condition, $600. Call
488-2440.
1971 COMET. 4 door. g
cyl , auto.. very good
$600. Call 753-6505.
1977 LESABRE Buick, /
dr. , burnt orange
withwhite vinyl top,
excellent condition. Call
753-1700.
1978 BUICK LeSabre,
ps, pb, pw cruise, air, 2
door. Call 753-5885
1980 DATSUN $1895
1974 GMC PU $1185.
Aluminum boat &
trailer $125. 759-1801.
1982 OLDSMOBILE
Toronado, ps, pb, air,
cruise, tilt steering
wheel, power windows,
power reclining seats,
am-fm stereo cassette &
more. Sharp. 759-4476
after 5p.m.
1983 CUTLASS
Supreme, extra clean,
am-fm, tilt, cruise, pb,
ps, *7500. Call 753-0810
after 5:30p.m.
1984 MONTE Carlo,
T-tops, excellent condition. Call 753-4647.
'71 CHEVELLE, 1 owner.low miles, clean,
good running. Call 7535641 after 4p.m.
'78 FOR
150 RANGER, black. ps, pb, tilt,
low mileage. 753-9235.
lvfAZDA RX-7 GS, 1
owner, silver. sunroof,
5-speed, excellent condition. Call 753-7401 or
753-5485 after 5p.m.

1982 Chevy El
Camino, V-6, all
power & air, priced
at $4,500. 1981
Buick
Century
Limited, 4 dr.
sedan, V-6, power
brakes, steering &
air, 51,000 mi.
priced at $4,500.
Call 753-2753 or
753-2922.
50

Used Trucks
1968 FORD pickup, new
rubber. Southside
Manor.
1968 GMC 1 / 2 ton
pickup. 753-5049.
1976 FORD Custom
Van, 351 engine, ps, pb,
ac, very good condition.
Call after 5p.m.
753-4123.

51, Campers

Boats Motors

11 FT. Snark
Mayflower) Sailboat.
complete with trailer,
$750. Call 753-9752 after
5p m
15 FT. Crestime boat, 35
hp Johnson electric
start motor and trailer
with new tires Call
436-5330 after 6p m or
weekends.
15 FT. Procraft with Fig
h.p. Mercury, completely rigged. 753-8255
after 3p m

Services Offered
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BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

Services Offered

Services Offered

REPAIRS

FARM
LUMBER
*Boxing
*Framing
*Barn Posts
*Fence Posts
*Treated Lumber
*Metal Roofing
*Farm Hardware

Free Estimates
759-1983

53

CB, TV and Stereos
MURRAY HOME & AUTO
TRUE VALUE
Northside Shopping Ctr.
753 2571

LICENSED Electrician
PAINTING
for residential and
Interior & exterior,
commercial
Heating
quality work. Comand air condition, gas
petitive prices. Ininstallation and repair
sured. Over 16 years
Phone 753 7203
experience. Coll Ralph
MITCHELL Paving.
53. Services Offered
Worley 759-1050.
Seating striping, repair
ALL type masonry & complete
asphalt
work, block, brick. installation. All
lObS,
WET BASEMENT? We
concrete, driveways. large &
small. Call
make wet basements
sidewalks, patios, house 753
1537
dry. Work completely
foundations. 25 years
Industria
l
Drive
MOWING Also, hauling
guaranteed
Call or
experience. Free esMurray, Ky.
write Morgan Con_
timates. Call Charles and yard work. Re
asonable rates, good
struction Co. Rt 2, Box
Phone 759-1099
Barnett 753-5476.
references. Call Jerry
409A, Paducah, Ky
APPLIANCE
759 9661.
42001 or call 1-442-7026
SERVICE. Kenmore,
SUMMER is here
WILL haul white rock,
Westinghouse, NrED work on your
Bring your mowers sand, lime, rip rap and
Whirlpool. 22 years trees? Topping, prun
(riding
&
push),
ing,
tillers,
shaping,
complete
masonary sand, coal,
experience. Parts and
chain saws, small en
dirt, gravel, fill sand.
service. Bobby Hopper. removal and more. Call
gines
and
welding
to
B
OVER'S
TREE
Call Roger Hudson,
Bob's Appliance SerMoody's Repair for 753 4545 or 753-6763
vice, 202 S. 5th St. SERVICE for Pro
their
tune
up
and
fessional
over
tree care
Business 753-4872, 436haul. Cherry Corner
753 0338.
5848 (home).
APPLIANCE REPAIR! ODD lob specialist, Road, 753.5668. Free
D-Rib Metal Roofing
Factory authorized for ceiling fans, electrical, pickup & delivery Work
tit Siding. Galvanized
Guaranteed
plumbing, fencing. You
Tappan, Kelvinator and
$33.00 Per Square
Brown. Service on gas name it, I do it. You TREES trimmed or
Also, yard
Painted $43.00 Per
and electric ranges, buy, I install. You removed
work. Experienced.
Square. Full itc"
microwaves, dis- break, I fix. Call 436
Free estimates Call
hwashers, re- 2868
Coverage. 5V Metal In
436 2690.
frigerators, etc. Earl
Standard
Lengths
TREE work, trimming
Lovett, 354-6856 or 753$26.95 Per Square
and taking down. Also,
5341.
Woodworks by
Wood's Farm Center.
yard work. Call
Brothers &
Cabin Creek
436-5895
Sons. Siding, gutters,
Marion.
Ky
roofs, replacement
Handcrafted Furniture
502-965-3176.
Free
windows. 30 yrs. exAluminum
& Accessories - Repairs
Delivery 25 Squares
perience
Free es•
& Refinishing. Call
And Up.
Service
Co.
timates. (502)362-4895.
753-0079 or 759-9654
Aluminum and vinyl
CARPENTER, 27 years
siding. Custom trim
experience, poll barn,
56.Free Column
work. References.
tobacco barn, lean TREE work. Complete
kittens will be
Coll Will Ed Bailey,
two's, tinning, house removal, topping, tri
weaned in 3 weeks: Call
additions 81 remodeling. mming & stumps re753-0689
753-5091
Fr eees• moved. Insured. Call
timated. Call W.A. & 753.0211
Son, Farmington 3452024.
b-ENNIS McClure construction, roofing.
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
painting, plumbing, inINTERIOR
terior or exterior
8, CUSTOM WOODWORKING
EXTERIOR
Phone 502-382-2689, Rt.
PAINTING
I 0V1
1, Sedalia.
.1
I ARS
1.
FENCE sales at Sears
SOLID WOOD CABINETS &
•`F CII Ni F
WALLPAPERING
now, Call Sears 753-2310
RAISED PANEL DOORS
for free estimate for
Birch • Oein • Walnut • Cherry
OUNCASES
•
MANTLES
your needs.
• BOOKCASES
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
GENERAL HOME
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING
REPAIR. 15 years exCOMP/TITIVI MINCES Deep Cy & Soo Ow Display
perience. Carpentry,
• 1212 Main Murray, Ky.
concrete, plumbing.
*FREE ESTIMATES*
go*••••••••••••
roofing. siding. NO JOB
•
TO SMALL. Free estimates. Days 753-6973,
nights 474-2276
RING by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
T-IAMILTON Cultured
Marble 8z Tile, 643 Old
Benton Rd. If you have
ceramic tile glued
around your tub or
shower, chances are
you have problems, we
haye the answ.e,r.
Marble Panels. Also,
have marble vanity tops
8z sinks, ceramic tiles,
mirrors. etc. Custom
work! Free estimates!
Open by appointment.
call 753-9400.
EsTSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA approved. Save on those
high heating and cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free
estimate.

BAILEY'S
FARM
LUMBER
SUPPLY

nY ARS

rREE

Onunr.s

PAINTING

JIM DAY
PAINTING
753-3716

31 FT pop-up camper,
sleeps 6, closet & storMurray, 37 acres of land
age space, $900. Days
with well, $25,000. Call
753-6067, nights 436-2876.
after 5p.m. 474-8014.
liANK" of Murray & Fm
52 Boats -Motors
H.A. repossessed pro14 Fi'. aluminum fishperties. Other listings,
ing boat and trailer. 16
Murray-Calloway Co.
ft. walkthru windshield
Realty, 304 N. 12th St.
and trailer. 18 ft.
753-8146 or Ron Talent
walkthru. 120 h.p., in753-9894.
board outboard and
OVER 21 wooded acres
trailer. Honda 500. 3
located only 1/2 mile
cycle trailer. All in
from lake on State Rd. 49.Used Cars
excellent condition. 1666
near Hamlin &
Pinebluff. Priced at 1969 FIREBIRD Trans- Ryan Ave.
only $19,950 with low Am, good tires, rebuilt 14' SEMI V aluminum
down payment & owner motor 8r front cap, 8650. craft with 35 Evinrude
motor & depth finder,
financing, balance at 753-7600, 753-843,2.
10%. Will divide into 5 1969 VOLKSWAGON new trolling motor. Also
acre parcels. Ken Bug, good condition. lots of extra equipment.
Call 436-5330 after 6p.m. 753-9333 ask for Kenney.
Shores Estates 753-7531.
after 6p.m. 753-7795
WATERFRONT pro- or weekends
perty near Hamlin on
Ky 1918. One half acre
JERRY ATKINS & ASSOC.
waterfront lots; One
•1•••,
•1 •3011
half acre lake view lots;
Irrigation Residential
35 acres with 600 feet of
(Formerly Atkins Gutter Service
CAMPBELL WELL
waterfront; 140 acres
& Circle A Fencing)
DRILLING
with about a mile of
NOW OFFERS A COMPLETE LINE OF
Mckenzie, To
waterfront; Five acres
Aluminum & Vinyl Siding,
Call Collect
lots near lake. Owner
Soffit & Trim Work,
901 352 3671 or
financing available. 753Seamless Aluminum Guttering
901-352 5704
7531.
Renovator Insulated Replacement Windows
Free Estimates
44. Lots for Sale
Aluminum Carports & Patio Covers
JIM'S Repair Service
Aluminum Screen Room Enclosures
1 1/2 ACRE wooded
Washers & dryers, re
FENCING
lake front lot on protfrigerators, freezers
Chain Link*Split Rail*Farm•Privacy
ected cove of Ky. Lake.
and air conditioners,
Financing Available Phone. 753-8407
Priced at only $15,750.
any brand_ Phone 436
Low down payment
2247. Also, buy & sell
with owner financing of
appliances.
balance at 10(7, interest.
JOINER'S Tree Ser
Ken Shores Estates.
vice. 30 years ex
753-7531.
Kentucky Central Insurance Companies
perience. Also bucket
LOT for sale. Approx. /
truck for hire. Call
miles east of Murray.
OFFERING:
753-0366.
753-1537.
Automobile
all
Homeowner
s
45. Farms for Sale
Aluminum and Vinyl
Fire
siding and trim. Also
3 BR house, 2 bath.
Life
aluminum patio awnmobile home, out•Term
buildings, on 16 acres,
ings and carports.
•Universal
Life
black top road, at
Jack Glover
•Guaranted Issue
Coldwater Phone 489753-1873
For Free Analysis & quotes •Senior Citizens
2224
Cancer
408 South 12th Street
46. Homes for Sale
Murray, Kentucky 42071
IRAs
PAINTING= Paper
BR, 2 bath home on 4
hanging, commerical or
acres, central heat 8r
residential, Free es
air, 3 car garage.
timates, References. 25
759-1801.
Years experience,
3 BR home in Hardin, 2
Tremon Farris 759 1987
acres, central air &
ROOFING, Plumbing.
heat, full basement_
Siding, Additions
Only serious inquiries.
Painting, General Car
Dealers and Customers:
437-4713.
pentry. P.A. Molony Co
New schedule of Opening
COUNTRY living, with
753 8628
Free
a modern Tr -level on
Days-Starting Sat. June 1
Estimates.
9.5 acres and a year
GENERAL mainten
we will be open every
around pond. Lots of
ance, roofing. --paintino
trees and pasture land,
Sat. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
experience
etc. 20
priced in the 870's. Bob
Free e0imates Cal:
Sun. 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
753-3509 or Amos 753474.2330.
2249. Century-21 Loretta
and every 1st and 4th Mon.
3EWING -Machine Re
Jobs Realtors 753-1492.
of the month from 6 a.m. till
pair
All makes and
leOR sale by owner, 2
models._ Industrial.
BR house with large
dealers leave. Spaces open all
home and commercial.
upstairs storage.
days inside and outside
38 yrs experience. All
116,000. Call 753-5477
work guaranteed. Ken
(rain or shine).
Ouief elegance... Two
neth Barnhill, 753 2674
story solid brick has
With our new dealer prices
Stella, Ky.
dignity of yesteryear .
-1-LiftPS removed Nc
you just can't afford not to
with convenience of
damage to surrouriding
today. Three spacious
have a booth at the
lawn Lots cleared. Cal[
bedrooms, plus study.
North 641 Craft & Flea Market.
753-0211.
Spacious landscaped lot
2 miles North of Murray on
with towering trees.
Wedding
You have found your
Hwy. 641. Former Wiggins
Photography
home located near
Furniture Building.
library and hospital.
•
753 8298
Dial 753 1492 CEN
• CARTER STUDIO
For further information call:
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
• 100 MAIN S1 SUIT! P
753-4566 anytime.
Realtors
• 1 North 3rd Entrance

Hopkins Insurance Agency

C
Dr. Tom Hopkins
(502)753-6202

Special Notice
North 641 Craft 8.
Flea Market

I

4 Hrol1114/1111/4/
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•

DOWNTOWN
WAREHOUSE
SPACE
AVAILABLE
Murray, Ky.

Approximately 5000 sq.
ft. with drive-in entrance.
Wired for security.
Call 502-442-6532 or
502-753-7102. Or write
P.O. Box 2534, Paducah,
Ky.
ESTATE AUCTION
Saturday June 15 at 10:90
At the farm home of Mr. Alton &
Mrs. Helen Cole Estate on the
Forrest Coleman Rd. From Murray take
Hwy. 121 to 783, from Mayfield 121 toward
Murray, Ky. to 783. North to Forrest
Coleman Rd. Watch for auction signs.

Selling antiques, collector items, and good usuable furniture. Old
picture frames, nice old round table with round pedestal & claw
feet, old pie safe, 2 sleepy eyed dolls. old egg basket, old kitchen
cabinet, old dough tray & board, 2 old oak dressers, old chifferobe,
old rocker, spindle back rocker, small child's rocker. old trunks,
large lot of good old quilts, quilt box, kerosene lamps, treadle sewing machine, large lot of linen, feather beds, quilting frames.
magazine rack, straight chairs, old picnic basket, small fancy lamp
tables, vanity lamps, floor lamps, old metal toys, old pocket knives,
old B.B. gun, flat irons. Fatso laundry stove, cast iron muffin ring,
other cast iron pieces, some granite pieces, sonic good old glass
Re china, old silverware, old hand fans, old jewelry, large turkey
candy dish, breakfast set, 40" electric stove, ref., chest type
freezer, couch & chair. coffee & end tables, odd chairs. nice B &
W T.V., iron beds, 4 drawer chest, nice poster bedroom suite,
old
radio, electric fan & heaters, shoe last, corn sheller, fancy small.
heating stove, wash kettle, dinner kettle, iron tea kettle. 9' extension ladder, yard chairsh glider, porch swing, milk cans & cooler,
wheel barrow, push mower. 8 H.P. electric start riding mower,
hand & garden tools, other iterfis not hated.
Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible fcr accidents Lunch
,ivailable Auction conducted by'

Dan Miller Auction Service
Dan Miller
Terry Paschalls
Darrell Beans

Auctioneer
Auctineer
App. Auctioneer

licensed & bonded in Ky. & Tenn. No. Mil
My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays
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Amos 5:18-20
Considering
themselves to be God's
favorites, the Israelites
assumed that He would
overlook their sins, and
that through the devine
power they would be
delivered from all their
enemies. In spite of all
the pomp and display
which characterized
their religious services,
their numerous corrupt
practices and terrible
sins were an offense to
the God of righteousness
and justice. In their
case, as has been true of
various other people,
God refused to tolerate

sunday school
lesson
by h.c. chiles
Amos earnestly and
urgently admonished
the Israelites to turn
from the evils which
they had cultivated and
practiced, to be zealous
in doing good, and to

NE 13, 1985

THURSDAY

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

establish righteousness
and justice in the land
He assured them that, if
they would stop perverting justice and doing
wrong, God would yet be
gracious to them

OBITUARIES

their hypocrisy and inconsistency, and for
them to attempt to
cover their sins with
religious rites was obnoxious to Him.
Through His prophet
God let them know that
they need not expect to
enjoy the blessings of
God until they put away
their evil practices.
What God was longing
for and rightfully expecting from them was true
righteousness. While
they were pretending to
be desirous of the coming of the day of the
Lord, Amos made it

Jessie E. Garland, 80, Finney Chase, 1712
1657 Ryan Ave., Mur- Calloway Ave., Murray;
ray, died today at 3:09 one son, Wade Garland,
a.m. at Marshall County Rt. 2; one sister, Mrs.
Hospital, Benton.
Dellie Herndon,
His wife, Mrs. Odell Paducah; two brothers,
Vinson Garland, died Rue! Garland, Murray,
Jan. 24, 1982. He was a and Tennie Garland,
retired farmer and Paducah.
retired custodian at
Also surviving are six
Murray State
grandchildren
and six
University.
Mr. Garland was a great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be
member of North Pleasant Grove Cumberland Saturday at 1 p.m. in the
Presbyterian Church chapel of the Blalockand of Murray Lodge Coleman Funeral
Burial will follow
No. 106 Free and Ac- Home.
in Murray City
cepted Masons.
Born April 13, 1906, in Cemetery.
Livingston County, he
Masonic rites will be
was the son of the late coryiucted Friday at
Rufus Garland and 7:30 p.m. at the funeral
Alice Finley Garland.
home where visitation
Survivors are one will be after 3 p.m.
daughter, Mrs. Kathryn Friday.

HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Police arrested
a second suspect late
Wednesday in connection with the robbery of
an Oak Grove liquor
store June 6 in which
one clerk was shot to
death and another
seriously wounded.
State police, the
Christian County
Sheriff's Department
and Fort Campbell
Criminal Investigation
Division arrested Yorig
Ramon Reyes, 20, of
Bronx, N.Y. in his
quarters at Fort Campbell, a state police
spokesman said.

A Christian county
District Court warrant
charged Reyes with attempted murder, complicity to murder, complicity to rape, robbery
and sodomy. He was
lodged in the Christian
County Jail without
bond, pending arraignment at 9 a.m. Friday.
Clerk Shelia Harrison,
24, of Clarksville, Tenn.,
died after being shot
twice in the head and
Linda Browning, 23,
also of Clarksville, survived a single wound to
the head during the robbery of the Turner Liquor Store. Officers said

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

wife, Mrs. Dora Gordon; two daughters,
Mrs. Pearline Holt of
Kevil and Mrs. Imogene
Warren of LaCenter;
one son, Dr. Marshall
Gordon, Springfield,
Mo., formerly of
Burial will follow in Murray.
the Mt. Pleasant
Also surviving are
Cemetery there.
three sisters, Mrs. Vera
Mr. Gordon, 83, Higgenbotham of
LaCenter, died Monday Paducah, Mrs. Lois
at 1 1 : 4 5 p.m. in Smith of Lowes
and
Hopkinsville. He was a Mrs. Dallice Cooper of
retired Baptist minister Mayfield; one brother,
and a member of First Otis Gordon, Coldwater,
Baptist Church, Mich.
LaCenter.
Seven grandchildren,
One son, Delbert Gor- seven greatdon, preceded him in grandchildren and one
death.
great-great-grandchild
He is survived by his also survive.

Industrial Average
Air Products
Apple Computer
American Telephone
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
Dollar Gen. Store
Dupont
Durakon
Ford
Forum Group
GA F
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
Goodrich
Goodyear

•14rs Bar-B-0 & Burgers
Chestnut St.

Murray

753-0045

MUNICIPAL BONDS

STOCKS -

In 1807, Thomas Jefferson's daughter gave
birth to James Madison
Randolph. He was the
first child born in the
White House.
-

(Cont'd from page 9)
302 N. 12th
753-5842

Tony Boyd

Tobacco F,armers
We want your crop insurance
We can cover you in the field
or all the way to the floor
It costs no more to insure now

$300Cash Rebate from
Chevrolet on Any '2 Ton 2-Wheel
Drive or 4 Wheel Drive Pick-up

:1•7_

.e own," up
24 below tlu. wound
435 4343 of 435 4319
We Now Haul Pit Grovel
,
•(

June 6 Thru June 15

Dwain
Taylor

S. 12th St.
Murray, Ky.
502-753-2617

Chevrolet, inc.

Roy's Pharmacy Has Added A
14 KT. Gold Department
At Prices
'u 4,444 t

anulTrrAvrmovAi-"""--'

Affordable For Everyone

COME TO THE

••••••••••••••••
5 Movie Rentals
$12 Non Members
6 Movie Rentals
$ 12 Members
Bring

Back

Friday

Mon.

To

Monday

Register For A FREE TV To Be Given Away Sat.
Over 1275 Movies & Growing
COL1.133

We're the Professional
Movie Store

ALSO

Call us today!

OSIIIIIISSIIIIIIIII1111111111111111111111111181111111

V.C.R. Rentals '9.95

June 1 Thru July 31

- MUTUAL FUNDS

to

Basket Garden
Vegetables — Murrell
Madrey, blue ribbon,
Connie Talent, red and
white ribbons;
Three Cucumber
Pickling — Connie
Talent, blue ribbon;
Ornamental Corn —
Dorothy Cook, blue ribbon, LaDavm Cook, red
ribbon;
Best Six Stalks of Any
Variety — Dorothy
Cook, blue ribbon.

On Any New Chevrolet 2-Wheel
Drive 1/ 2 Ton or 3/4 Ton
Pick-up Purchased

MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

Agronomy...

753-8201

Special: Steak Sandwich
French Fries &
Med. Drink

Try Our Delicious Homemade Pies
Place Ain't Fancy...But Sho Is Good Food

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

K AK STUMP REMOVAL

Friday

4
'Pc
. \TE.

Special Good June 14-20

120/
1
2 -1
/
2
20% unc
45/
1
2 unc
34% -1/4
12% .%
49% +%
/
4
381/3 -3
49 unc
37% -1/8
37% unc
571/8 -1%
381/3 -1
/
2
53% -1/s
18% .%
7.60

I.B.M.
Jerrico
Johnson & Johnson
Kmart
Mary Kay Comm.
JCPenney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
U.S. Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
C.E.F. Yield

-4.15
unc
JA
-1
/
4
unc
-1/s
-%
+ IA
unc
JA
JA
34/
1
4 JA
73% unc
493
/4 +/
1
2
34/
1
2 + 3/s
2.81/1 -%

52%
15%
23%
28%
35%
24%
57%
14/
1
2
451/4

Lunch will be served
at the noon hour. The
regular Sunday night
service will be dismissed, according to the
church pastor.

11111110111.41 111111•11111111111•11111•111
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revelation, due to their
rejection of His Word.
Amos let them know
that the time was going
to come when they
would yearn for a comforting and strengthening message from God,
but that they would not
receive it, and for this
they would not have
anyone to blame except
themselves. For those
who close their minds to
the Word of God the
time eventually arrives
when they cannot hear
it. Then, they wander
from place to place in
spiritual starvation. But
God does not want any
people to bring
themselves to such a
place or into such a
condition.

INVESTMENTS

Emmanuel...

Pickup

the two women had closed the store, but two
men dressed in fatigues
and wearing
camouflage paint burst
through a rear door.
Harrison's nude body
was discovered in a
cooler in the rear of the
store.
Lavassa Anderson, 21,
of Tulsa, Okla., also a
Fort Campbell soldier,
was arrested Tuesday
and is being held in the
Christian County Jail
under $400,000 bond pending a hearing June 19.
Anderson was charged
with murder,robbery
and sodomy.

urging them to be less
concerned about
material possessions
and more concerned
about moral and
spiritual values Instead
of heeding the messages
of these men of God, the
people ignored,
persecuted or slew the
messenger.
Because of the attitude of the people
toward the prophets,
God, through Amos, told
them that in due time
they would be searching
for a message that
would not be available.
He declared that they
would experience a
spiritual famine such as
they had never known
because God was going
to withdraw the divine

Stock Market

Services for 011ie J.
Gordon, father of Dr.
Marshall Gordon,
formerly of Murray, are
today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Jones Funeral
Home, LaCenter.

Hopkins, white ribbon;
Best Three Yellow
Squash — Connie
Talent, blue and red
ribbons;
Best Head of Cabbage
— Connie Talent, blue
ribbon;
Red Onions — Connie
Talent, blue and red
ribbons;
White Onions — Connie Talent, blue and red
ribbons, Rita Hopkins,
white ribbon:

is never right for any
people to be at ease
when great needs exist.
Amos condemned their
false sense of security,
their complacency in an
era of great need and
their ignoring the signs
of danger in their time,
and then warned them
faithfully of the great
danger of drifting from
God and being indifferent to the doing of His
will. No matter how
great a nation may be, if
it persists in disobeying
or ignoring God, in due
time it will be brought
low.
Amos 8:11-12
The people sorely
needed the message
which God was speaking
through His prophets,

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Father of Dr. Gordon, dies

Aglow Trio from New
Hope Baptist Church,
Calvert City, will present a 30-minute music
program.

Amos 8:1-3
A false sense of wellbeing characterized the
Israelites. Unfortunately they were "at ease in
Zion," while injustice
and oppression stalked
through the land. But it

Second suspect in robbery arrested

Jessie E. Garland, 80, dies

(Cont'd from page 8)

clear to them that they
needed to get into the
proper relationship with
God if they were going
to escape darkness and
calamity. He corrected
the error of the
Israelites in thinking
that they would escape
God's judgment, but
that their enemies
would not do so.

RENTAL4SALES
CENTEP
200E Main

Compare
And
Save
We Want
To Be Your
Discount
Jewelry
Dealer.
90-Day
Lay-Away

ROY'S
PHARMACY
Olympic Plaza
641 N. Murray
733-2380

Bracelets starting
as low as $20.00.
Chains starting
as low as $30.00.
We have 14 Kt.
Gold Nugget Ring
Just for Father's
Day.
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Murray-Calloway Chamber of Commerce

Is Proud to Host the

Jackson Purchase Arts & Crafts Festival
Saturday, June 15, Sunday, June 16, 9 A.M.-8 P.M.
West KY. Expo Center - College Farm Rd., Murray

In Memory of *Clara M. Eagle, a founder of the original Sills and crafts
festival. She will be missed.

Special Section Of The Murray Ledger & Times
June 13, 1985
Promoted by the Retail Promotions committee,
Murray-Calloway Chamber of Commerce
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•
Downtown merchants join m
In conjunction with
this weekend's Jackson
Purchase Arts and
Crafts Festival at the
West Kentucky Exposition Center, the
Downtown Business

Association has decided
to promote downtown
Murray by promoting a
"Three Day
Extravaganza."
"We are asking the
downtown merchants to

be open until 9 p.m. on
Friday and Saturday
nights, and also from 1
to 5 p.m. on Sunday
afternoon," said Bob
Wynn, a member of the
Downtown Business

Association.

"With such a large
number of people in
Murray, some will want
to shop. It is an excellent opportunity for
us to sell."

festivities
"The chamber of
commerce is promoting
this weekend also, as

CFI

UTTLETON3
ON THE SQUARE • MURRAY

KENTUCKY

DOWNTOWN

SHOPPING

CENTER
you have seen in their
bulletin. If you (merchants) can help in any
way, financially or
otherwise, please do
so," added Wynn.

Haberdashery

Blazers, Skirts
& Pants
7 Colors
Fri. & Sat. Only

All
Swimsuits
IA Off

25% Off

Selective Group of

Missy & Junior
Sportswear

The Downtown
Business Association
consists of The Bank of
Murray, Bold Liquidators, Boone's
Laundry, Bright's,
Buckingham Ray, Corn
Austin, Elliot's Furniture, Fred's,
Hillmark, Holland
Drug, Home Federal
Savings and Loan, Lermans, Littleton's,
Mademoiselle Shop,
Murray Appliance,
Murray Supply,
Pagliais, Parker's
Market, Parker Ford,
Peoples Bank, Purdom's Furniture, Twin
Lakes Office Supply,
Wallis Drug, Ward
Elkins, Wild Raspberry,
Winchester Printing,
WNBS Radio, WSJP
Radio and Yours, Mine
and Ours.

Standard & Customized
Monograms•Heat Press'
Transfer•Silkscreening•
Personalized Gifts•Jackets•
Caps•T-Shirts•Towels•
Garment Bag•Emblems•
Patches 'Banners'

Remember Dad June 16
We "Can" Gift Wrap.

1 Group of

Lingerie
1./ Price
/2

Faye's
Monograms &
Printed Apparel
Downtown Murray
753-7743
Mon.-Fri. 10-5, Sat. 10-2
PoillOrMING
ir..Vn

'A -% Off
FOR YOUR FURNITURE NEED'S 1
Go To Elliott's Furniture
Good used bedroom suites and
bedding. Many other good items.
Good variety of new lamps, brass
floor lamps and floor ash trays,
washers, dryers, electric stoves
30 Day Guarantee
On ALL Appliances
In Store Financing

All This And More At

Inn%4.
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Lots More!
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ELLIOTT'S
FURNITURE

468 Main, Murray, Ky.
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As a guest artist
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Buchanan will bring miniature creations to festival
(Editor's Note: The
following article was
taken from "The Fisher
Pricer," a house organ
for Fisher-Price Toys.
The story features one
of the artists who will be
at this weekend's Arts
and Crafts Festival being held in the West
Kentucky Exposition
Center on College Farm
Road.)
Creating a Viking War
Ax or fashioning a
Spanish Battle Ax is exactly how Paul
Buchanan likes to spend
his free time.
Paul, a material
handler on second shift
at the Murray Fisher
Price plant, enjoys, and
is quite good at hand filing miniature
carpenter's, plumber's,
and mason's tools from
brass. Over the past 38
years, he has made 94
tiny brass tools which
have moveable parts
and are fully workable.
He made his first tool
in 1945 when long watch
chains were popular and
people hung ornaments
from them. Paul
created a miniature
ball-peen hammer to
decorate his. He has
perfected his technique
a bit since that first
piece, but the painstaking process remains the
same.
Working with a piece
of brass, Paul roughs
out the approximate
shape of the tool and
gradually brings it down
to size, drilling out the
holes and filling out the
hollows. He then
carefully adds finishing
touches on the more
detailed parts.
Finally he smooths
out the file marks with a
fine emery, and works

Committee
established
to promote
arts, business
A solution to the problem of how to coordinate activities and
communication between Murray's business
sector and the arts community was found by the
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce when it approved
the formation of a
Business for the Arts
Committee this past
year.
For several months,

•

MMIL

(Cont'd on page 4)

meticulously with steel
wool to bring out a
glossy finish. Then, to
make the tiny tools
sparkle like gold, he applies brass polish to
each piece.
In the many years

Paul has been enjoying
his hobby, he has purchased brass only once,
because, he says, his
friends keep him supplied with it.
Paul, who has no
desire to sell his collec-

tion and has turned
down at least one good
offer, says that his two
most prized pieces are a
two-inch tall vice and a 1
%-inch long pair of vicegrip pliers. The vice is
his most complicated

undertaking and required approximately 80
hours to complete. His
smallest creation is a
7/8-inch long pocket knife
with two workable
blades. Most recent additions to his collection
are the Spanish Battle
Ax and Viking War Ax
mentioned earlier.
Paul has "toured" his

tools in arts and crafts
shows and fairs
throughout his home
state of Kentucky, and
he'll probably continue
to expand his collection.
But, when he wants to
take a break from his
hobby. Paul goes
fishing, though — his
wife, Ginny. outfishes
him every time!

FOR FATHER'S
DAY
.ffluchingllatn ;lag Ktb
414 Main Downtown
1302 Chestnut Street
Paul Buchanan

8:30
OPEN FRIDAYS UNTIL

OPEN SUNDAY 1:00-5:00
SMIRTS

FOU\DATIO\S
SALE
MAIDBRAS
ENFORM
Soft Cups• Fiber Fills • UnderwIres
Regular 13 00 to 16 00 Values

1279
VANI
TY FAIR
BRAS & GIRDLES
10
"
TO

-6o11 Cup Fiber Fills• Underwire Laces8 Fiber Fills
Regular 13 00 to 27 00 Vatues

BALI
BRAS
Soft Cups• Underwires
Regular 12 50 to 18 00 Values

7"To 1479
OLG
A
BRAS

8" 19"
TO

Open Front Fiber
Regular 16 50 Value

10"

FAMOUS NAME

LINGERIE SALE
SUPER SAVINGS CONTINUE

„-

SAVE 1/4

TO1/3

OFF

Sensational Selections of Daywear Sleepweilir & Loungewear
Regular 3 25 to 48 00 Values

fr

•
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ARTS I

(Cont'd from page 3)
the committee met informally discussing how
it could bridge the gap
between business and
the arts — from those
meetings came a proposal to sponsor the annual LBL Arts and
Crafts Festival which

was traditionally held in
the TVA's Land Between the Lakes.
This weekend the efforts of the volunteer
members of the
Business for the Arts
Committee will come
together in the two-day

Jackson Purchase Arts
and Crafts Festival, to
be held Saturday and
Sunday at the West Kentucky Exposition Center
on College Farm Road
in Murray.
Since its inception in
late 1984, the committee

has been hard at work
surveying the local
business community
and involving local artists and art representatives in an effort to
discover the level of involvement desired in
each of the areas. A

large and positive
response from a survey
sent to local
businessmen proved
that the committee had
the support it flees:Jed to
undertake endeavors
such as this weekend's
arts and crafts festival.

More than 30 local
businesses have pledged
financial support for
prizes for this
weekend's event, while
numerous other
businessAbs have
volunteeree and effort to help insure the

Er rfs

or
jilinth:

—Presents —
FATHER'S DAY
—3 Day Extravaganza
Save 20% - 30%

/

Open Sunday 100-5:00 Fri. & Sat. Nites Until 8:00 Every Week

Men's Dept.

Button Down
Sport Shirts
Now $ 1 795

All Men's
Dress Shirts
Now 20% Off

Suits &
Blazers
Great selection &
Great Looks
Now

One Group Casual

on

One Group Men's

Shirts & Pants

Knit Shirts

One Group Asst

Lots of Colors & Styles

Solid & Stripe

Shirts

Now Just $ 1995

Now $

All Shorts &
Swimwear Sets
Now 25% Off

Boy's Dept.
adies Dept.
Select Groups
Of Coordinates
Savings up to

75%

1 595

Men's
Shoes
Now 25%

30%

Off

Men's

Dress Trousers
off

Choose from
Jay mar

20%

Off

Save /
1 3 Entire Selection
1 Group of

1 Rack of

Sweaters
/
1 3 To 1/2

Pants
1/2 on

on

on

Selected Group of

1

25%

Esprit Jeans
/
1 3 Off
Visit our bargin
basement
Savings of 1/2 Off

20%

on

Esprit &
Organically Grown
Sports Wear

Buy a swimsuit
for reg. price &
get a cover-up
for 1/2 price

success of the festival.
The Business For the
Arts Committee is comprised of volunteers
from the Murray Art
Guild, the Murray Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce,
the Theatre in the Park,
local businesses, media
representatives and
other local residents interested in promoting a
solid relationship between businesses and the
arts.
A logo for the
organization was
designed by Douglas
Brigdale, a retired commercial artist living in
McKenzie, Tenn. and
formerly of London,
England. Brigdale's
logo was approved by
the committee and the
chamber of commerce
and is currently being
used by the committee
as its official logo.
The Business for the
Arts Committee meets
once a month, with Betty Lowry as its
chairman.
For more information
about the committee
contact the local
chamber of commerce,
Betty Lowry or Betty
Hinton.
In preparing for this
weekend's event, the
Business for the Arts
Committee organized 10
committees to oversee
the organization of
every aspect of the arts
and crafts festival.
Each of the committees
were given specific
duties to complete prior
to this weekend, including getting local
businesses to help sponsor the event, having
banners placed around
town advertistw the
arts and crafts festival
and also getting the expo center ready for
exhibitors.
Members of the
Business for the Arts
Committee will also be
on hand this weekend as
volunteers at the expo
center.
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Three artists will bring talents to festival
studio, designed for her
as well as her many
students.
Jan Anderson, best
known for her watercolor paintings of intricate detailed stilllifes in deep rich colors,
considers it an act of
God that she is in a profession that allows her
to profit in something
she loves so much.
She began her study of
art in 1962 at the University of Kentucky. Art
Donna Richardson
Donna Richardson,
owl prints and still-lifes.
born in Bexley Heath,
Just this year she has
Kent, England, has, for
discovered that the light
years used her inand humorous side of
quisitive mind and senherself comes through
sitive nature in every
in the whimsical teddy
aspect of her career,
bears she has released
whether it was during
this summer.
the time she worked for
Donna's awards and
the local paper or a
recognition have been
photography studio.
many. She won an
Her two jobs helped in
award in the Mid-South
developing her growing
Exhibition in Nashville,
love for art and led her
Tenn., has had national
to a formal training in
recognition of her painart through courses at a
ting, "Silk Flowers,"
community college. She
has hung work in a
also completed four
number of juried shows
years of art at Brecia
and is a member of the
College, Owensboro,
Kentucky Heritage Arand four years under
tist Group.
W.T. Williams, the
Donna works in
assistant professor of
watercolor: however,
art at Kentucky
her finest work is in oil
Wesleyan College,
which is appreciated by
Owensboro.
customers across the
In the late 1970's, Donnation. She has painted
na became known as the
two large murals and is
butterfly artist, for her
currently working with
lovely detailed painan interior designer,
tings of butterflies
and is also traveling
featured with their
across the nation with
natural companion,
her artwork.
flowers. Her prints were
Donna is the wife of
such an enormous sucMichael Richardson and
cess, the butterfly
the mother of two boys.
became her trade mark,
They reside in Greeneven though she quickly
ville, Ky. in a home admoved into a series of
jacent to her lovely

began teaching art at
that time.
Fulfilling
as that was, Jan knew
she wasn't doing what
she wanted to do most,
and that was to paint. In
the late 1970's Jan
released her first print,
sold her shop, and
started to paint
regularly.
Many awards were
earned in juried shows
in the early 1980's at the
LBL Art Fair, the
Hopkinsville Art Guild

show. This show was
designed to select an artist whose painting
would appear on their
nationally distributed
calendar. Jan's painting
"Seed Drill, 1937" was
selected by Juror Vincent Price, noted actor
and art critic, from 650
Kentucky entries, and it
was he who presented
her the award.

Jan has released 10
prints and three commissioned prints. She
currently has her
original paintings hung
in a studio in
Evansville, In. where
she works with an interior designer.
Jan is the wife of H.L.
Anderson, Jr. and the
(Cont'd on page it)

ENGLItSH SOLE
..

...step lightly with a little "Engish Sole

ON THE SOUARE•MURRAY

25%-50%
Jan Anderson
was put "on hold", after
Show (2 years), and the
her college classes, until
most profitable as well
1970 when, for four
as memorable, Brownyears, she took classes
ing Manufacturing's, a
under W.T. Williams,
division of Emerson
the assistant professor
Electric juried art
of art at Kentucky
Wesleyan College,
Owensboro. The years
that followed were filled
with activities connected with art. She
owned a print and frame
shop for four years and

Summer
Shoes
Open 10:00-5:00 Mon.-Sat.
Visa-Mastercard

Phone 759-4140

•

ASSORTED 0
JEWELRY
Wholesale & Retail

For All Your New Ideas &
Craft Supplies-Plus
Unique Gifts
20% Off Storewide with Coupon.
In conjunction with the
Arts & Crafts Festival.

New
Wicker

The Wild Raspberry
jr"•"141
11114•
•
if1.14.1%I.

c1_ -I, IC

Court Square
Pre-Register 753-0859

OPEN SUN. 1-5 P.M.

BOLD LIQUIDATIORS
Downtown
Murray
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FUN IN MI

'10

7

1123

Mmmmm Good!
I. Sandwiches on Homemade Rolls

x•o••••••••••

11

COMMERCE CENTRE

1

or Croissants
Fried Chicken, Corn Dogs,
Ice Cream

12
9

ROY STEWART STADIUM

PEGGY'S PLACE
Dixieland Center

753-3604

2
S0100
nn

I- —

COUPON

Any Large Pizza

UNIVERSITY CENTE

1

I
BOY SCOUT MUSEUM

Any Medium Pizza I

12th & Chestnut
Murray, Ky.

MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY FIELDHOUSE
CLARA EAGLE GALLERY

5 U

ROBERT E. JOHNSON THEATRE
LOVETT AUDITORIUM

759-4646

41utp
WEST KENTUCKY MUSEUM

c14pite (
74q
`Testau rant:
CHINESE AND AMERICAN
Open 6 a.m.-10 p.m. 7 days a week
Loca.ted Hwy. 641 South Holiday Inn, Murrayt
/

4
$525
Mate Lunches/'
$3

Country
Crossroads

5

Granny's Porch

Best Sandwiches
in West Ky!

Plate Lunches
$3

•Daily Lunch Special
11:00 - 4:00

Open 24 Hours
7 days•week
711-4441

•Nightty Dinner Specials
•Billncluet Facilities
"Receive 10% Discount with this Ad"
tiel-Ak Cower. S. 12th St.
753-0440

AN our sandwiches Sr. made on h
buns & bread

Sammon's Bake
Open: Mon.-Fri.
6 AM-5 PM
Sat. 6 AM-1 PM
Chestnut St.

•••

"

1•••

•apallMONEINIP.
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eurtown
13

ogAm.
Ti's
Bar-B-Q
& Burgers

PLAYHOUSE IN THE PARK

•

12

SPECIAL
Meatballs, 3 Vegetables
& Medium Drink

11

Colonial House
Sniorgasbord
Is Now Open
OPEN
Mon.-Sat.
11:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
and 4:30 -8:30 p.m.
Slinday
11:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m
Hwy 641 N

753 8120

10

Homeplace
Family Restaurant
Serving Breakfast All Day.
Plate Lunches Served
Thru Dinner
1906 Coldwater Rd.

8

Best Sandwiches
in West Ky!

9

Serving Plate Lunches
All Day, 7 Days A Week

_

I our sandwiches are made on homemade
& bread.

Sammon's Bakery

tnut St.

Open: Mon.-Fri.
6 AM-5 PM
Sat. 6 AM-1 PM

739-1544

$3

•w• deliver to businesses
10:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.

Lubie and Reba's
Super Burger

Sun.-Thur.11am-lOpm
Fri. & Sat.11am-11pm

763-5434
•

•••••

.-•

C.

„
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ear

(Cont'd from page 10)
be located outside the
building.
Parents will be able to
enjoy the event, as a
special enclosed and
supervised children's
play area has been
erected. Parking will be
no problem, according

to Hinton, who said that
the expo center would
be capable of handling
any parking problems.
The Murray-Calloway
County's Health Express will be at the expo
center giving screening
tests and free

WAI:MART
ARTS

consultation.
"That building's going to be full and
overflowing by the time
this is over," said Hinton, explaining that the
expo center will be able
to handle up to 168
exhibits.

Exhibitors are expected from North
Carolina, Florida, New
Mexico, Alabama,
Mississippi, Tennessee,
Illinois, Indiana, Ohio,
Arkansas, Oklahoma,
--Texas and from as far
away as Ontario,

A:

The
chase
Festi
Land
Lakes
come t
first ti
It will
West I
tion
Farm
June 1
The
sored

Linda McKeel
Craft Dept. Mgr.

Acrylic
Porn Poms

Craft
Ribbon

•Assorted Colors

•Reg. $1 27

(Reg. 53')

Clearance Price
$1.00

2/88c

SMALL FRY — He may not have taken any
ribbons during the Sixth Annual Devil's Elbow
Fiddlers Championships held last year at LBL,
but Joshua Robertson, the son of Billy Robertson
of Rumpus Mills, Tenn., won the heart of the
crowds. Joshua, three-years-old, played a
feature fiddle tune with his father's band, the
West Kentucky Bluegrass Band.
TVA D11010

Color Cover

Sweet Love
Kids Doll
Heads

Paint

:,or cover

the festival and other
exhibits will include folk
art, quilts, porcelain,
doll makers, jewelry, a
guitar maker will be at
the festival and other
exhibitors are scheduled to demonstrate their
art.

We are reducing 100's of items in
our Craft Dept. These are all top
quality items which we are replacing
with new styles. I will be happy to help
you with any craft need you may
have. We at Wal-Mart would like to
thank our many fine customers for
shopping with us.

CRAFTS

•••••••••••••11011
.
1r

Canada, according to
Hinton.
More than 26 artists
will be reprenting work
In oils, water color,
acryclic and pen and
Ink. Opryland's potterin-residence is scheduled to be in attendance at

'Quality All-Surface
Water base.
•Various Colors
•2 Oz. Reg. $1 34

— They steal
your Heart Away"
Reg. $497

i

Make a 100 yard
dash to the
NEW SHOE SHACK
at the Olympic Plaza!

2 For $500
Stencil Candlewick Kit

Duck
Pillow
Squares
"

•Kit comes complete with
fabrics, needles, thread &
floss to finish design.
•Plus precut stencils,
fabric paint and sponges.
•Reg. $5.33 & $6.88

•V.I.P. Fabric
•100% Cotton
'Reg. $2" Yd.

$2.22
Soft Sculpture
Doll Kits

Porn Porn
Peepers

Sa‘e

TI

s\-N0e5

010

2/$300

Marbella Rings & Squares...

(Reg. 57.97)...$5.00

6" IL 6" 50' Each

Tin Punch Kits
(Reg. S5.00).. 2/$5"

2" & 4" 256 Each

Salo Ends Juno 17
Hwy 641 North, Murray
Mon.-Sat. 9-9 Sun. 12:30-5:30

-

$4" Each

S\c‘ev\ia%
Sval

Arts Fashion Foam...2/ 1/1"

Aro

hoe
s.

(Reg. 68')
CM MAW t ether a ..aar 1111/11CNAND11111 ..OUW
- a
re
.0 hew ter, III.-flord are si arrah lemere • due be me ...epee
reeve
lavWWW.W wow In
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1 %WI(-,014 0 a Peers* er ear merCharelle lbrapurchased•ana. lee
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aidiWWPW
W4 W)4.110141 ern ro.•r peewee ell.
V. Pot, W ....Wt....."Y. to Itt.. 010/... I orn01,000r,1•• W./ V. 0.10..

hack

Open Evenings
Sunday Afternoons
Olympic Plaza
641 North

La

L__
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Arts and Crafts Festival comes to Murray
The Jackson Purchase Arts and Crafts
Festival (formerly
Land Between The
Lakes Festival) will
come to Murray for the
first time this weekend.
It will be held at the
West Kentucky Exposition Center, on College
Farm Road, in Murray,
June 15-16.
The festival is sponsored by the Business

for The Arts Committee
of the Murray-Calloway
Chamber of Commerce.
The Business for the
Arts committee is made
up of representatives of
the business community, the broadcast and
print media, the
Chamber Board, and
the community's arts
organizations, including
the Murray Art Guild,
Murray-Calloway Coun-

ty Community Theater,
Murray Civic Music
Association, and Murray State University's
College of Fine Arts and
Communication.
The festival will be
limited to the first 200
exhibitors registered.
More than 20,000 people
are expected to attend
the two-day festival this
year. Visitors will enjoy
seeing the artist at

work, and demonstrations are encouraged.
Special site requirements hive been
arranged for exhibitors
who wish to
demonstrate their art or
craft.
A Bluegrass Fiddler
Championship will be
held at the festival on
Saturday, and a Gospel
Sing will be provided on
Sunday. Murray State
University will operate

concession stands during festival hours.
Prizes totaling a
minimum of $2,500 will
be awarded in the juried
sections and for best
booth.
A special enclosed
playground will be provided for children and
supervised recreation
will be conducted during
festival hours.
First aid will be
available and the

Murray -Calloway
County's Health Express will also be on
hand at the festival.
Juried selections will
be judged in each of the
following classes during
the two-day festival:
•Two-dimensional
paintings and drawings
of any medium.
*Photography.
*Crafts.
•Best of Booth
competition.

tudry 121 North
Calloway County
High School

North
College Farm Road

Chestnut Street

Jackson Purchase Annual
Arts and Crafts Festival

Five Points

Saturday, June 15
West Kentucky Livestock
and Exposition Center

9 AM/9 PM Arts and Crafts Festival

Murray State
University Campus

Begins
Noon-5 PM - Jackson Purchase
Bluegrass Championship

Hwy 94

Sunday, June 16

Directions to Expo Center

2-5 PM Gospel Singing

Be Sure and Watch

Who krwer
to a Tim'(-Lovtw
TraFer

Murray Cablevision
Channel 34

Serving the Finest in Spaghetti
Lasagna-Pizza-Salads-Sandwiches
BUFFET
*All the pizza & pasta you can eat!

Mon.-Sun. 11 a.m.-2 p.m. 8. Wed. night 5-9 p.m.

The best pizza in town.Wt-1
121

Chostnut Si.
Chest
You .
Are Morel •

'
'2 Off any '1'
• I $1 Off-any
Large Pizza
I Medium Pizza
Coupon Good
Thurs."-Sun.
June 13-16

Coupon Good
Thurs.-Sun
June 13-16

1

9 AM/'8 PM Arts and Craft Festival to Open

Open:
Mon-Sat,
11 a.m.11 p.m.
Sunday
Noon.
10 p.m.
FAST FREE
DELIVERY
(Limited
Delivery
Area)

753-6656

VOL

Every Thursday & Friday
For

"ARTSCENE"
A program dealing with local Artists
and Happenings in our Local Art
World

Hosted by Betty Lowry
Thursday's at 6:30 p.m.
Friday's at 10:00 p.m.

•

Presented By
Bel Air
Shopping
Center

CABLE
V1S111/N

733-5005

•
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Regular Pnces May Vary At Some Stores Due To local Competttion.

Al

Sale Ends June 18

•

SATURDAY

TUESDAY

THRU

Save
25%. Ow
26.97. 1Z, 3speed oscillating tan with
safety guard
rro3.0 VUrY

KMC 1365G

Sale Price. Solid-state color TV with memory
tuning, quick-start picture tube mote
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Sale Price Carton.
Crunchy matted-milkball candies. 13 oz.•

Sale Price Gal. Exterior
iatex redwood stain
dries quickly

•

Our 157.97. 22" sidedischarge lawn mow1
2-HP B & Ser with 3/
recoil-start engine has con-

-A . 1111"41‘..

110

---
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Complies With
ANSI AncICPSC
Safety Standards

..,
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.
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Prs.
Save 50%. Our 754 Pr.
Nylon knee-his fit 9-11

.
. .,,,. • c. .

-

52 Mall-in
Reba*'TOT
Kimberly-Clark

Limit 2 Boxes

2.67

Solo Price Pkg. 50, 14-co.
plastic cups.
N. mo.., .....,

Saks Price Box. 26 Of 30
maxi pods; 5 styles.

....
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.

•-

... . : :. . . •
,.....68'

roomTHIN
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Sole Price lox.
175, 2-pty facial tissues.
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Sale Price. Disposable
cigarette lighters.

PRICE AFTER REBATE.
13-oz.* spray paint Col•ii.1.0
Of's.•..so. moose sz on 4 cons

YOur Nel Cost
20.97 After Rebate
s,..noss0 k> r0,t SfILX0000f, *...7.

b

= . 20.97

L.

'.

=---

.-

1

00 Rebate

ma ..s.phios.c.,

For

Open Daily 9-9
Sunday 12-6

... -

e
sem Foclon

-NW

Lczr.=

1.47
Reeds Immo io -.i Ifonaoloon

1.47

PRICE AFTER REBATE 47
qt insulated cooler

PRICE AFTER REBATE. Paste
Of liquid wax.
14-oz. Net WI

4=111 Ir""lein‘
The Saving Place'"

1641 Oz

Committee's
work nearly
completed
Betty Hinton is getting excited about this
weekend's Arts and
Crafts Festival at the
West Kentucky Exposition Center, and
understandably so.
It was only a few months ago that Hinton and to
Lowry, two of the
guiding forces behind
the Business for the Arts
Committee, decided
that the committee
would sponsor the
event. This week all the
hours of work are coming together as exhibitors will begin arriving in the expo center
Friday afternoon and
visitors will file throilgh
the doors beginning
Saturday morning.
Work on organizing
the event began several
months ago when the
Business for the Arts
Committee made the
decision to bring the
event to Murray for the
first time, under its
sponsorship. Committees to handle every
aspect of the preparation for the arts and

in
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Committee
Chairmen
General Chairman —
Betty Hinton.
Mailing, Advertising
and Printing — Lou
Huie.
Floor Plan and Booth
Arrangement — Betty
Hinton
Standards and
Screening — Emily
Wolfson and Betty
Hinton.
Publicity — Rick Orr.
Hospitality — Betty
Lowry.
Program and Entertainment — Liz Bussey.
Prizes — Byron Forbus and Tommy
Sanders.
Tickets, Admission
and Scheduling — Rick
Orr.
Grounds — Bill Holt
and Steve Zea.
Concessions — Bill
Holt.
Judges — Mike Watts.
crafts event were formed and volunteers quickly began logging untold
hours making sure their
assignments were completed on time.
Hinton explained that
more than 180 exhibitors
are scheduled to begin
arriving Friday afternoon, and that the inside
of the expo center will
be completely packed,
with several booths to

14
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(Cont'd from page 5)

s
ly

mother of three
children. Her home and
studio are in Greenville,
Ky.

yen that she does them
quite well.
Her serenely beautiful
landscapes have taken
two awards at the KenVirginia Baxter Cumtucky State Fair, have
mins is a familiar name
shown in the Thor
among the labor force of
Gallery in Louisville
the Mid-United States.
and two are on permaShe is known as the
nent display in giant
artist of the sold out
size in Kentucky churprints "Strip Mining"
ches. Commissioned by
and "Deep Mining", as
the churches, she comwell as those depicting
pleted one 16'x17' on
other occupations. She
stretched canvas, and
Is also the commissionthe other was a fiveed artist of the print
paneled painting 5'x15'.
"Coal Miners Pride",
She was also commisdone for the Women in_ sioned by the Raintree
Mining organization.
Girl Scout Council to do
While those prints have
the painting for their
made their impact and
1983 release of the print
increased her populari"On the Soft Wings of
ty, she has contended
Spring."
that landscapes are her
Virginia began to take
her art seriously when
true love, and has pro-

getthis
and
the
posiand

nonand
the
hind
Arts
(ded
ttee
the
I the
!omex rrivnter
and
iugh
ling

zing
era!
the
Arts
the
the
the
its
Tiltrery
iraand

she enrolled at
Owensboro's Brecia
College art classes in
1969. After four years
there, she continued her
training three years,
under W.T. Williams,

Air

Virginia is married to
Kenneth Cummins and
is the grandmother of
four. She and her husband reside in South
Carrollton, Ky. in a
lovely secluded area

Virginia Baxter Cummins
the assistant professor
of art at Kentucky
Wesleyan College.
Owensboro. It was during that time, 12 years
ago, that Virginia began
teaching art classes.

that is also home of her
Carriage House studio.
Voted "Woman of
Achievement" in 1984,
she is exactly that as
she now spends a great

deal of time traveling to
the trade shows
througout the United
States.

sored by the State Dept.
of Libraries and Archives. Most of their
travels now are in the
Mid-United States. In
1985 their show schedule
will feature Atlanta,

These three professional artist with varied
talents and interest
have enjoyed the best of
two worlds, family life
and travel. It has been
estimated that within
the last year they
traveled over 5,000
miles together. It takes

Dallas, St. Louis,
Charolette, and
Chicago.
In summing up their
successes, one spoke for
the group when she
said," we feel that no
one is truly successful
without the help of
others. The support that
we have received from
family, friends and
fellow artists is another
stepping stone in our

a strong friendship as
well as a common goal
to do that successfully.
They have attended
workshops and
seminars, conducted by
some of the finest artists
the United States has to
offer, in particular, the
National Artist Seminar
In Chicago. They have
taught workshops and
helped to organize the
local artist guild. In
reflecting on the years
past it was noted that
even though they were
definitely individual, art
was even more enjoyable as a unit. They
began their association
in their earlier years of
art training, and being
together at art and craft
fairs.
In 1978, three of their
paintings toured the

success. Success to us
does not necessarily
mean dollars (each
have sold originals in
the six thousand dollar
ranger It means, for instance, having a fulfilling and exciting career
while carrying out our
duties as wives.
homemakers and
mothers."
One fellow artist and
member of the local art
society concluded that.
"those three artists
didn't sit around and
wait for something to
happen. They combined
their considerable
knowledge and experience and made it
happen."

state together in a
traveling show spon-

Lou
a Dulcimer maker, photographed during last
year's Arts and Crafts Festival, is busy at work
tuning one of his instruments.
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Stop & Browse with
Us this weekend
Sat., June 15, 9-5
Sun. June 16, 1-5
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Discount
on all items!
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Prints Ready in 1 Hour!
COUPON
I Receive Two Prints For 1
The Price of One
I
Expires June 19, 1985

Even young bluegrass musicians competed for
prizes at last year's Arts and Crafts Festival at
LBL. This year. artists and performers are ex•
pected to pack the West Kentucky Exposition
Center for the event, which was only this year
brought to Murray.
MA photo

BETTY HINTON'S

I

(Limit One Coupon Per
Customer And One
01
Coupon Per Roll).
I

2 day service on Black &
White processing, slide
film (E-6) processing and
Wallet size prints.

FRAMERS GALLERY
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DIXIELAND CENTER
Murray's Only
Authorized Dealer for
121 Bypass

CHARLES FRACE'

Snap Shot
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1 Hour Photo Developing
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Jackson Purchase
Arts & Crafts Festival
June 15th & 16th
in45
9:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m.

Bitierinttf

West KentuckyExpo Center
What Is The Business For The Arts Committee: The purpose
of the committee is to make the businesses of Murray &
Calloway County more aware of the value of the arts
to our community, to educate the business people to the
fact that if the arts are to continue to enrich our lives, we
must continue to enrich the arts.

Patrons
(Businesses Donating Prize Money)
Peoples Bank
Home Federal
Bank of Murray
Country Crossroads
Framers Gallery Inc.
Murray Calloway Jaycees
Kentucky Lake Oil
Belcher Oil Co.
Peggy's Place
BelAir Merchants Assoc.
Kopperud Realty
Buckingham Ray Ltd.
Roy's Pharmacy

Winchester Printing
Applebee Fare
Murray Theatres
Yesterdays Hazel Antique Mall
Wal-Mart
Juanita's Flowers
Robert's Realty
Golden Corral
Miller & Lamkin
Memories, Inc.
Lincoln Federal Savings
& Loan Association

Yours, Mine & Ours Shop
Corn Austin Co.
J. E. Littleton Co.
Lerman Bros., Inc.
Donna's Needlepoint Designs
Jerry's Restaurant
Boston Tea Party
Captain D's
McDonalds
Seven Seas
Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors

Safe-T Discount Pharmacy

Welcome Exhibitors & Visitors

